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Abstract
Electronic systems became an essential component of our lives. The demand for
increased functionality is satisfied by higher integration which, however, make the
design process more complex and introduces new problems. These problems must
be considered in every step involved in the design of electronic systems.
One of these steps is verification - checking, whether what is manufactured will
work properly. Among several properties that must be verified, power consump-
tion is becoming more important than ever before. In the most commonly used
CMOS technology a considerable amount of power is consumed due to switching
which is described by switching activity. Switching activity in its broad sense is a
measure of topological and temporal distribution of signal transitions for given
operating environment of the circuit. This thesis addresses the problem of estima-
tion of switching activity.
The thesis presents algorithms, implementation, and results of a new method based
on constraint resolution for finding an upper bound on switching activity in the
combinational part of a synchronous sequential circuit. The obtained switching
activity is the major component for computing circuit power consumption (peak
power) and several reliability parameters (e.g., voltage drops in power busses,
electromigration). It is a static (input-pattern independent) method. The constraint
system representing the circuit is built of constraints defined by gates and the oper-
ating environment of the circuit. The variables of the constraint system are all pos-
sible waveforms abstracted into four classes and expressed as sets of transitions for
each unit of discrete time. The constraints of the constraint system are derived
from the gates. Each gate is translated into a projection function which constrains
each of its terminals based on the values on all other terminals independently of
the netlist distinction between gate inputs and outputs. The method rapidly com-
vputes an upper bound on the switching activity. The bound is further tightened by
case analysis.
The constraint system captures only local relations between nets and gates. Two
major techniques were used to capture a global picture of the circuit and use this
acquired information to speed up or improve the analysis. They are reconvergent
region analysis and global learning.
The method has two major applications: estimation of peak power and estimation
of peak current. Both application were tested with our C++ implementation on
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits and the quality of the results for different heuristics
was compared. The results show that each heuristic is more suitable for a different
type of circuit. The method achieved values of about 1.5 to 3x, and 1.3 to 4x for
the ratio of the upper and lower bounds of the switching and peak switching activ-
ity, respectively. The method was also compared with exhaustive simulation on a
set of MCNC circuits. The exact1 value of peak switching activity (peak current)
was obtained for all tested MCNC circuits. The exact value of switching activity
(power) was obtained on most of the tested MCNC circuits.
The current implementation supports the fixed gate delay model and shares most
of the code with a timing verification method based on constraint resolution. The
performance is further improved by a parallel implementation of the case analysis
on a network of inexpensive workstations. The parallel configuration consists of
one master and many slaves. The master is responsible for maintaining the current
state of the search space, dynamically deciding which parts must be searched, and
distributing jobs to slaves. The scheduling algorithm is slave-failure safe and the
master performs periodic state saving for recovery from its own eventual failure.
Our C++ implementation shows speedup of 8 on a homogeneous network of 10
workstations, and 47 on a heterogeneous network of 87 workstations.
1. “Exact value” means that the lower bound from the simulation is equal to the upper bound
(under the fixed delay gate model).
Résumé
Les systèmes électroniques sont devenus une partie essentielle de notre vie. On
peut les trouver partout, que ce soit dans les systèmes de contrôle de feux d’inter-
section, les systèmes de navigation pour avions et satellites, les systèmes de télé-
communication ou les ordinateurs de haute performance. La réponse à la demande
de nouvelle fonctionnalité et de plus grande performance nécessite une plus grande
intégration. Cette grande intégration génère de nouveaux problèmes - qui ont pu
être négligés jusqu’alors. Mais aujourd’hui on doit considérer tout ces problèmes
dans chaque étape du processus de développement des systèmes électroniques.
Une de ces étapes est la vérification - étape qui assure qu’une fois le produit est
fabriqué, il fonctionne correctement. Parmi les propriétés que l’on doit vérifier, la
consommation du courant devient plus importante que jamais. Pour la technologie
la plus utilisée aujourd’hui - CMOS - la plus importante partie du courant est cau-
sée par la commutation des signaux logiques qui est décrite par l’activité de com-
mutation. L’activité de commutation est une mesure de distribution de transition
temporelle et spatiale dans le circuit sous une condition d’environnement donnée.
Cette thèse s’adresse au problème d’estimation de l’activité de commutation.
La thèse présente les algorithmes, l’implémentation, et les résultats d’une nouvelle
méthode pour trouver une borne supérieure d’activité de commutation dans la par-
tie combinatoire d’un circuit synchrone séquentiel basée sur une résolution de con-
traintes. L’activité de commutation est un composant majeur pour le calcul de
consommation du courant d’alimentation du circuit, et pour plusieurs paramètres
de fiabilité (par exemple chute de voltage dans des réseaux de distribution du cou-
rant, ou electromigration). La méthode est statique, c’est à dire que son résultat est
indépendant des vecteurs de test sur les entrées du circuit.
viiL’idée de base de la méthode
est la suivante: Le circuit
électronique est considéré
comme un système de con-
trainte. Les portes logiques et
l’environnent du circuit sont
représentés par des con-
traintes. Les signaux du circuit sont représentés par les variables du système de
contraintes. Toutes les ondes de signaux sur un nœud du circuit sont groupées en
quatre classes et représentés par une ensemble de transitions pour chaque intervalle
de temps (Figure 1). Les classes sont indépendantes - si une onde réelle est
représentée par un sous-ensemble de classe, elle ne peut avoir aucune transition
dans n’importe quelle autre classe. Cette propriété est utilisée dans l’analyse des
cas décrit plus tard.
Chaque porte logique intro-
duit des relations entre les
ondes abstraites qui contraig-
nent tous ses terminaux. La
valeur de chaque nœud est
exprimée comme l’intersec-
tion de la valeur du nœud
courant et les fonctions de
portes, dans les deux direc-
tion - sorties à entrée, et
entrée à sorties (Figure 2). Cette méthode permet de calculer rapidement une borne
supérieure de l’activité de commutation.
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viiiDans la thèse, la méthode est
illustrée par un petit circuit -
c17. Si le circuit est une partie
combinatoire d’un circuit
séquentiel, les entrées peuvent
changer seulement par temps
d’horloge (zero, observées les
ondes sur nœuds 0 jusqu’à 4
dans Figure 3). Les autres
ondes sont le résultat de propa-
gation de ces contraintes
(Figure 3). Dans cet exemple
toutes les portes ont un délai unité.
Les ondes abstraites contiennent tout les ondes réelles possibles. Donc, l’activité
de commutation (nombre de transitions pendant une période d’horloge) est cal-
culée comme la somme de nombre de transitions, pour chaque onde abstraite.
Dans le Figure 3 c’est 15. En utilisant la librairie physique cette valeur peut être
convertie à la consommation de courant.
Pour évaluer la fiabilité du cir-
cuit, il est important de cal-
culer le courant maximal dans
le réseau. Le courant maximal
peut être calculé à partir du
profil d’activité de commuta-
tion qui est obtenu en comp-
tant les transitions de toutes les
ondes pendant chaque intervalle de temps individuellement (Figure 4).
FIGURE 3: Circuit c17 - propagation nationale
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ixEnsuit, la borne supérieure est améliorée par une analyse de cas basée sur
l’indépendance des classes d’ondes dans les ondes abstraites. Dans cet exemple,
l’analyse de cas a déterminé que la borne supérieure est 14 transitions pour une
période d’horloge. Le nombre de transitions maximale pour un intervalle du temps
n’était pas amélioré: la valeur initiale est la valeur exact.
Le système de contraintes exprime
seulement la relation locale entre des
portes et nœuds du circuit. Deux autres
techniques ont été introduites pour uti-
liser plus d’information sur le circuit:
l’analyse de régions de reconvergence
et l’apprentissage global (Figure 5). La méthode implémentée en C++ a été testée
sur l’ensemble de circuits benchmark ISCAS’85 et l’efficacité de plusieurs heuris-
tiques a été comparée. Les résultats ont démontrés que l’efficacité de chaque heu-
ristique dépend de la topologie et de la fonctionnalité du circuit. La borne
supérieure était de 1.5 à 3x la borne inférieure de l’activité de commutation (con-
sommation) et 1.3 à 4x de l’activité de commutation maximale (courant maximal).
D’autres propriétés de la méthode ont été testées sur les circuits MCNC et circuits
ISCAS’85 avec délais de portes d’une librairie industrielle lsi_10k. Nous avons
obtenu la valeur exacte1 sur la majorité des circuits.
L’implémentation qui a été testée supporte des modèles de portes avec délais fixes
et elle partage une grande partie du code avec une méthode de vérification tempo-
relle basée sur la résolution de contraintes. La performance est ensuite améliorée
par l’analyse de cas sur un réseau de stations de travail. La configuration parallèle
est centralisée (étoile). La station au centre maintient l’espace de recherche, anal-
yse, décide quelle parties sont intéressantes, et distribue les tâches aux autres
(esclave). L’algorithme de répartition est résistant aux fautes sur les esclaves et la
1. “La valeur exacte” c’est à dire que la borne inférieurs obtenu par simulation est égale à la
borne supérieure (sous les modèles de portes avec délais fixes).
FIGURE 5: L’apprentissage sur valeurs
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xstation au centre préserve périodiquement son état sur un disque. Notre implémen-
tation parallèle a démontré l’accélération d’un facteur 8 sur 10 stations de travail et
47 sur un réseau hétérogène de 87 stations.
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Preface
There is no need to remind people how important part of our life electronics has
become. We consider many electronic gadgets a normal part of our lives, from com-
puters, cellular phones, precisely controlled car engines to the convenience of an air-
plane landing through dense fog instead of being diverted to an airport 200 miles
away. To keep up with ever increasing demand, the complexity of electronic systems
grows, therefore coming up with a new idea naturally brings up several essential
questions: How much would it cost? Will it work after I manufacture what you pro-
pose? Is it going to be reliable? Is it not going to be obsolete when it is ready?
The multi-billion industry that is trying to give some answers to all these questions is
called Electronic Design Automation (EDA). Its primary task is to make life of
designers easier, more efficient and more productive. This is accomplished mainly
through design and synthesis (transforming formally described ideas into feasible-to-
manufacture physical components), layout, verification (testing the result before the
product is physically manufactured), manufacturing and testing of physical systems.
Additional tools are design flow managers, library tools, waveform browsers, inte-
gration frameworks, etc.
The recently published bugs in the most widely used complex consumer electronic
products such as microprocessors for personal computers show that it is not easy to
verify complex designs in a short time [Bur95]. Actually, verification together with
behavioral synthesis and low power design became the challenges of EDA in the
1990-ties and well into the 21st century.
This thesis tries to touch a small portion of what is necessary to verify in an elec-
tronic design. It studies the use of a constraint-resolution approach in the verification
of power consumption of one of the widely used classes of circuits called CMOS.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Fix 5:
Fix 0:
Despite the predictions from the early middle of this century suggesting that a few
hundreds or thousands of computers would be sufficient to provide all the comput-
ing power needed all around the world, the computer industry is still expanding.
There exists sustained desire for more powerful processors, larger memories, phys-
ically smaller and less power-hungry devices. Even more, availability of unprece-
dented computational power permitted one to think about the use of computers in
areas and applications never imaginable before, resulting in a demand for
resources exceeding the capability of current technologies by several orders of
magnitude.
Nevertheless, there exist several technologies allowing non-human execution of
algorithms. Possible implementations range from ancient hydromechanical
machines, through recent mechanical calculators, to future optical, biological or
even quantum computers. However, the microelectronic semiconductor technol-
ogy seems to be dominant these days because of a lot of experience, ease of inte-
gration, reasonable scalability and reliability. Even if it does not seem so today, the
electronic technology has physical limits and approaches them fast. E.g., a chip of
dimensions of 1 inch across containing a simple combinational logic circuit cannot
operate at a frequency above 12GHz, because of the speed of propagation of sig-
nals which is inferior to the speed of light. It can be improved by smart organiza-
tion, but the limits of the current technologies are even lower than that imposed by
2the speed of propagation, hence we cannot expect digital electronic processors run-
ning at more than a few tens of GHz soon.
Some other technologies may take over in the future, but considering also the huge
investments in microelectronic VLSI technologies, such a transition will neither be
soon nor fast. Thus in parallel with development of new methods and technologies
we are improving the existing ones. The need of higher speeds and more function-
ality is satisfied by further integration, pushing the technologies to the edge. The
higher the integration and the smaller the dimensions, the less predictable and
more costly the designs are, thus requiring more accurate pre-manufacturing veri-
fication. The following section explains what processes are involved in achieving
the best performance in the shortest possible time with the least cost.
1-1. Design flow
Design flow is a sequence of processes involved in obtaining a correct high-perfor-
mance system for a given specification quickly and with minimal cost.
1-1.1 General design flow
Building an electronic or any other system requires in
general at least three steps (Figure 6). Specification
defines what the system is supposed to do, what the
inputs and outputs are. Realization means designing an
equivalent physical system which performs the same or
an acceptably similar function. Test is a process of ver-
ifying whether the actual product really does what is
stated in the specification.
FIGURE 6: General
Design flow
Specification
Realization
Test
3Such a design flow is more than sufficient for a simple system. For example, build-
ing a home library would involve specification of how many books and of what
dimensions it should hold, cutting and gluing lumber to implement it as a physical
wooden bookshelf and putting books there to test whether they really fit in. How
are we sure the shelf would not collapse? The answer is we are NOT sure at all. We
only hope (and know by experience) that the lumber and glue used are many times
stronger than needed to hold the weight of the books.
1-1.2 Design flow in electronic industry
Electronics systems are much more complicated these days. No single person dur-
ing his/her lifetime could retrace the true functionality of a contemporary micro-
processor specified as a set of Boolean equations. The whole design process does
not come for free either, but rather costs considerable amounts of money. In the
market driven economy, the turnaround time of the design cycle from a specifica-
tion to the final product (called time to market) is essential too. All that defines
what a good design process is: producing the best system in terms of performance
and features at minimal cost and in the shortest possible time.
A modern design process (Figure 7) of a digital electronic system follows a more
complicated design flow than the one in Figure 6. The specification is done at sev-
eral levels: performance and cost specification saying what a customer wants and
can afford, behavioral specification usually in some high-level specification lan-
guages describing the desired behavior (algorithm) of the system. Then comes val-
idation of the specification. Usually it is very difficult to verify performance and
cost, but at least some properties of the functionality can be checked. Then the
architecture and the interfaces are defined. The behavioral specification is trans-
formed into a feasible-to-manufacture specification by synthesis, either manual, or
partially or fully automated.
4The current state-of-the-art automated synthesis proceeds in two steps, because
algorithms and computational power which could do it in one step are not avail-
able. First the behavioral specification is transformed into a register transfer level
specification (RTL) in a process called behavioral synthesis. Then this RTL model
is transformed into a gate-level specification. This process is called logic synthesis.
Excluding possible implementa-
tions of our original specifica-
tion in terms of a mechanical,
analog, or in the future optical
or even quantum systems, there
are many gate-level systems sat-
isfying the behavioral specifica-
tion. Which one to choose is a
sub-task of synthesis called
design-space exploration.
Unless an ideal synthesis tool is
used, the gate-level description
must be verified against the cus-
tomer’s or at least the behavioral
specification. Once we have a
satisfactory gate-level specifica-
tion expressed as an oriented
multi-graph (nodes are gates,
edges are interconnections, the
orientation is input to output), it
is transformed into a multi-level
planar graph in a process called layout. Library cells are placed on what will
become an IC chip, and interconnections are routed. The layout, also called
place & route task, must produce something that chip manufacturers (called found-
ries) can physically produce at a price acceptable to the customer. Apart from fea-
FIGURE 7: Design flow
Performance and cost specification
Behavioral specification
Behavioral synthesis
RTL specification
Logic synthesis
Gate-level specification
Layout
Back-annotation
Verification
Manufacturing
Testing
Verification
Verification
System design
Annotated gate-level specification
Chip/system
Product
If all tools were ideal, design would be a
straightforward, not iterative process. Bugs
found during verification return us one or more
levels up.
for i=0 to 5
a=a+x[i]
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5ture-line width there are many other limits on the geometry of a physical design
such as the distances between wires, the shape of corners, etc., called design rules.
Layout is always driven by design rules and a design rule check (DRC) is done
after layout. Then the physical specification is verified as an analog circuit or more
frequently as an annotated gate-level design. At this point in the design flow we
can for the first time accurately verify timing (i.e., performance) and the consumed
power. The foundry manufactures the circuits producing silicon, GaAs or other
semiconductor chips, or multi-chip modules. Those are tested for structural defects
relative to the gate-level netlist (structural faults) rather than for its function which
is too costly.
The design flow is an iterative process. If verification at any stage identifies an
error (a difference between the current and the higher-level specification), the
designer or the automated tool returns to the previous step and chooses a different
solution in the design space exploration. If no solution leading to a satisfiable
design is found, it simply means that the specification is incompatible with the cur-
rent technology and algorithms. For example, an 80-bit floating point unit with
throughput of 1TFlops on 0.01 mm2 of silicon and under $1M is impossible now,
but might be easy in 10 years. The problem of convergence of the design flow has
become a hot topic in 1990-ties. The current logic delay-centric design flow needs
too many iterations in deep submicron design (DSM) where interconnect delays
are dominant over logic delays. Similar problems exists with power consumptions.
The future probably belongs to synthesis tools that consider physical implementa-
tion early in the design flow and optimize for delay, power, and area at the same
time [BrOt98].
We shall be mainly concerned with synchronous digital CMOS circuits. The rea-
son is that it is the prevailing technology today and in the near future. Our models
are intended to be generic, but when technology details are introduced, then
CMOS is assumed. In the next section we look in detail at what verification is, and
what the problems and the possible solutions are.
61-2. Verification of electronic circuits
Verification is a process of confirming certain properties on the subject of the
investigation, a circuit in our case. In this section we see how verification can be
classified and we look in detail at functional, timing, and power consumption veri-
fication.
1-2.1 Classification of verification methods
Verification methods for electronic digital circuits can be classified either by the
properties they check, or by the circuit description they work with, or by the
approach they take, as summarized in Table I.
1-2.1.1 Functional verification
Functional verification checks the function of the design. For example, a multiplier
should perform function c=a*b for any allowed values of inputs a and b. Note that
it is not really important what the design is, whether a C-language code, an RTL
structure, transistor-level description, a chip sitting on a testbench, or a human
with a pencil and a piece of paper. The design is correct, if it is doing what the cus-
tomer wants. But how can one specify what the customer wants? Usually by a
TABLE I: Classification of verification methods
Criteria of classification
Property to verify Level of circuitdescription Approach
Possibili-
ties
according
to the clas-
sification
criterion
Function Behavioral Simulation
Testability RTL Formal
Timing Gate
Consumed power Switch
Transistor
7high-level description, such as our behavioral c=a*b or few test cases, e.g. “please,
design a multiplier that computes 2*3=6 and 6*8=48, I don’t care about the rest.”
Design is usually done in hierarchical steps from the behavioral specification
down to a network of transistors. Verification can thus be done in each step too to
discover problems as early as possible.
A design is considered cor-
rect, if the new synthesized
lower-level specification
implies the higher-level one.
The “implication” is used in
the sense “[the design] does
everything and maybe more”.
That “more” are the internal signals, intermediate states, etc. The implication is
transitive, so the chain of implications from the transistor down to the behavioral
level is the same as a direct implication. That would be the ideal case. In reality,
many specifications are not complete [CerK95], making checking whether one
design completely implies another one impossible. The methods of functional ver-
ification are discussed in detail in Section 1-2.1.11 on page 15.
1-2.1.2 Testability
Once a circuit is physically manufactured, it must be tested. Testing can be very
costly. An average ASIC/FPGA/memory tester costs around $1M (or $5k per
channel), plus the cost of developing testbench programs, and the cost of the time
spent by testing. Also, some circuits are easier to test than others. To save money,
to increase reliability, and to speed up testing, designers employ design for test-
ability (DFT). It is a collection of design methods, which either add some circuitry
(such as BIST, build-in self test), or use different implementations such as ones not
having undetectable faults. Testability is beyond the scope of this thesis, however.
FIGURE 8: Task of formal verification
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81-2.1.3 Timing verification
The performance of electronic products is often the major selling point. People
upgrade computers after only few years of service, doubling the performance.
Anybody can say that it is the new features and the functionality of the many soft-
ware products that make it sell - but the features are enabled by the higher perfor-
mance in all senses of that word. One of them is the raw speed expressed in either
MHz, MIPS, SPECint or some better application-specific units.
Verification of timing properties of digital circuits is necessary either to find out
whether a circuit meets the timing specification (like the system’s clock frequency)
or to inquire about the current performance of the system (the maximum clock fre-
quency that may be applied). Timing verification is introduced in detail in
Section 1-2.2 on page 17.
1-2.1.4 Verification of power consumption
With the diminishing physical dimensions and the need for portable electronic
products with long battery life, the amount of power consumed by the products is
more and more important. The average power drawn by circuits determines the
duration of independent stand-alone use, or the dimensions and the weight of the
batteries.
Another reason for the verification of power consumption is the functional correct-
ness of the device with respect to the used technologies. The average power (to be
defined later) consumed by a circuit should not exceed the maximum power the
package is capable to dissipate, otherwise there is a danger of overheating. High
peak power can cause voltage drops in power supply lines, leaving the circuit as if
the power supply failed. Verification of power consumption is discussed in detail
in Section 1-2.3 on page 20.
9Next we shall see how different is the verification of a circuit described at the
behavioral-level, RTL, gate or transistor level. Each has some advantages as well
as disadvantages.
1-2.1.5 Verification properties on a behavioral model
A behavioral model of a circuit or a system is noth-
ing but pure functionality, sometimes augmented
with basic system requirements such as overall
speed, power consumption and cost. Such a
description is usually written in a formal language
(like that shown in Figure 9) based on the original description in plain English.
E.g., “I want a SCSI-III interface with tag queue size of 32” means for a system
designer to read through the SCSI-III standard definition and capture it in a formal
language such as C++ or VHDL. There is no way to check whether he/she cap-
tured it correctly, but he/she can still verify many properties of his/her behavioral
model1. It can be, e.g., that no SCSI command is lost, or that the controller per-
forms basic operations when connected to a behavioral model of a disk and that of
a computer. The latter approach of trying few possible cases is called simulation
[SaVi81, Pede84], the former (proving that no command can ever be lost) may be
easier to achieve by formal methods [Schr97], we shall discuss both in Sections 1-
2.1.10 and 1-2.1.11. No matter what approach is taken, the functionality can be
checked using a behavioral description of the system.
Functionality of smaller blocks is easier to verify, but one should not forget to ver-
ify the compatibility of interfaces between partitions, compliance of behavior of
each partition with the interface specification, compatibility of interfaces each with
other, as well as realizability of interface specification [CerK95].
1. Model versus description: generally when talking about manufacturing, “description” is
what specifies what to manufacture; “model” is referred to what is necessary to verify (sim-
ulate) what will be manufactured based on the “description.” In a modern design flow, veri-
fication and manufacturing are closely coupled; therefore, “description” and “model” are
considered synonymous in this thesis.
FIGURE 9: Behavioral
description
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10Functionality can be checked at the behavioral level. How about performance and
consumed power? Some estimates1 are possible, but more often they impose con-
straints on the partitions of the system which are passed to behavioral synthesis.
They can be left blank, i.e., we build a system and then see how good it is. Such an
approach was common and acceptable in the early years of electronic design but
not any more.
1-2.1.6 Verification of an RTL description
Behavioral synthesis, either manual or automated,
translates a behavioral description into an RTL
description under timing, power, and cost (area)
constraints. An RTL description is similar to a
behavioral one in the sense that it operates with
objects at a higher level of abstraction, such as integers, enumerated types, some-
times floating-point numbers, and Booleans. However, the function is described by
register transfers as the acronym RTL indicates. Each data type is assigned a fixed
length in bits; the width of the data-paths, pipelines, how many functional units
and how interconnected they are, all that is known. An example of RTL description
is shown in Figure 10.
Functionality of an RTL description (model) is verified by either checking some
properties of individual cases, or by checking that the whole RTL implies the
behavioral model. E.g., the behavior of a multiplier is c=a*b, its implementation
can be a 4-stage pipeline with 1000 bits of registers. We have to show that no mat-
ter in what order and what numbers are fed into the multiplier, it still holds that 4
clock cycles after the inputs a, b are entered at time t the result is a*b, i.e.,
c[t+4]=a[t]*b[t]. But it is not the same as the un-timed model c=a*b, which we
1. Verification versus estimates: it will be seen later in Section 2-2 on page 40 that some verifi-
cation methods are capable of computing estimates, others are exact; estimates are easier to
obtain, so in many parts of this introduction we encounter sentences like “at the gate level,
estimation of power consumption is possible”
FIGURE 10: RTL description
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11read as c[t]=a[t]*b[t]! Yes, they are different, it actually means that also the other
components (e.g., the unit that generates data for the multiplier, or the unit that
uses its output) must be pipelined. If they are not or are pipelined with a different
number of stages, a stall logic or buffers must be added … and verified. How to
verify such additions (called glue logic) precisely without building an RTL model
of the whole system is beyond the scope of this thesis as well as the knowledge of
the author.
An RTL model defines what data, how, and when moves around in the circuit.
Having a good library of generic RTL building blocks with estimates on delay and
consumed power, one can make very good predictions or optimizations based on
performance (system clock), cost (number of units, i.e., area), and recently also
consumed power. Yet, an RTL model alone is not sufficient to estimate consumed
power as will be seen later in Section 1-2.3 on page 20, some information on input
data is needed too. After design space exploration, the most promising RTL design
is the input to logic synthesis. Logic synthesis produces a gate level description,
which allows us to verify many interesting properties as outlined in the following
section.
1-2.1.7 Verification at the gate level
Logic synthesis translates an RTL description into a
gate-level description (model). Generic components
such as adders of an arbitrary width are expressed as
networks of gates (Figure 11). Gate-level models reflect
exactly the Boolean equations that implement each synthesized block. Functional-
ity may again be verified against a higher-level description. But the gate level rep-
resentation is more accurate for computing test vectors (and eventually fault
coverage), timing errors, cost, and power consumption estimation.
Since gates are generally the smallest units (cells) in the library, the timing infor-
mation and other electrical characteristics can be precisely captured. Knowing how
FIGURE 11: Gate-level
description
12a gate is interconnected with other gates allows to estimate the propagation time
through the gate and the slew degradation on output signals. The delays on inter-
connections are not known yet, however, because the length and the spatial distri-
bution of interconnections are not known. Till about early 1990s, the
interconnection delays were neglected. Now, with higher integration (smaller
gates, but more of them) the interconnect delay is changing from nearly negligible
to the dominant delay in a circuit.
Power consumption can be estimated quite accurately at the gate level. As will be
explained later in Section 2-1.9 on page 38, transitions, i.e., changes in the Bool-
ean value of a signal, are the major cause of power consumption in CMOS gates.
Knowing the input signals, their timing, and the paths along which the input transi-
tion will propagate, it is possible to estimate the power consumption reasonably
well. More accurate estimates are possible at the transistor level as shown in the
following two sections.
1-2.1.8 Verification at the transistor level
Technology mapping is a process of mapping a gate
level description onto a particular technology
library which is usually specific to each foundry.
Many large design companies build their own librar-
ies to reduce the dependence on foundries. The
result of technology mapping is a transistor-level
description. A transistor-level model views digital
gates as an analog circuit, e.g., the circuit in
Figure 12 is a two-input CMOS technology AND gate. Analysis of the analog cir-
cuit can discover many problems in driving strength, timing, parasitic capacitance,
resistance, and inductance. Yet, when working with some synthesis tools, there is
no visible transistor-level description. The reason is that the RTL is mapped onto
individual cells, that have functionality of less than one, one, or more gates. The
foundry (owner of the library) provides only the names of the cells and many
FIGURE 12: Transistor
level
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13parameters, such as area, timing information, power consumption indication, etc.
The cell implementation is not public, neither is its layout (mask description).
Individual cells are always analyzed at the transistor level to assure functionality
and to extract timing, power, and other electrical parameters. The process is called
cell characterization, see e.g., [ChoS95]. The extracted parameters are exactly
what the library vendor provides to designers and some more proprietary data such
as the variations of the parameters due to the imperfections in the manufacturing
process. Whenever needed the whole circuit or a block may have to be verified at
the transistor level. This is the case when the cell library is inaccurate for the clock
frequency used, incompletely characterized, or a special design is used, such as
dynamic logic. (Any combinational transistor level circuit shown in this thesis will
be static CMOS logic - it does not require any clock signal for its operation unlike
dynamic logic [GoMa83]).
The enormous size of a transistor-level description for even a small circuit encour-
ages the development of hybrid models - close to transistor-level in accuracy, yet
benefiting from the gate-level model simplicity. Therefore, switch-level models
and piece-wise linear signal representations have been introduced [Bryb87]. We
can see the same phenomenon happening in verification at every level of abstrac-
tion - the engineers want to get the accuracy of lower levels with the lower com-
plexity of the higher levels of abstraction.
What is missing for accurate timing and power consumption verification at the
transistor level is the knowledge of interconnects, and thus the incurred capacitive
load. Since the cell placement is not known, the crosstalk (coupling) between
interconnections is not known either. Excluding the mask library for the individual
cells, many electrical parameters become known only after layout, which we dis-
cuss next.
141-2.1.9 Verification at the layout (mask) level
The task of layout is to implement the transistor level description of a circuit as
geometrical objects on a semiconductor die (Figure 13).
That makes the model the most accurate
but also the most complex. Most major
EDA companies now extract 2-D geo-
metrical model for deriving parasitic
capacitances and resistances. E.g., IBM
[Hutt97] found out that in CMOS tech-
nology processes with the feature line
width under 0.25 µm, inductance becomes also important. Therefore, they are
exploring 2.5-D models. Full 3-D is currently (as of early 1997) too costly, but
some methods are starting to appear [DaSu97].
Functionality is rarely checked at the transistor level for common circuits. How-
ever, transistor models can be derived from masks and then compared with the
transistor (or even higher-level) specification to verify the correctness of the layout
tool. Timing can be checked very accurately [Syna97]. Power consumption too
because resistances and capacitive loads due to interconnects are known.
Is layout the lowest abstraction level? Apparently not. The transistors are built of
physical materials, which consist of molecules, molecules of atoms, atoms of
quarks, …. Some tests at molecular level have been performed with alpha-particles
interacting with molecules in the transistors of a memory cell [ZCMM96]. More
verification below the transistor level can be expected in the future, especially if
technology changes from electronic to optical or biological.
At the various levels of circuit description, two major approaches to verification
can be taken: “evaluate the circuit model for a few important cases and hope the
rest are ok” which is called simulation or methods based on mathematical defini-
FIGURE 13: Layout description
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15tions, called formal methods. The major differences between the two approaches
are the subject of the following two sections.
1-2.1.10 Verification by simulation
Simulation is a process of comparing
circuit responses to inputs with the
expected responses (Figure 14). It is
fairly easy accomplished by evaluat-
ing the circuit simulation model for given inputs. Simulation models can be imple-
mented in many ways. The most common implementation is a procedure written in
C or assembler language that matches the API of the simulation tool. One circuit is
typically described by a different model at each level of abstraction. There are
many cases where simulation is the only feasible verification method. We shall
find out more about the limitations and advantages of simulation in Section 2-2.1
on page 40. Currently (late 1998), simulation coexists with formal methods rather
than being pushed out of the market. Formal methods are described in the next sec-
tion.
1-2.1.11 Formal verification
Unlike simulation picking up few samples from the
space of possible circuit inputs, formal verification
deals with the whole space. Formal verification can be
applied at many levels of abstraction, but even the
state of the art implementations are more limited in
capacity (number of gates, blocks) and speed than
simulation. It seems that the right approach is to com-
bine several formal methods [Sync98].
Formal methods exist for verification of functionality
and timing, as well as power consumption. Generally,
FIGURE 14: Verification by Simulation
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}
16the term formal verification means “functional formal verification” (e.g.,
Figure 15). Timing and power formal verification methods are called static meth-
ods. The seemingly confusing term “a static method for verification of dynamic
power in CMOS circuits” should be understood as a “static” (read formal) method
for the verification of a circuit property called “dynamic power”. To estimate a
property such as dynamic power (more in Section 2-1.9 on page 38), simulation
would run several sample input patterns (called test vectors, or input vectors), mea-
sure the dynamic power and hope that the test vectors were typical. A static
method does not require any hope. It computes the worst case. Moreover, it does it
with complexity comparable to simulating only one test vector1. Most of this the-
sis is about a static verification method for dynamic power in CMOS circuits.
Functional formal methods are of two major types: model checking and theorem
proving. Model checking enumerates in an intelligent way all states of the sequen-
tial circuit (for definition see Section 2-1.1 on page 28). Its major problem is the
enormous number of circuit states that must be verified, a problem called state
explosion. Note that the number of states in which a binary system can be is two to
the power of the number of the memory bits (a microprocessor with 10000 bits of
memory in registers, pipeline buffers, etc., has potentially2 210000 states). There-
fore, a considerable effort is devoted to the state representation and related search
heuristics. Among the popular applications is comparing a gate-level design to the
behavioral specification or comparing two gate-level designs, e.g., an old reliable
one with a new, modified one. This is often called equivalence checking. The term
“model checking” itself is usually understood as checking of properties, such as,
e.g., the output signals ERROR and OK in our design are never true at the same
time. Equivalence checking is a special case of model checking3. Model checking
verification tools are available on the market right now [Schr97, Youn96]
1. This is at the expense of accuracy. The static methods usually provide upper bounds (e.g.,
on delay, power consumptions). For best accuracy these methods become NPH; simulation
is exponential in the number of gates (fixed gate delays) or impossible (interval gate
delays).
2. Not all states are reachable.
17(FormalCheck from Lucent Technologies, Design VERIFYer 2 and Design
INSIGHT from Chrysalis, and several other tools from Abstract, Cadence, Synop-
sys, and many startups).
Model checking is the brute-force approach among formal methods. Generally it
can find an error if there is any, but requires too many resources to complete the
space search to give the answer “the property is satisfied.” It is relatively easy to
implement, does not require experts1 to run it and the more memory and CPU time
it has, the better results it can produce. Theorem proving requires more user exper-
tise and for some tasks needs far less CPU time. It tries to prove certain properties
of signals or even that a design implies another one by mathematical theorem
proving methods. There are several experimental systems developed at universi-
ties, e.g., [GoMe93], [Rues96]. One industrial player was Lambda from Abstract2,
Inc., [Youn96], and other companies probably attempt to use formal verification as
well. The current state is that still too much user expertise is required to apply the-
orem proving in an industrial environment. We now examine the related subject of
timing verification in the next section.
1-2.2 Timing verification
In this section we explain what is timing verification, where is it used in a modern
design flow and what exactly is being verified.
Timing verification is a process of assuring that no timing constraint in the design
is violated. A timing constraint is a subset of possible timing relations between sig-
nals and their events in the circuit, e.g., the data arrives on a flip-flop before the
active clock edge minus the setup time. Satisfaction of timing constraints is
3. Connecting the inputs of the two circuits in parallel and adding comparators on the outputs,
equivalence checking is the same as checking the property that the output of the comparator
is always true.
1. In comparison with theorem proving.
2. Despite of small investments by Intel and Viewlogic (Synopsys) Abstract closed down in
late 1998 because of insufficient revenue from its products.
18required to ensure correct functionality and performance of the design. Using a
design as a block in another design defines the boundary environment on inputs
(timing on and drive strengths to the inputs of our design) and outputs (timing con-
straints and load on the outputs of our design). A timing verification tool analyzes
these constraints, the circuit netlist, library cell, and additional information (like
parasitics, load models, user-specified constraints or user-disabled constraints) to
produce a list of timing violations. Modern timing tools work closely with synthe-
sis tools, providing features like “how would the timing change if this cell were
replaced by another one” [Synb97]. Each of the inputs to timing verification tools
is equally important. University and research tools focus on new verification algo-
rithms using a limited set of simple libraries, while commercial tools have strong
library support and use stable, proven algorithms.
Timing verification can be done by either simulation or by static methods. It can be
done at several levels of abstraction. In a typical design flow, the behavioral speci-
fication is verified for function. The behavioral-level timing models are quite inac-
curate unless they were derived from an existing gate level model. Such models
are used for design planning (deciding the location of every block on a chip) or
budgeting (deciding the distribution of delays among all the blocks). RTL designs
are verified for timing using library component delays. The timing information is
further refined at the gate level by obtaining more accurate timing information
about individual gates and cells. The most accurate verification can be done after
layout when the interconnect delays are known, either at the transistor level or
more often using a gate-level netlist annotated with delays extracted from the lay-
out.
Both simulation and static methods can be used. The general idea applies to timing
as well - simulation tests only few cases which are more or less representative;
more sophisticated static methods test everything, but complexity might force
them to be conservative (i.e., reporting worse delay than the real circuit would
have).
19The problem is to decide whether a given system meets the required timing specifi-
cation (such as clock frequency) under all the operating modes and conditions. These
include all possible inputs or input sequences, fabrication inaccuracy of components,
etc. We are concerned here only with synchronous sequential circuits, because it is
the most common way of implementing electronic systems today. The main differ-
ence between synchronous and asynchronous circuits is that in synchronous circuits
signals may change only at precisely specified intervals derived from special signals
called clocks. Synchronous circuits are smaller, easier to design and test while asyn-
chronous are faster and consume less power for the same function.
A synchronous sequential circuit is an implementation of a finite state machine
(FSM). It consist of a combinational part implementing the state and output transi-
tion functions and flip-flops (FF) implementing the state variables in a binary
encoding. A flip-flop is a memory element which copies its input called Data (D)
into its internal state on the active clock edge (input signal C). The internal state is
viewed outside on the output called Q. For a given performance, the clock period
is fixed. To assure that a synchronous sequential circuit works properly one must
satisfy setup and hold time constraints on the inputs of the flip-flops. These depend
on mutual timing relations between the arrival times of events on D and the events
on C of FFs (the exact definition is given in Section 2-1.1 on page 28). The follow-
ing issues are essential and must be considered while verifying the timing con-
straints:
• Circuit netlist,
• Library components (timing arcs, function, pin capacitances, …),
• Gate delay model (interval gate delays, different for rising and falling transi-
tions),
• Clock signal (skew, distribution line delays),
• Signal transitions on primary inputs,
• Component delay correlation, and
20• Interconnect delays and capacitive load.
Because timing and power verification have much in common, an overview of
existing timing verification methods is given in Section 2-2 on page 40. We briefly
introduce verification of power consumption in the next section.
1-2.3 Verification of power consumption
In this section we show what is verified and when verification of power consump-
tion is used in a modern design flow. Many terms used in this introduction are
defined exactly in Chapter 2, Section 2-3 on page 60.
Circuits implemented in CMOS technology draw considerably higher amounts of
current when switching (Section 2-1.9 on page 38). Therefore the power consump-
tion of a circuit is closely related to its switching activity. Switching activity is the
number of transitions in the circuit over certain period of time. It depends on cir-
cuit function, topology, and also on the signals on the circuit inputs.
Peak power (highest power consumption at any time) causes pulses in power bus-
ses leading to voltage drops and thus to malfunction of sub-circuits powered by
them. Average power (e.g., per clock period) tells how much heat a package should
dissipate to avoid overheating the chip inside the package.
In a similar way as in timing verification, power consumption is supplied as a synthe-
sis constraint at behavioral level. Some methods for power verification at the behav-
ioral level started to appear, more about it in Section 2-3.3 on page 68. At RTL,
consumed power can be estimated more accurately. Knowing what happens on inputs
to each RTL component, and how much power it would consume for certain signals,
one can make estimates. How to estimate the power caused by a bus when we do not
know which signals in the bus are switching? The answer is not easy but there exist
methods addressing this problem, such as [LanR95]. But the mainstream and most
21accurate power consumption verification is still done at the gate level. Knowing how
many individual transitions on signals and when they occur in a circuit gives a very
strong ground for estimating consumed power, both peak and average. Apparently,
the most accurate is the transistor level model, where the consumed power is simply
the product of the consumed instantaneous current and the power supply voltage.
That allows for simple power/current profiling (power plotted against time). High
complexity generally limits this approach to individual cells and is usually input-pat-
tern dependent.
The most important issues which must be considered in verification of power con-
sumption at the gate level are the following:
• Timing and functional properties (as mentioned in Section 1-2.2 on page 17
about timing verification),
• Transistor-level gate models.
In the next section we explain the ultimate goals of timing and power verification
and summarize the contribution of this thesis.
1-3. The problem of timing and power verification and
the contributions of this thesis
The ideal result of a verification procedure is a statement like “under all operating
conditions the device can run with the clock frequency of nn Hertz, an additional
constraint on timing of primary inputs is …, it will consume less than mm watts,
the peak power distribution being …”. And if such a list of exact characteristics of
a circuit were really possible to obtain, it would be preferable, for the algorithm to
work the other way around: “Given all the functionality and technology con-
straints, synthesize a circuit that has the following timing and power
properties …”. Constraint-driven synthesis producing a circuit 100% compli-
ant with the constraints is the ultimate goal. Note that no verification is needed
in such case. How feasible the idea is remains to be seen.
22Both timing and power verification are very complex problems. It was demon-
strated in [DKMW94b] that already the simple task of event-driven simulation has
exponential complexity. The decision problem whether a given circuit has delay
more than a certain limit is an NPC (Non-Deterministic Polynomial Complete)
problem. It was shown in [LaB94] how such a problem can be converted into a
general satisfiability problem (SAT). The complementary problem of computing
the exact delay is at least NPH (Non-Polynomial Hard), because it requires the
application of the decision algorithm over a space that is exponential in the number
of circuit components. Computation of switching activity has a similar complexity
to delay calculation. Already the number of transitions on a net caused by a single
transition on the inputs can be equal to the number of different paths through the
net. The number of paths in a circuit can be exponential in the number of the gates.
It was shown in [DKMW94b] how to construct circuits in which the number of
transitions is exponential in the number of the gates.
Timing verification methods are reviewed in Section 2-2 on page 40 and power
verification methods in Section 2-3 on page 60. Among all the methods presently
available, the author considers the approach in [LBSV93] to be the most compre-
hensive framework for timing and power verification. The state of the art of power
verification and design is represented by methods for low-power synthesis, e.g.,
[KKRV95, LanR95], and by static verification methods [Najm94, MDGK97].
1-3.1 Problem definition
This thesis addresses a much narrower problem than the entire field of power con-
sumption verification. The most often used implementation of a finite state
machine today is a synchronous sequential CMOS circuit. The most important
component of consumed power is dynamic power, i.e., power consumed due to
switching.
23The problem is to compute how much power a circuit will consume, knowing its
gate-level netlist and operating conditions, without manufacturing the circuit first.
The essential data for obtaining dynamic power is the switching activity in the cir-
cuit. Switching activity can be computed in many ways, however, most methods
only estimate it rather than bound it (see Section 2-3.2 on page 61 for detailed
analysis). That leaves an uncertainty about what the peak power and average power
can be in the worst case. High peak power could lead to circuit failure due to volt-
age drops in power busses. High average power could cause package overheating
and metal migration. In this thesis we compute an upper bound on switching
activity in the combinational part of a synchronous sequential CMOS circuit.
That can be converted to dynamic power and voltage drops in power buses using
technology libraries. We assume fixed gate delays, but an extension to interval
delays is possible. How the search for an upper bound on switching activity is done
is outlined in the next section.
1-3.2 Outline of the proposed solution to bounding switching activity
The approach described in our thesis is based on propagation of waveform sets. It
views the circuit as a constraint system rather than a simple interconnection of
Boolean operations. The constraint system is formed of constraints (gates, and
operating conditions) and variables (circuit signals). At first glance, it might look
not too far from a sophisticated simulation, but it is only the outer appearance. The
first major difference is the underlying theory for building the constraint system
and using its properties: A variable holds an abstracted set of signals on a net rep-
resenting all possible behaviors of the circuit under a given set of constraints. The
second major difference is that the gate constraints are full relational projections of
type terminal = f(other terminals) rather than the usual Boolean output =
f(inputs), where a terminal is either an output or an input of the gate. The method
rapidly obtains an initial conservative upper bound on switching activity and then
refines it by applying heuristics. We propose several heuristics, using fanout,
reconvergent regions, and global learning. Several case analysis methods are also
24tested, one of them also in a parallel implementation on a network of inexpensive
computers.
1-3.3 Original contributions
The main scientific contribution of this thesis is the investigation of use of a con-
straint resolution method for the determination of an upper bound on switching
activity. To the author’s knowledge, it has not been published or announced before.
The contribution of the author alone:
• Developed and implemented the set arithmetic for constraint system variables
for switching activity calculation (called the PW part of the implementation),
• Developed and implemented in C++ three case analysis algorithms (called
SCA, PCA, HPCA),
• Developed an enhanced algorithm for reconvergent analysis based on the defi-
nitions in [MaaR90],
• Customized an existing global learning algorithm and implemented it in C++,
• Developed an algorithm and implemented a Perl prototype for a parallel ver-
sion of the case analysis HPCA,
• Defined, developed, and implemented Postscript and Maker Interchangeable
Format (MIF) graphical output interfaces for the power portion of the
ICproject.
The author together with his research directors:
• Defined the theoretical basis of the constraint system for the verification of
switching activity. It is based on the constraint system for timing verification
[CerZ94],
• Investigated various properties of the constraint system,
• Implemented in VHDL a prototype of the constraint system for timing verifi-
cation.
25The author supervised undergraduate students in:
• Writing conversion scripts and programs for various benchmark formats in csh,
awk, and C,
• Implementing MIF graphical interface for the timing version of the project in
C++,
• Implementing an enhanced reconvergent region analysis algorithm in C++,
• Implementing a parallel version of case analysis HPCA in C++.
The author made use of the following existing code:
• IC InCore data structures from Functionality, Inc., provided by Nortel, Ottawa,
• Convertor from the IC InCore datastructures to a proprietary circuit database
provided by the LASSO laboratory, University of Montreal. The source code
module is referred in this thesis as “UDM”. UDM provides infrastructure such
as, e.g., access to netlist or state-saving.
1-3.4 Plan of the thesis
Chapter 2 on Page 27 contains an overview and an analysis of existing timing and
switching activity verification methods. We also define the terminology, indicate
known problems, and refer to related subjects in the chapter.
Chapter 3 on Page 83 presents the proposed verification method. We give the theo-
retical basis of constraint resolution, and show how the circuit is translated into a
constraint system. Then we explain how an upper bound on switching activity is
tightened by case analysis and the associated heuristics. Global learning and recon-
vergence analysis algorithms are described in separate sections of that chapter.
Experimental results are summarized in Chapter 4 on Page 123. The chapter pro-
vides a description of the conducted experiments, their results in a tabular form,
and an analysis of the results. The parallel implementation of the case analysis and
26the results obtained are described in Chapter 5 on Page 145. The problem of chip
reliability due to voltage drops in power busses and the computation of switching
activity profiles is addressed in Chapter 6 on Page 179.
Conclusions based on the results and the overall experience with the development
of the switching activity verification method are drawn in Chapter 7 on Page 194.
Remaining problems with an indication of possible ways to resolve them as well as
potential future developments of the proposed method are also listed in Chapter 7.
In Appendix A we describe the implementation of our switching activity verifica-
tion method. It shows the basic architecture of C++ classes of the ICproject imple-
mentation, the data types used, and other enhancements such as the parallel case
analysis algorithm and the graphical output interfaces. A brief user manual can be
found in Section A-3 on page ccli.
CHAPTER 2
Verification
methods for timing
and switching
activity
Fix 15:
Fix 1:
In this chapter we present a survey of the published methods for the verification of
timing properties and switching activity in synchronous sequential CMOS circuits.
First we explain general issues, such as the modeling of digital circuits, the false
path problem, and delay correlation. Next we survey verification methods that are
applicable to both the timing and the switching activity verification methods, fol-
lowed by methods specific to each of the two activities. A small section is also
devoted to the conversion from switching activity measures to power consumption
measures.
We are mainly concerned with synchronous digital CMOS circuits. The reason is
that CMOS is the prevailing technology today. However, many results and methods
can be generalized to other digital synchronous circuits. Our models are intended
to be general, but when technology details are needed, then CMOS is assumed.
282-1. Modeling
This section defines the terminology used in the thesis, focuses on modeling of real
circuits, and overviews the most important issues related to timing and power veri-
fication.
2-1.1 Timing and power properties of synchronous circuits
A typical synchronous
sequential circuit consists of
a combinational part and
edge-triggered flip-flops such
as shown in Figure 16. The
combinational circuit com-
bines the primary inputs (PI)
and the FF outputs (PPI1) and produces the inputs of flip-flops (PPO). On the
active edge of the clock signal the value of PPO is memorized in the flip-flops and
the resulting change on PPIs may cause many changes on the internal nodes of the
combinational circuit. The basic timing properties which characterize synchronous
circuits are the following:
• The delay of the combina-
tional circuit (CCdelay)
• The clock to output delay of
the flip-flops (CtoQ)
• The setup and hold times of
the flip-flops
• Delay in the clock distribution lines
1. Pseudo primary inputs could also be called “secondary inputs”. The reason why the term
“PPI” is used in literature is probably that PPI are no different that primary inputs in a sense
that are also driven by flip-flops. The only difference is that those flip-flops are not part of
the circuit that we are investigating.
FIGURE 16: Synchronous sequential circuit
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FIGURE 17: Timing properties of the synchronous
circuit
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29• The clock period T
The relationship between the signals as shown in Figure 17 can be described by
two inequalities. Satisfaction of the inequalities guarantees proper functioning
with respect to the timing properties.
•
•
The model in Figure 17 is a sim-
plified model which does not
consider the delay in clock lines
or the variations in the clock fre-
quency (clock jitter). A typical
clock distribution network is
shown in Figure 18. The clock
signal Clk1 of the first flip-flop is delayed by the clock distribution buffers by delay
d1. The second clock Clk2 is delayed by d2, both d1 and d2 are considered to be
within some intervals of uncertainty.
The verification of the hold
time Hold1 on the first flip-flop
(FF1) with respect to the com-
binational delay CC11, and the
verification of the setup time
Setup2 on the second flip-flop
(FF2) with respect to the delay
CC21 can be done as shown in
Figure 19. Two more checks
(setup and hold along CC21),
CtoQmin CCdelaymin+ Hold>
CtoQmax CCdelaymax Setup+ + T<
FIGURE 18: Clock distribution delay
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30must be performed on FF1. All the needed setup and hold checks on FF1 are sum-
marized in the following expressions. Note that the hold check along CC11 is inde-
pendent of the clock network delay d1, therefore min/max is not considered
•
•
•
•
From the point of view of the
power consumed by the circuit,
the only important thing is how
much current each gate draws
from the power buses. In the
prevailing CMOS technology,
the current waveform is not
constant but depends on the behavior of the gate. A significant portion of energy is
consumed when the gate undergoes a transition on its output, e.g., as shown in
Figure 20. Thus a very important factor is the switching activity of the circuit, i.e.,
the number and the distribution in time of signal transitions. For a general synchro-
nous circuit (an implementation of an FSM), most of the transitions occur on the
internal nodes of the combinational circuit as shown in Figure 21.
Gate g draws current ig(t), and the current drawn by the whole circuit is
. Instantaneous power drawn by the circuit is then P(t) = V(t) i(t),
where V(t) is the power supply voltage. Average power over the i-th clock period T
is .
d1 CQ1min CC11min+ + Hold1 d1+>
d2min CQ2min CC21min+ + Hold1 d1max+>
d1max CQ1max CC11max Setup1+ + + T d1min+<
d2max CQ2max CC21max Setup1+ + + T d1min+<
FIGURE 20: CMOS gate power consumption
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31When a sequence of input
vectors is assigned to the
PPIs then the average over n
of clock periods is called the
average power,
. When the
vectors on PPIs are assumed independent and the worst case is used, then such
Pavi is called peak power Pav-max, because a real sequential circuit cannot con-
sume more power than Pav-max during any clock period. In this thesis we compute
an upper bound on peak power.
2-1.2 Delay representation
The most commonly used gate-delay models are as follows:
• Fixed delay - d
• Bounded delay - [0, D]
• Interval delay - [d, D]
The most natural is the fixed delay, it corresponds best to the physical reality. If a
delay is considered as the separation of two events, it is accurately expressible (in
the macro world) after both the events have happened. However, the fixed value
assumes certain exact conditions of temperature, power supply voltage, etc. To
describe a set of all possible values it is convenient to use an interval. Bounded
delay sets only the upper bound of the interval, while the most general interval
delay specifies both bounds.
Interval delay is interpreted as “any value from the interval”, i.e., the verification
algorithms must evaluate all possible cases. In general, the number of such cases is
infinite (assuming dense time).
a
FIGURE 21: Switching behavior of a synchronous
circuit
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322-1.3 Gate delay models
A gate is a component per-
forming a logic function. The
behavior is such that an ana-
logue output waveform is a
function of all the input wave-
forms. At a higher level of abstraction, transitions of digital signals are used
instead of continuous waveforms and a propagation delay is thus introduced. The
models used in practice are shown in Figure 22 from the simplest one to the most
general one.
Delay-on-Inputs is often used to model the Pin-to-Pin delays for single-output
gates when the same rising and falling delays are used1. Rising (falling) delay is
the propagation delay of a transition which causes a rising (falling) transition on
the output. All the delay parameters can be specified as fixed, bounded or interval.
2-1.4 Combinational circuit delay model
A combinational circuit is modeled by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Gates are
represented by nodes, and their interconnections by edges. When dealing with
combinational circuits only, pseudo primary inputs are referred to as the primary
inputs (similarly for the outputs).
The topological delay of a circuit is simply measured by the lengths of the paths
through the circuit using the gate delay metric. The minimum dtmin (maximum
dtmax) topological delay is the length of the shortest (longest) path from any pri-
mary input to any primary output.
1. Otherwise the delay of a gate such as XOR cannot be captured correctly. The restriction dis-
appears if the gate function is such that we can determine the polarity (rise/fall) of the out-
put transition from the polarity of the input transition alone.
FIGURE 22: Gate delay models
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33The exact circuit delay (or actual or real delay) indicates how long it takes for a
transition on a primary input to propagate to a primary output. The shortest (resp.
longest) such time is the minimum (resp. maximum) exact delay. Considering all
of the possible instances of the circuit at the same time (e.g., using sets or intervals
of values to model the gate delays), both the minimum and the maximum exact
delays are sets of values, usually simplified to intervals. Then the minimum exact
delay is described as [demin, Demin], and the maximum exact delay as [demax,
Demax]. In most cases it is not necessary to specify the delay in such detail, there-
fore the exact circuit delay is described only by [demin, Demax]. Because the maxi-
mum exact delay is used more often than the minimum exact delay, it is in
literature sometimes referred to as the “exact delay” in the literature.
The exact delay depends on the
function of the circuit as well as
on the specific operating condi-
tions on the primary inputs. The
following models are considered
(Figure 23):
• Two-vector delay (or transition delay) model. The primary inputs of the combi-
national circuit under the two-vector delay model are assigned one value (vec-
tor) at time -∞ and the second one at time 0.
• Sequence of vectors. There is a sequence of arbitrary vectors with the first one
applied at time -∞ and the last one at time 0.
• Floating-mode delay model. The primary inputs are in an unknown state from
time -∞ to time 0 and then stable at a defined value. The model also assumes
that all the internal signals have unknown values prior time 0.
The difference between either the exact circuit delay or an estimated one and the
specified delay for the circuit is called timing slack or simply slack. It is a measure
FIGURE 23: Circuit delay models
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34of how the implementation satisfies the specification. It is also very often used dur-
ing optimization, where it indicates the liberty of modifying the timing parameters,
e.g., by replacing the modules by cheaper and slower ones. Slack can be defined
along circuit paths in a similar way to topological delay.
2-1.5 The false path problem
Apart from many difficulties with modeling of circuits using the different delay
models, an important issue is the so-called false path problem.
Consider the circuit in Figure 24. A path in a combinational circuit is defined by
the path in the corresponding DAG. A path is a sequence of nodes and gates such
that the output of a gate is connected to the following node ni and that one is an
input to the subsequent gate gi, etc., e.g. P={PI, g0, n1, g1, n2, …, gk, PO}.
The side inputs to a path
P={PI, g0, n1, g1, n2, …, gi,
ni, …, gk, PO} at gate gi are
all inputs to this gate except
ni. The side inputs to a path
are the side inputs to the path at every gate on the path. A side input has a control-
ling value if that value controls the gate output value (e.g., value 0 for an AND gate
and 1 for an OR gate). A non-controlling value allows the other inputs to influence
the gate output.
The topological delay gives an
upper bound on the maximum
exact circuit delay
(Demax ≤ dtmax) and a lower
bound on the minimum circuit
delay (demin ≥ dtmin), but these may be very loose bounds. In real circuits there are
many (topologically) long paths through which a transition on a primary input can-
FIGURE 24: Path and side inputs to the path
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35not propagate to the primary output and consequently the actual delay becomes
lower than the topological one. An example is shown in Figure 25. The circuit out-
put is at stable 0 which corresponds to an actual delay of zero. But the topological
delay is 2, assuming that zero-width glitches do not propagate (there are two false
paths each of length 2).
A false path can be defined as a path through which a transition on a primary input
cannot propagate to a primary output (under the specified delay model). Thus the
exact circuit delay is determined purely by the longest path(s) which is (are) not
false.
The cause of the existence of a false path lies in the topological structure and func-
tion of the circuit. It is due to the existence of reconvergent paths.
Topological and the exact delays may differ substantially in real circuits. For
instance, circuit c1908 from the ISCAS-85 testability benchmark suite has the
actual delay of about 93% of the topological delay using fixed gate delays of one
unit of time.
2-1.6 Spatial and temporal correlation
The false path problem described in the
previous section is the result of spatial
correlation, which means that in the
space of Boolean values (where each
circuit signal is one dimension) the sig-
nals are correlated, i.e., they cannot
have any combination of Boolean values because they are derived one from the
other (Figure 26).
The inputs to a combinational circuit are driven by the external environment. If these
inputs depend on the output of the circuit like in a synchronous sequential circuit,
FIGURE 26: Spatial correlation
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36the input pattern to the
combinational circuit at
time Ti depends on the
input pattern at time Ti-1.
This is called temporal cor-
relation of input patterns
(Figure 27).
The temporal and spatial correlations are real phenomena occurring in the circuits
because of the circuit function and topology. Some verification methods can han-
dle spatial and temporal correlation which allows them to compute more realistic
power estimates. In the next section we show yet another type of correlation.
2-1.7 Component parameter correlation
As much as the signals can be correlated in both values and time, the circuit com-
ponent parameters can be correlated too. Component parameter correlation is not a
phenomenon which occurs in real circuits. A circuit, at one precise moment in time
has a unique value of each parameter. However, those parameters can change rap-
idly (such as temperature) or may differ for each manufactured instance of the cir-
cuit (such as power supply voltage) or are different for each instance of a
component of the same type in the circuit due to manufacturing imperfections
(such as the gate delays). To obtain more realistic results when applying a verifica-
tion method to a circuit described by the manufacturer’s specification (i.e., inter-
vals of parameter values) rather that on measured parameters for each circuit
instance and precise time instant, component parameter correlation can be intro-
duced into the verification method.
Interval values of some parameters (like gate delays) are used to model the groups
of instances of components. However parameters of gates on a single semiconduc-
tor wafer are not independent. For instance, all gates in a circuit can have delays
FIGURE 27: Temporal correlation
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37guaranteed to fall into e.g. [1.0ns, 2.0ns]. But the manufacturing process for gates
on the same wafer may cause only about 10% difference from a typical value
which is in the interval, e.g., [1.1ns, 1.9ns]. Thus for an instance of the circuit, all
gate delays may fit well into, e.g., [1.3ns, 1.4ns], and thus the initial assumption
[1.0ns, 2.0ns] was too pessimistic. Assume gates g0, g1, …, gn. The delay of each
gate gi is modeled by an interval [di, Di] which is a subinterval of [mi, Mi].
The [mi, Mi] is the (uncorrected) interval delay of the gate. Let K be the correlation
coefficient, 0≤K≤1. Complete independence of the gate delays is expressed by
K=0, total correlation as K=1. Then for a value [d0, D0] of the delay of gate g0 the
delay of the other gates can be modeled by [di, Di],
and similarly ,
i>0. A more general model for correlation with gates g0, g1, …, gp can be modeled
by  and similarly for Di.
The introduction of the corre-
lation of gate delays simply
makes certain combinations
of their values impossible
(because they are not realiz-
able), as shown for a two-
component circuit in
Figure 28. A non-correlated
model assumes the whole square region delimited by the range of the delay
of each component while a correlated delay considers only a subspace of the
square region. Generally, an n-dimensional space is used for n correlated
gates.
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382-1.8 Toggle power
A glitch in a digital circuit is a
temporary transition of a signal
to a Boolean value opposite to
the current value and then back
(static hazard) or making one
more transition (dynamic glitch).
In a combinational part of a synchronous circuit the final value is the value on the
pseudo primary outputs at the end of the clock period, therefore only up to 1 transi-
tion on each signal is needed for the circuit functionality. All the other transitions
are caused by the circuit implementation. It is not a design error as for the function,
but in CMOS circuits each transition draws power, thus increasing the power con-
sumption of the circuit. The power consumed by glitches is called toggle power. A
typical toggle power is about 20% of the total power, but, e.g., in a combinational
adder it can be up to 70% of the total power [SGDK92].
Most modern power verification methods consider toggle power, while the older
ones based on signal probabilities do not [Najm94].
2-1.9 Conversion from switching activity to power
Whenever power verification is done at the level of logic transitions rather than at
the level of currents and voltages as in analog simulation, the result (i.e., the
switching activity) must be converted to the real consumed power.
A CMOS gate consumes power almost
exclusively while switching. The reason is
that, to produce a transition on the output,
one of the output transistors closes while
the other one opens. While they are both
simultaneously (partially) open, some cur-
rent flows directly from the power line to ground, sometimes called the class-A
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39current or power supply crowbarring or simply short-circuit current. The capaci-
tances of wires and of the gate inputs driven by the gate form the capacitive load.
These capacitances are charged by the transistors of the gate, thus drawing
dynamic current (Figure 30).
The total power a CMOS gate consumes [DevM95] is given as
, where P is the total power, C is the capacitive
load on the output, f is the clock frequency, N is the switching activity (number of
transitions per clock cycle), QSC is the quantity of charge carried by the short-cir-
cuit current per transition, V is the power supply voltage, Ileak is the leakage cur-
rent. The first term is the power consumed to charge and discharge the capacitive
load, the second one is caused by the short-circuit current, and the third one is the
static leakage. Simplified models of CMOS gates are as follows:
• One unit of energy per transition,
• Current pulse per transition,
• Complex current waveform per transition or sequence of transitions.
The simplest model assumes that a gate consumes a certain amount of energy
to create a transition on its output. Such a model can-
not capture the power-current profile quite accurately. Closer to reality is a model
which uses current waveforms. There, a gate undergoing a transition on the output
draws a current waveform of a certain shape, like the one shown in Figure 20.
However, the shape of the current waveform depends on many factors, e.g., which
input causes the output transition, whether there are multiple transitions on the
inputs, the mutual position of transitions on the inputs, and the capacitive load on
the output. For example, some current is drawn even when a pulse appears on a
gate input and is absorbed by the inertia of the gate (i.e., the capacitive loads).
P 12--CV
2 fN QSCVfN IleakV+ +=
E pulse V i t( ) td
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40Conversion of switching activity to power is a quite straightforward task, knowing
the switching activity and the gate power model. In the simplest case of the unit of
energy per transition model, the power consumed by a gate in a clock cycle is a
product of the switching activity N and the unit of energy Epulse. In general, N is
either calculated or measured, and Epulse is taken from the gate library. A practical
implementation can use, e.g., a look-up table for Epulse with indices being the
capacitive load on the gate output, the number of simultaneous transitions on the
gate inputs, and the distribution (proximity) of transitions on the gate inputs, etc.
This chapter summarized the most important issues in both timing and power veri-
fication. In the next chapter we will review those verification methods that can be
applied in both timing and power verification or are specific to timing verification.
2-2. Universal1 and timing-specific verification methods
As the problem of calculating the exact circuit delay and power consumption of a
circuit is known to be at least NPH (Section 1-3.), many methods are being devel-
oped to trade off solution accuracy for computational speed. This section surveys
the solution methods and algorithms that can be found in the literature.
2-2.1 Exhaustive simulation
Exhaustive simulation tries to test the circuit behavior for all possible inputs and
under all possible conditions. It always gives the exact delay.
It is an ideal method for small circuits with fixed gate delays. The algorithm is
obvious - for each pair of input vectors do the following:
1. Apply the first vector to the inputs.
2. Let the circuit stabilize (meaning wait for topological delay or longer).
1. Timing and power
413. Apply the second vector and measure the time of the last transition on the pri-
mary outputs.
The only advantage of the algorithm is its simplicity. As it tests all the possibilities
it has many drawbacks as shown below:
• Circuit size (number of inputs). For a circuit having n inputs, O(2n+1) cases
must be simulated.
• Interval delays. The method completely fails to deal with gate delays ranging
in a real number interval as each gate introduces an infinite number of cases to
assess. The only remedy is to lower the resolution in the interval. Still the num-
ber of cases can be enormous - for m values inside each interval and o gates in
the circuit the number of possible cases is 2n+1×om. For example, consider a
small circuit with n=32 inputs, o=2000 gates and interval delays represented
by m=10 discrete points. The number of cases is 8.8×1042 - by evaluating one
case per 1ps, the entire evaluation would take 2.8×1024 years.
Random vector and/or delay generation can be used to acquire results within one’s
lifetime. But the method looses its greatest advantage - the result is no longer the
exact delay. It is only a lower bound, unless one of the measured delays is equal to
the topological delay, only then it is exact.
2-2.2 Path-oriented methods
Some of the heuristics which try to compute an upper bound on the circuit delay
transfer the problem of eliminating false paths to the problem of satisfying local
conditions, using the so-called sensitization criteria.
A sensitization criterion helps us to decide whether a given gate can propagate a
transition on its input to the output (i.e., is sensitized) by defining local conditions
on the gate’s inputs and output. If the sensitization criterion is satisfied for all the
gates on a path, the path is said to be sensitizable under the given criterion.
42The following definitions of several sensitization criteria are taken from [SiSa93].
The notation used to describe the criteria is mainly based on that report. The fol-
lowing symbols are used:
• X - stable but unknown value (stable 1 or stable 0),
• C - changing value. A node has value C at time t when it either is X or it under-
goes a transition at t,
• c - controlling value (e.g., 1 for an OR gate),
• c’ - non-controlling value (e.g., 0 for an OR gate).
Let g be a gate on a path P={PI, …, u, g, v, …, PO}, u is an input to gate g and v is
the output of g. All other inputs to g are denoted s - side inputs of u with respect to
v. The event which propagates through P arrives at node u at time τ(u). The path is
said to be sensitizable if each gate on it is sensitizable. The maximal circuit delay
is the length of the longest sensitizable path.
2-2.2.1 Static sensitization
The criterion is depicted in Figure 31. Static
sensitization neglects the dynamic behavior of
the circuit. The criterion is evaluated when all
nodes have stable values. The gate g is said to
be sensitizable if all the side inputs s have non-
controlling values (when the circuit settled
down), e.g., s1 and s2 in Figure 31.
The search algorithm for the longest statically sensitizable path consists of identi-
fying all the paths from PIs to POs, and for each path doing the following: try to
assign all side inputs of each gate to the non-controlling values. Such an assign-
ment may induce values on PIs (or be inconsistent). The path is sensitizable if
FIGURE 31: Static sensitization
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43there exists a vector on PIs for which all side inputs of all gates on the path have
non-controlling values.
Unfortunately the static sensitization criterion is too far from modeling the actual
circuit behavior. Some statically sensitizable paths may not propagate events from
PIs (e.g., both paths in Figure 25). Even worse, some paths that are not statically
sensitizable can propagate transitions due to static and dynamic hazards that create
temporary sensitization [SiSa93].
Static sensitization is of no interest as it either overestimates or underestimates the
circuit delay.
2-2.2.2 Dynamic sensitization
The dynamic sensitization criterion condi-
tions [MGBr89] are shown in Figure 32.
Gate g is dynamically sensitizable if all its
side inputs s have non-controlling values at
the arrival time of the transition on node u.
The algorithm for circuit delay computation using the dynamic sensitization crite-
rion is not straightforward.
The dynamic sensitization as defined in Figure 32 may overestimate circuit delay
as it does not explicitly require a transition on node u at time τ(u). Therefore, the
following condition must be added:
(Eq. 1)
The dynamic sensitization criterion gives then the exact delay for fixed gate delays
but may underestimate the circuit delay under interval or bounded gate delays. The
FIGURE 32: Dynamic sensitization
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44dynamic sensitization criterion does not satisfy the monotone speedup property
(see the definition in Section 2-2.2.3).
2-2.2.3 Viability sensitization
The viability sensitization criterion conditions [MGBr89] are presented in
Figure 33. A gate is viable if each of the side inputs satisfies one of the following
conditions:
• The side input has a non-controlling value at time τ(u), e.g., node s1 in
Figure 33.
• The side input has a stable time greater
than or equal to τ(u). It means that it has
either a stable value or undergoes an arbi-
trary number of transitions with the last
one at time τ(u) or after, e.g., node s2 in
Figure 33.
The algorithm for circuit delay computation using viability criterion is again not
straightforward [MGBr89].
Viability sensitization has been proposed as a tight upper bound on the circuit
delay under bounded gate delays. It also satisfies the monotone speedup property.
It means that the circuit delay reported for a circuit with a certain gate delay
assignment can never be smaller than one reported for the same circuit with each
gate delay equal or smaller.
2-2.2.4 Floating-mode sensitization
The floating-mode sensitization criterion conditions [DeKM93] are shown in
Figure 34. Gate g is sensitizable under the floating mode criterion if one of the fol-
lowing conditions holds:
FIGURE 33: Viability sensitization
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451. Node u has a stable control-
ling value with stable time
τ(u) and the following is true
for the side inputs:
• A side input has a stable
non-controlling value at
the time τ(u), e.g., a node s1 in Figure 34a.
• A side input has a stable time greater than or equal to τ(u). It means it has
either stable value or undergoes an arbitrary number of transitions with the
last one at time τ(u) or later, e.g., node s2 in Figure 34a.
2. Node u has a stable non-controlling value with stable time τ(u) and the follow-
ing is true for the side inputs:
• A side input has a stable non-controlling value at time τ(u), e.g., node s1 in
Figure 34b.
The algorithm for circuit delay computation using the floating-mode criterion is
again not straightforward [MGBr89].
Floating-mode sensitization never underestimates circuit delay. However it may
overestimate it. In [SiSa93] the authors state that the viability and the floating-
mode criteria report the same circuit delay. They also show a circuit containing a
path which is not sensitizable under floating-mode but may actually propagate a
transition (and also that path is viable). However, in that case there exists another
path of the same length which is sensitizable under the floating-mode criterion and
thus the circuit delay is the same under both criteria.
The difference between the viability and the floating-mode criteria is shown in
Figure 35. The gate g is not sensitized under the floating-mode criterion (but is
under viability) when there is a non-controlling value on node u and all the side
inputs reach stable values later than the time of the transition on u, i.e. τ(u).
FIGURE 34: Floating-mode sensitization criterion
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46The situation in Figure 35 means that the
transition on the output of gate g at τ(u) or
later may be caused by either:
• the transition on u at τ(u) while s1 has
a non-controlling value at that time, or
• the transition on s1 at τ(u) or later as u has a non-controlling value after τ(u).
The first one of the two cases is covered by another rule of the floating-mode sensi-
tization criterion - node s1 in Figure 34b. In the second case, by swapping u and s1
there is a transition on s1 and its side input u has a non-controlling value. Thus the
path P1 = {…, u, g, v, …} is not sensitizable under floating-mode, but another P2 =
{…, s1, g, v, …} is. Therefore, the circuit delay reported under viability sensitiza-
tion and the one obtained under floating-mode sensitization are the same. The fact
that under the viability criterion the node u can be changing (denoted by C) after
time τ(u) while under the floating-mode criterion it has to be stable (X) is not of
great importance, as any later transition on u after τ(u) will be confronted with the
criterion at that later time (and recognized as influencing the circuit delay).
2-2.2.5 Lower bound sensitization
The lower bound sensitization criterion has
been originally introduced by [SiSa93]. It is
really not obvious to the author of this thesis
why such criterion guarantees computing a
lower bound on the circuit delay. No rigor-
ous proof is given in [SiSa93]. It was only
explained that this criterion eliminates path sensitization caused by glitches. The
criterion is presented here only to keep the survey complete. The conditions
required by the lower bound criterion are shown in Figure 36. Gate g is sensitiz-
able under the lower bound criterion if one of the following holds:
FIGURE 35: The difference between the
viability and floating-mode
sensitization criteria
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FIGURE 36: Lower bound
sensitization criterion
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47• There is an effective change of value on node u at time τ(u) and after that it
remains stable.
• A side input has a non-controlling value at time τ(u) like nodes s1 or s2 in
Figure 36.
2-2.2.6 Vigorous sensitization
In [ChA93] the authors propose the so-called vigorous sensitization criterion. Gate
g is vigorously sensitizable if it complies with the following conditions:
• When u has a non-controlling value all its side inputs have non-controlling val-
ues too.
• When u has a controlling value, no side input that arrives earlier than u has a
controlling value.
The first condition is shown on the
left-hand side of Figure 37. The
second condition says that the side
inputs either arrive earlier and have
non-controlling values (s1 on right-
hand side of Figure 37) or arrive
later and we do not care about their value (s2 on right-hand side of Figure 37).
If you swap the left- and right-hand sides of Figure 37 and compare them with
Figure 34 you can conclude that they are the same. It seems that there is no differ-
ence between the vigorous and floating-mode criterion.
2-2.2.7 Comparison of several sensitization criteria
Finally, in [SiSa93] the authors compare the circuit delays calculated by different
sensitization criteria as shown in Figure 38. The circuit delays are labeled using
the following sensitization criteria:
FIGURE 37: Vigorous sensitization criterion
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48• L - lower bound
• D - dynamic
• E - exact delay (i.e., the actual delay of the circuit, not a criterion)
• F - floating-mode
• V - viability
The delay computed using dynamic sen-
sitization is the exact circuit delay for
fixed gate delays. The floating-mode and
viability circuit delays are the same for
bounded gate delays. For interval and
bounded delays the floating/viability cri-
terion provides an upper bound.
2-2.3 Algorithms for solving the false path problem
This section briefly presents some algorithms or at least their basic ideas for solv-
ing the false path problem. The algorithms shown here use the dynamic, viability
and floating mode sensitization criteria. Also, one example is based on an ATPG
(Automated Test Pattern Generation) algorithm. The algorithm for static sensitiza-
tion was outlined in Section 2-2.2.1.
2-2.3.1 An algorithm for computing the longest viable path
An algorithm for computing the longest sensitizable path and its detailed refine-
ment for the viability sensitization criterion is given in [MGBr89].
FIGURE 38: Categorization of sensitizatio
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49The general algorithm handling
a set of paths at a time is
depicted in Figure 39. The set of
partial true paths from PI is
maintained. At each step a path
from the list is selected and if its
last node is a PO than it is a full
true path and its length is
recorded. If not, any of its
already unexamined fanouts is
chosen. If the sensitization func-
tion for such a possible path
extension is satisfied then the
new extended path is added to
the list of true partial paths.
The best-first version of the algorithm always takes the best possible extension of
the path and if the extended path is true then it is inserted to the list of partial paths.
The algorithm terminates when the first path reaches a primary output, because the
path-building method assures that no other true path is longer. The process of
selection of the best (longest) extension of the partial paths requires very expensive
search.
The depth-first version keeps the partial true paths on a LIFO stack. If a path
reaches PO its length is compared with the longest path found so far. The algo-
rithm terminates when the stack is empty.
The problem is to define the decision function which distinguishes the false and
the true paths. The function is used locally for each gate on the path but generally
will depend on the transitive fanin of the currently investigated gate. The function
FIGURE 39: General verification algorithm
handling a set of paths at a time
Set S of True Paths := PI
Select any path P from S
Select any unexamined
Is {P,F} a true path?
Add {P,F} to S
Does P end in PO?
Remove P from S and
Is S empty?
End
Report CirDel
CirDel:=max{CirDel,length(P)}fanout F of P
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50and its effective recursive application is the core of the algorithm and can be found
in [MGBr89].
2-2.3.2 An algorithm based on ATPG
A different method for floating-mode circuit delay computation can be found in
[AMR93, DeKM93]. It benefits from the existing implementation of an ATPG
algorithm. It first transforms the circuit and then applies known test generation
procedures. The answer to the question whether there is a possible timing violation
at time δ or later on the outputs of a circuit is NO if no test is generated for the
modified circuit. The problem is only what kind of transformation to do and what
faults to test for.
The theoretical background is
given in [DeKM93]. It deals
with a set of paths rather than
one path at a time. The most
important result is that it intro-
duces a relationship between the truth or falsity of a set of paths and the testability
of a multifault in the equivalent normal form (ENF) representation of the circuit.
The algorithm is called timed test generation and the associated calculus timed D-
calculus. The ENF is a two-level circuit obtained from the original one by first rep-
licating shared parts to make it fanout-tree (each gate drives not more than one gate
input) as shown in Figure 40. Then, inverters are pushed to the primary inputs
using the de Morgan’s law (see Figure 42 on page 52). Once this is done, the
inverter-free tree circuit is changed to its two-level representation, e.g., Figure 41.
The path information is retained in the ENF as each primary input (literal of ENF)
corresponds to a path in the original circuit (demonstrated on paths P1 and P2 in
Figures 40 and 41.
FIGURE 40: Making a circuit fanout tree
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FIGURE 41: Two-level circuit representing ENF
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51Due to the replication the resulting circuit can be exponential in the size of the
original one. Therefore, the algorithm itself uses only the properties derived using
ENF, but the computation is done on the original circuit.
The presentation in [DeKM93] deals with rising transitions on PO only, since the
falling ones are a dual case. It shows that for a path to be the cause of the latest ris-
ing transition (and thus the path determining the circuit delay), there must exist a
cube in ENF with a literal causing the final value 1 on PO and that there must be no
other cube with a literal causing a rising transition earlier. The authors define a cri-
terion to decide whether a set of paths contains a true path. Finally, the conclusion
is that a set of paths contains a true path for a rising transition if and only if there is
a test for a multifault stuck-at-0 on all literals corresponding to the paths from the
set.
The timed test generation algorithm performs the test for a multifault on the origi-
nal circuit. The evaluation of a gate output is done by timed D-calculus which is
very similar to the well-known propagation of a Boolean fault value in ATPG. The
difference is that here the different branches of a net with fanout greater than 1
may evaluate to different values. Another difference is that timing information is
used for the evaluation of D (the error value).
The algorithm based on timed test generation is described in [DeKM93] which
also contains experimental results for some circuits. For instance, the c1908 circuit
from the ISCAS-85 benchmark suit took 3675 CPU seconds on a SUN-4 and the
topological delay of 34 was reduced to 31 (91%). This data is for the reader to be
able to compare it with another implementation described at the end of this chapter.
In [AMR93], the authors remove the following drawbacks of the timed test generation:
• The modifications to the ATPG algorithm needed for timed test generation are
non-trivial.
52• The complexity of evaluation of an error value on each gate output is enlarged
by taking into account the timing information.
• The error value is computed for each fanout edge separately which again hurts
the performance.
The algorithm they propose
solves the same problem but
more efficiently. The input to
the algorithm is a combina-
tional circuit C and the allowed
circuit delay δ. A circuit transformation is the first step of the algorithm. Inverters
are pushed to the primary inputs of the circuit as indicated in Figure 42. For each
gate, the inverters are moved from the gate’s output to the gate inputs. When this is
not possible the gate is duplicated. This is iteratively applied to all gates, starting
from the primary outputs. The new circuit is denoted Cδ.
In the second step, test pattern generation is per-
formed on the modified circuit. Multiple stuck-at-0
faults are injected on such fanout branches of PIs
(after inverters if there are any) that are the first edges
of paths longer than δ (a set of such nodes is denoted
δ_leaves) as shown in Figure 43. If no test is found
then the same is repeated for the multiple stuck-at-1
faults. If again no test can be generated then the circuit delay is smaller than δ.
As for the complexity of the algorithm, it is determined by the ATPG algorithm
assuming that the modified circuit Cδ is not more than twice the size of the original
one (each gate may be duplicated at most once).
The actual implementation was done for fixed and bounded delays, and under the
floating-mode model. The authors claim that it is delay model independent, how-
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53ever. Fro comparison with [DeKM93], the CPU time required for analyzing the
c1908 circuit from the ISCAS-85 benchmarks was 800 CPU seconds on a Sparc 2
(of which 780 seconds for ATPG). The preprocessing enlarged the circuit from 550
to 1222 gates. The circuit (topological) delay of 34 was lowered down to 31.
Assuming that Sparc2 is about 2x faster than Sun4 the algorithm provides about 2x
speedup compared to [DeKM93] (discussed earlier in Section 2-2.3.2).
2-2.4 Optimization-based methods
2-2.4.1 An algorithm for computing the exact circuit delay
The algorithm as well as its theoretical background can be found in [LaB94].
The authors introduce a formalization of the various delay models and then use the
more general interval gate delays. The behavior of a circuit is modeled by Timed
Boolean Functions (TBF): Bn(t)→ , where is the so called waveform
space - collection of mappings from reals into Booleans, R→B, B={0,1}. The
algorithm itself - briefly described - consists of two steps:
1. The input vectors which sensitize the longest sensitizable paths are found.
2. Each gate is assigned a delay (within its min/max interval) such that the paths
found in the first step are sensitized.
The first step is what the already mentioned algorithms do only. The second step is
added to ensure that all the sensitizable paths are realizable and that the path
lengths are maximized.
Experimental results were presented for the ISCAS’85 benchmarks with interval
gate delays and using the 2-vector transition delay model, executed on a DECsta-
tion 5000. For instance, the c1908 circuit with the topological delay of 41.1 had the
circuit delay reduced to 27.2 (by 34%). Unfortunately, this is only an upper bound,
because the optimization lasting for 12140 CPU seconds ran out of memory.
B t( ) B t( )
542-2.4.2 An algorithm based on constraint satisfaction
The method proposed in [CerZ94] describes a transformation of the set of con-
straints defining the exact circuit delay to a set of equations over the lattice of sets
of abstract waveforms. The transformation of the network constraints is indepen-
dent of the circuit delay model used, transition (delay by two-vectors) or floating-
mode. This is determined by the initial constraint on the primary input waveforms.
The user expresses the timing checks by constraints on the primary output wave-
forms. This is done by the complementary interval - to verify that circuit delay is
smaller than t, the constraint “require transition in [t, ∞]” is added.
The algorithm tightens the constraint system. If it is found inconsistent then there
is no transition on POs within the intervals specified by the user. If the constraint
system is consistent then nothing can be concluded because the “require transi-
tion” constraint on the outputs is satisfied, but there might not be any transition in
the real circuit. Such a false-negative answer is due to the abstraction introduced
by the mapping and the approximate method used for the evaluation of the con-
straint system. The algorithm performs limited case analysis, tightens certain con-
straints and evaluates each possible case.
The method was originally implemented in VHDL which has the advantage of
direct use of the circuit specification in VHDL. The results for the c1908 circuit
from the ISCAS’85 benchmarks run on a Sparc10 are the following: the circuit
topological delay was reduced from 400 down to 370 (reduction of 7.5%) in
60 CPU seconds under the floating-mode delay model with gate delays [0, 10] and
with user-guided case analysis. The CPU time was further improved in the C++
implementation.
2-2.4.3 Methods treating correlated component delays
A timing verification algorithm for correlated components was proposed in
[SivS93]. The algorithm first selects the longest potentially sensitizable paths.
Then for these paths, in a decreasing order of lengths, the sensitization expression
55for the exact (dynamic) circuit delay is found. It consists of timed Boolean vari-
ables. The satisfiability of the expression induces a set of constraints on the gate
delays. If an intersection of the space defined by that constraint system and the one
defining the correlation is non-empty it means that there is a feasible delay assign-
ment of gate delays. Consecutive optimizations select such a delay assignment for
which the length of the currently evaluated path is maximal.
Generally, the timed Boolean expression would be , where i denotes a node,
k ranges over the nodes on the path and l over the times the dynamic sensitization
is checked at the given gate. Such an expression is hard to handle (the method sim-
ilar to that reported in [LBSV93] must be used). The authors simplify the method
by allowing only one primary input to change at a time. Thus ik[tl] is not timed for
all but one node, i.e., ik[tl] = ik1 ∈{0,1} for k = k1. The only source of transitions in
the circuit is node ik1, and only the paths reconverging on it must be examined (i.e.,
such a reconvergent side path brings one timed variable to the sensitization expres-
sion). Furthermore, the timed variables representing the reconvergent paths which
are always longer (or always shorter) than the currently evaluated path over the
whole gate parameter space are replaced by their values. Thus the only timed vari-
ables in the sensitization expression are those representing the reconvergent side
paths which may be either longer or shorter than the current one.
The sensitization expression is transferred to the constraint system and checked for
its realizability by finding a fixpoint. If realizable (has an intersection with the
space defined by the correlation) the parameter assignment (circuit instance) for
which the path delay is maximal is searched for. If the path’s length is greater than
the one found so far, the path is recorded including the parameter assignment and
the test vector.
Experimental results are provided in [SivS93] for several circuits from the
ISCAS’85 benchmark suit. Unfortunately, the c1908 which was used for compari-
son of the other algorithms is not included. Also, the definition of the parameter
f ik tl[ ]( )
56subspace (delay correlation formula) for which the computation was done is miss-
ing. E.g., for ALU c5315 they reduced the delay down to 99% of the topological
delay in 294 CPU minutes. For comparison, in [LBSV93] the authors reported
delay reduction to 89% in 12 CPU minutes (under the true transition delay model
but with no gate delay correlation). For some other circuits, the CPU time is usu-
ally more than four times greater than those reported in [LBSV93]. The CPU time
is compared just to give a flavor of computational complexity because a direct
comparison is not fair - the algorithm in [LBSV93] does not handle delay correla-
tion.
The advantages and drawbacks of the method in [SivS93] can be summarized as
follows:
Advantages:
• Computes the exact delay,
• Handles correlated gate delays,
• Identifies the longest true path(s) as well as the gate parameter assignment and
a test vector.
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide the usual transition delay model as only one input is allowed
to change at a time. That introduces certain inaccuracy to the solution. The
extension of the method for the actual transition delay model would increase
the time complexity (most likely exponentially),
• Enumerates paths which again increases the computation time.
Another version of the method for the verification of setup-time violations based
on constraint resolution is presented in [AouC97]. The constraint system is used
for representing the circuit including the notion of waveform classes as in
57[CerZ94]. But the waveform representation is more refined to identify where the
first and the last transitions in one clock period must occur. Component delay cor-
relation is naturally included as an additional constraint to the system of con-
straints representing the circuit gates and input waveforms.
The floating mode delay model was enhanced in [SiSt97] to include delay correla-
tion. The method also allows some incremental updates (of netlist) which makes it
suitable for embedded timing engines (e.g., in optimization or routing tools).
2-2.5 Various problems and notes
2-2.5.1 Transition delay and the minimum clock period
When a combinational circuit is used in a synchronous sequential circuit as its
combinational part, it is not obvious that the circuit transition delay can be used as
the minimum period of the clock (even when neglecting clock skew and hold time).
The problem as discussed in [DeKM93] is briefly described next.
The transition delay model assumes that two vectors are applied to PIs - the first
one at time -∞ and the second one at time 0. This allows all the circuit nodes to sta-
bilize before the second vector is applied. The delay reported as the circuit delay is
the time of the latest transition on a PO (maximized over all possible pairs of vec-
tors on PIs). Although at that time a stable value appears on all POs, this is not nec-
essarily true on all internal nodes. The problem is that the sequential circuit
clocked with the period equal to the transition delay of its combinational part may
not work properly due to the interference of signal transitions from earlier clock
cycles still propagating on internal nodes of the circuit.
Theorem 4.1 in [DKMW94b] says that the transition delay τ of a combinational
circuit is a valid clock period only if it is greater than half of the topological delay
ω, τ > ω/2. The proof can be summarized as follows:
58Assume that vector v
-1 is applied to
the PIs at time -τ and that a second
vector v0 is applied at time 0. Let v-1
cause an event e
-1 still propagating
somewhere in the circuit at time 0
when event e0 caused by v0 appears
on PI. At time 0, event e
-1 has passed a partial path of length τ and it still has to
travel for at most ω-τ to reach a PO. Event e0 may catch up with e-1 if it goes
through length τ faster than e
-1 reaches PO, written τ ≤ ω-τ. This cannot happen if
both events propagate along the same path (Figure 44a). But event e0 may catch e-
1 propagating through a shorter path than e-1, e.g., through a partial path of length
λ, as shown in Figure 44b. In such a case λ must be shorter than τ to allow e0 to
catch up with e1, hence λ≤τ. As e-1 will reach PO after time ω-τ, event e0 must
reach it through λ before that time, λ ≤ ω-τ. To avoid the interference, the reverse
condition must hold true, i.e. τ ≥ λ ≥ ω−τ, τ ≥ ω−τ, i.e., τ > ω/2.
2-2.5.2 Zero-width glitches
For instance, zero width glitches are caused on a 2-input AND gate by a rising and a
falling transitions arriving at about the same time on the two inputs. Usually these
are neglected, because such a glitch is absorbed by the inertial delay of the gate.
However, simultaneous transitions on inputs may influence transition time (slew)
on the output and increase the power consumption of the gate. An accurate timing
analysis tool must account for transitions on gate inputs arriving simultaneously or
within a narrow interval of time.
2-2.5.3 Standardization in delay and power calculation
Many problems in the electronics industry prompt many design automation ven-
dors to develop new tools. Generally, each tool has different capabilities and thus
for the same circuit it would calculate a different delay or power consumption
which may cause many problems for designers. Therefore, in recent years there
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59has been an effort to provide a unique well interfaced method for delay and power
calculation. Using the same gate and interconnect delay calculation allows timing
verification tools to calculate the same circuit (topological) that is calculated by
physical (placement, routing) tools. Furthermore, if all libraries are properly char-
acterized by the library vendor (which is a basic requirement for static timing sign
off) then the calculated delay is also very close to that of the manufactured circuit.
The main idea is to include the delay and power calculation for individual gates
and the wire-load model (for interconnect delay calculation) in the library pro-
vided by the manufacturer. An EDA tool then uses that delay calculation for indi-
vidual gates rather than only reading gate delays from the library. The major
benefits are that the manufacturer prepares only one description for all EDA tools
and the designer uses the same gate delay and power calculation method in all
tools. The Delay and Power Calculation Language (DCL) described in [Broph97]
is an attempt at standardization implemented by IBM which was later accepted as
the IEEE standard.
To the author’s knowledge there is no single widely accepted method for intercon-
nect delay calculation. There exist several de-facto industrial and IEEE standard
file formats for interconnect delay annotation (SDF) and parasitics extraction (e.g.,
SPEF). These allow EDA tools from different vendors to interchange annotated
delays or RC-network equivalent of the interconnect network, but not necessarily
to calculate the same delay. For example, the existing IEEE standard SDF 3.0
accurately defines delays, but does not define transition times, which will be
included only in SDF 4.0. Similarly parasitics file formats describe networks of
resistances and capacitances, but do not tell us how to compute delay along such
networks. New formats are expected with RCL extraction of parasitics in deep sub-
micron technologies.
602-3. Power verification methods
Power verification can be carried out at several levels. The most accurate (and the slow-
est) methods use transistor-level models, while currently the most common methods
operate at the gate level. Methods operating at the RT and higher levels are starting to
appear.
At any level (with more or less efficiency) one can use random simulation, proba-
bilistic methods, and methods for computing upper bounds on power or switching
activity.
2-3.1 Random simulation
A simple random simulation has many drawbacks as described in the section deal-
ing with timing verification. Such a method can only compute a lower bound.
Some effort has been made to bound the error of such methods.
Monte Carlo simulation is used in the McPower system [BNYT92] to estimate the
average power. Based on experimental experience, it assumes that any random
sample is a good representative of all possible vectors, and it uses statistical meth-
ods to compute how many input vectors are needed to obtain a certain standard
deviation. Therefore, such a method is referred to as statistical [Najm94]. Despite
the claims of “retaining the accuracy of deterministic simulation-based
approaches” such methods do not guarantee any upper bound. The result is a triplet
{a power value, a deviation ERR from the exact value, a probability that the error is
smaller than ERR}. The approach cannot be used to compute the power profile of
individual gates because it would require too many samples to obtain an acceptable
error. In [XakN94], it was shown that many more vectors are needed to achieve the
same relative error on the transition density of low-density nodes compared to
high-density nodes. By using an absolute error instead of relative error the authors
achieve considerable speedup with the same accuracy.
612-3.2 Probabilistic power estimation methods
Probabilistic switching activity/power estimation methods are pattern independent.
Instead of simulating specific patterns, they compute how likely it is that a signal
has a certain value or transition. The user supplies these probabilities for the pri-
mary inputs and they are then propagated through the circuit. A comprehensive
overview and the related terminology appear in [Najm94] and in a shorter form
also in [Najm95].
Signal probabilities describe the frac-
tion of clock cycles in which signals
have a stable value, e.g., Ps(x) is the
probability of value 1 on signal x. The
gate models are very simple, for exam-
ple, a 2-input delayless AND gate has Ps(out) = Ps(i1)×Ps(i2) as shown in
Figure 45. Signal probabilities were used in [Ciri87].
Another definition uses transition probability Pt(x) which for a delay-less gate is
the number of clock cycles in which the steady-state value is different from the ini-
tial one divided by the total number of cycles. Under the assumption of signal val-
ues being independent between clock periods (temporal independence) and signals
being independent of each other (spatial independence), transition probability can
be computed from signal probability, Pt(x) = 2Ps(x)Ps( ) = 2Ps(x)(1-Ps(x)). The
power consumed by a capacitive load is then , where T
is the clock period, V the power supply voltage, and Ci the capacitance at node xi.
The disadvantage of such a method is that it does not consider gate delays, thus
neglecting all glitches on the internal nodes of combinational circuits. Yet, glitches
can typically account for 20%, and as much as 70% of the total power [Najm94].
The power caused by glitches is called toggle power. This disadvantage can be
FIGURE 45: Signal probabilities - AND
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62resolved by power measures based on transition density [Najm93]. It is the average
number of transitions on a node per unit of time, , where nx is
the number of transitions on node x during the time interval t. The average con-
sumed power of the circuit is then .
Computing functions for the propaga-
tion of transition/signal probabilities
for more complex components can be
based on the Shannon’s expansion
theorem
. Using
simple rules for AND and OR gates,
the probability on the output is .
An efficient implementation based on binary decision diagrams (BDD) is pro-
posed in [Najm91]. However, density computation using the Boolean difference is
valid only for a single transition on an input to the gate at a time. Therefore, in
[ChRP94] the authors propose a method that accounts for simultaneous switching
activity using symbolic probabilities. Another method using Boolean differences
of higher orders is proposed in [MBOI95]. To handle unit delay gates, it defines
glitching sensitivity as a fraction of the number of possible sequences of transitions
on inputs to the gate where a glitch can occur (Figure 46). Experimental results are
provided for several small circuits (up to 93 gates).
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63A method which does not
assume temporal independence
is proposed in [NBYH90]. It
uses probability waveforms.
Such a waveform specifies the
probability of signal values in
time and the probability of transitions, as shown in Figure 47. User-specified input
waveforms are propagated in an event-driven manner through the circuit. The
probabilities of rising transitions may seem to be redundant and even incorrect in
Figure 47: logically probability of a rising transition at t1 is the probability of zero
before t1 multiplied by the probability of one after t1, (1-0.4)×0.25 = 0.15. The
authors claim that by annotating a different probability (0.1) they can introduce
temporal dependency.
Transition density and equilibrium signal probabilities are used in [Najm93]. The
authors derive a gate model for transition density propagation based on Boolean
difference and use BDD (binary decision diagrams) for implementation. However,
it assumes spatial independence and thus cannot cope with toggle power. The
authors claim that for sufficiently large circuits and a “good” choice of module par-
titioning, the local reconvergent regions are mostly within a partition. The results
of computing the transition density on the ISCAS-85 benchmarks have errors rang-
ing from -41% to +30% compared to a simulation of 1000 transitions on every
input node (on the average).
The concept of transition density was revised in [Kapo94]. The authors give exam-
ples of two small reconvergent circuits where the original method (which does not
handle reconvergence) in one case overestimates transition density by 100% and in
the other underestimates it by 50%. The authors use the same definition for com-
puting the transition density based on Boolean difference, but its implementation
based on BDDs is more efficient. They define a new BDD operation called “DIF-
FERENCE”. The more efficient implementation allows to compute Boolean differ-
FIGURE 47: Probability waveform
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64ence for larger subcircuits. They partition the circuit into macrogates - small
partitions with as many correlated nodes inside one partition as possible. Each par-
tition has a single output and limited number of inputs, which may be the primary
inputs or the outputs of other partitions. Unfortunately, from the brief presentation
in the paper, I could not understand how exactly it is done and why such partition-
ing is optimal. The algorithm may be of interest within our method.
A probabilistic method presented in [ChRC97] shows that switching activity can
be very sensitive to the activity on certain inputs. In other words, a small change in
the activity on these few inputs causes a big change in the switching activity in the
circuit as a whole.
A more expensive technique than [Najm93] which can handle both temporal and
spatial correlation is proposed in [GDKW92]. It is again based on BDDs. The val-
ues of each signal in time are denoted by a separate variable, xi(1), xi(2), …, defin-
ing thus a sequence of values on signal xi. All internal nodes and outputs are
functions of the user-specified sequences of values on primary inputs. The proba-
bility of a transition on node xi from xi(k) to xi(k+1) is the probability of the Bool-
ean difference of two consecutive values being 1, i.e., xi(k) ⊕ xi(k+1) = 1. The
total number of transitions per clock cycle is the sum of the probabilities of all
transitions on a signal. Dividing it by the clock period yields the transition density.
The size of the corresponding Boolean expressions is enormous, and thus even
some moderately-sized circuits (those with many internal glitches) cannot be han-
dled, in spite of the efficient BDD representation. Another accurate, but very
expensive method based on BDDs was proposed in [TsPD93].
All the above mentioned methods analyze combinational circuits only. They
assume that the incoming input vectors are independent of each other. They thus
make the assumption that all states of the sequential circuits have an equal proba-
bility of occurrence. The examples shown in [MoDL94] reported errors of up to
56% if the sequential behavior is not considered. Let Pin be the vector of probabil-
65ities on inputs to the combinational circuit, Pout the vector of probabilities on the
state variables, and F the mapping of probabilities expressing the Boolean function
of the combinational circuit. The method computes a greatest fixpoint of the equa-
tion Pout=F(Pin). The authors can obtain results within 3% of the exact probabili-
ties computed by Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. “Exact” here means the
probabilities that take into account the sequential behavior, which of course does
not guarantee the exact power estimate.
In [NaGH95], it is shown that Pout=F(Pin) may not have a unique solution. Unlike
the previously mentioned methods, the method does not need the assumption of a
Markov FSM (the next state depends on the present state only, not the past ones). It
simulates the circuit with user-specified inputs to the FSM, collects statistics, and
stops after a number of cycles determined from the maximum allowed statistical
error specified by the user. Basically, it is an extension of the method in [BNYT92]
for sequential circuits.
A new analytical model for handling spatio-temporal correlation was proposed in
[MaMP94]. Sequential behavior is modeled by a one-lag Markov chain. Than
means that the next state depends on only one previous state, no other history is
taken into account. Signal correlation is limited to pair-wise dependence expressed
by conditional probabilities. It is very memory expensive even if a BDD represen-
tation is used.
2-3.2.1 Interval gate delays and power analysis
The switching activity of a circuit can vary substantially with the delay assignment
to the individual gates. Therefore, it is important to consider interval gate delays.
66A method for computing a loose
upper bound and a heuristic-
based estimate of transition den-
sity was proposed in [NajZ95].
The authors give an example of a
circuit where the transition density on a node changes by three orders of magnitude
under different gate-delay assignments. Such a result is not surprising, because the
node where the phenomenon was observed is the exit line of 6 reconvergent
regions1. When the delays along reconvergent paths differ by less than the inertial
delay of the closing gate, then transitions on the output of such a gate cancel out.
However, a slight change of the delays in the reconvergent paths can cause the gate
to propagate all the transitions. The ratio of the transition density for any two
assignments of gate delays is than bounded only by the topology and the function
of the circuit. A straightforward example with the possible ratio of infinity is
shown in Figure 25 on page 34.
The upper bound computed in
[NajZ95] neglects function and
assumes that every transition propa-
gates through all gates on a path to
the output. Each signal is represented
as a histogram of possible transitions
within a time interval (Figure 48).
Such a simplification allows the
authors to use interval delays as
shown in Figure 49. The number of
transitions Ntr within an interval is bounded by the inertial delay of the gate: Ntr56
≤ (t6-t5)/di, where di is the inertial delay of the gate.
1. To be exact, 6 secondary reconvergences of one reconvergent region. Note that a secondary
reconvergence can be viewed as a “small local reconvergent region” inside another recon-
vergent region.
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67The upper bounds on transition
density in the ISCAS’85 cir-
cuits computed using such
methods are between 140% and
281% of the lower bounds
obtained by simulation. Actually the waveforms as they are defined in the paper
can accommodate even more accurate gate models than proposed, but at the
expense of an increased number of intervals. It is clear that there can only be two
transitions on the output of the gate between t5 and t7=t3+Dmin, as shown in
Figure 50. Before t3 there were 2 transitions on the first input and none on the sec-
ond input, thus on the output there cannot be more than two transitions before t7 (t3
delayed by the minimum gate delay Dmin).
The authors propose heuristics based on the idea published in [MBOI95]. They
assume an equal distribution of transitions on gate inputs and thus gates with con-
trolling values statistically propagate only some transitions. For AND and OR
gates it is 0.75, because 3 out of 4 input combinations of transitions cause a transi-
tion on the output. If they assumed equal probability of static signal values, the
ratio would be 6/16.
A method based on a similar idea was proposed in [VaSM93]. It neglects the gate
function and can handle interval delays. Waveforms are represented at the level of
intervals of uncertainty where transitions can occur; separate intervals are used for
rising and for falling transitions, called activity waveforms. An activity waveform
of a rising transition is a Boolean representation of a presence of a rising transition,
has two values, present or not present. But it also respects the finite time of the ris-
ing transition, which makes it a piece-wise linear signal (Figure 51).
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68The current corresponding to an
activity waveform is derived by
fitting triangular current pulses
into the activity waveform with
respect to the inertial delay of
the gate. For simplicity, such a
set of pulses is then approximated by one square pulse of current of the corre-
sponding amplitude. A heuristic based on the fact that two subsequent gates on the
same path cannot switch at the same time (due to the same event) was proposed to
make the estimate of the power supply current less pessimistic.
The effect on accuracy of using different gate delay models for power estimation in
sequential circuit was analyzed in [HsRP97]. The authors compared the accuracy
of estimation of a lower bound on peak power in sequential circuits using the zero
delay model, the unit delay model, a model that calculates delays from fanout, and
a VLSI library delay model. They concluded that when the switching activity is
low, then any non-zero delay model is sufficient, thus using a simpler gate delay
model results in shorter CPU time without any loss of accuracy. When the switch-
ing activity is high, then the estimates differ considerably for different delay mod-
els.
2-3.3 High-level approaches to power verification
This section focuses on the optimization of gate level networks, power estimation
at a higher-than-gate level, and the design for low power consumption. A survey of
optimization techniques targeting low power VLSI circuits [DevM95] serves as the
basis for our review.
2-3.3.1 High-level power analysis
The only accurate estimate of dissipated power can be obtained at low levels,
knowing the transistor or at least the annotated gate-level description. Reasonable
power models can be obtained if there exists some knowledge of the final imple-
FIGURE 51: Activity waveforms
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69mentation, such as restrictions on libraries (e.g., limits on gate sizes, use of compo-
nents of regular structure) and design rules (e.g., maximum fanout). A power
estimate can be obtained by estimating the total capacitance charged when a mod-
ule is activated, or knowing the power consumption of individual modules, or by
using a simple count of the components of the circuit. A list of references can be
found in [DevM95].
A method estimating circuit area and power described by Boolean equations was
presented in [NeNa97]. The authors transform multi-output Boolean equations into
single output gates. Capacitance and power is then estimated from the gate count.
Architecture-level analysis called the dual bit type method (DBT) was proposed in
[LanR95]. It attempts to eliminate a major disadvantage of the previously pub-
lished architectural methods which estimate power by simple counting of modules,
gates, or transistors within a module. Such an estimate can be expressed as a func-
tion of the word length (bus width) N as , where P is the total
power, Cu the capacitance coefficient, V the power supply voltage and f the clock
frequency. The DBT method employs the typical approach of architecture-level
methods: A component model is assigned parameters obtained by simulation. The
use of these parameters (mainly Cu) results in a more precise power estimate dur-
ing the analysis itself. To achieve higher accuracy, DTB uses a vector of effective
capacitances rather than a single value, each characterizing one type of the compo-
nents used. E.g., one constant can describe output buffers, another one a 2-D com-
putational matrix, etc. The effective capacitance of the module is then
, where Ni is the number of cells characterized by the
capacitance constant Ci found in the module. However, a major improvement is
obtained by dividing signals into two types: low- and high-order signals; therefore,
the name “dual bit type”. It comes from the understanding that low-order bits
switch very often and almost randomly while high-order (and sign) bits less often.
A bit vector is described by a template, separating the sign, the low- and the high-
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70order bits. For each group, a different distribution of transition activity is used.
Multi-function units such as ALUs are taken care of by having a unique set of
capacitances for each function. These capacitances are switched in or out by the
values on the control lines of the unit. The component parameters are extracted by
model fitting techniques from simulation results. The power analysis proceeds as
follows: First, an RTL description of the circuit is analyzed and modules are
assigned appropriate coefficients from tables. The user supplies data (e.g., a pro-
gram) and the control vectors for which the power analysis should be done. Signal
activities are derived by a functional simulation of the RTL netlist. Based on the
derived statistics, the modules are then decomposed into data and sign regions.
Using the capacitance coefficients and the transition activity, the effective capaci-
tance of each module is computed.
The theoretical limits on power savings by encoding bus signals were derived in
[RaSH97]. The authors studied entropy (information content) of the transferred
symbols and analyzed various encoding schemes.
One can also improve performance by combining a low-level and a high-level
method to achieve a reasonable balance between accuracy and CPU time.
In [BMMP97] simulation at high-level runs by default and when needed the low-
level simulation is started. The start and stop criteria are derived using statistical
estimates.
2-3.3.2 Optimization of circuits for low power at the circuit level
Two basic techniques can be adopted for optimization of circuits at the transistor
level - transistor structures of complex gates and transistor sizing. More compli-
cated gates than simple AND or OR can be implemented in many ways depending
on the interconnection of the transistors. The structural modifications of the gate
can be done considering power, delay, or both at the same time. Also, the order of
the gate inputs is significant because different inputs may have different delays.
71Transistor sizing is a technique which replaces fast transistors by slower, less
power consuming transistors. The choice of the transistors which will be replaced
by slower ones is done within the slack of the individual gates to avoid a change of
the timing properties of the circuit. It is not as simple as it seems, because even if
the circuit delay is not changed, the modified timing can introduce some internal
glitches leading to higher power consumption. The timing method for computing
the slack must be very carefully selected.
The method described in [BHMS94] operates at the gate level and assumes that
multiple implementations of the gates exist as library modules. The decision on
which one to choose is based on the arrival times on gate inputs and the slack time.
The delay of a gate can be increased up to its available slack. From the description
in the paper, it is not clear whether the slack computation is based on the knowl-
edge of the exact delay. Experimental results for circuits of sizes ranging from 96
to 306 gates show power savings between 0.5% and 38%.
A transistor sizing tool was proposed in [DuNR94]. It uses a global image of the
circuit in terms of cost functions based on the topological delay, area and capaci-
tance, to minimize all delay, area and power consumption.
2-3.3.3 Optimization of circuits for low power at the logic level
Don’t-care optimization relies on the fact that there exist many implementations of
an incompletely specified logic function.
Boolean networks with zero delays were analyzed in [ImaP94]. The main idea is a
local modification of the internal Boolean functions to lower the power of a block with-
out increasing the power consumption of other blocks. Experimental results achieved
about a 10% improvement on small circuits, but the method does not handle toggle
power which can introduce errors several times greater. Neither spatial nor temporal
dependences were considered. The algorithm first identifies Boolean variables that are
don’t-care (redundant). Then the least power-consuming implementation of the mod-
72ule is chosen - the function of the module is implemented in such way that both the
sum of the products of the fanin of each input and its switching activity are minimal.
The switching activity on the inputs is obtained from the modules which generate
them.
Switching activity can also be reduced by path balancing. Balancing a path delay
is done by inserting delay buffers in short paths so as to equalize delays. It is a
question of compromise, because the buffers will consume additional power. For
more details see [LemS94].
Power consumption can also be reduced by minimizing the number of drivers (gate
outputs) in the circuit. Boolean expressions can be factored to reduce the number
of literals and thus the number of gates to implement the expressions. E.g.,
implying 5 drivers can be expressed as imply-
ing 3 drivers. For more details see [BrRS87, RoyP92]. An optimization targeting a
specifically XOR circuits was described in [NaLi97]. It Optimizes XOR Boolean
trees for minimum power. The authors achieved a considerable improvement com-
pared to SIS. An optimization of AND Boolean trees was presented in [ZhWo97].
Multi-input gates are translated into two-input gates and then the Boolean tree is
optimized for minimal transition probability on internal nodes of the tree.
Once a target technology is chosen, the optimized Boolean expressions are
mapped onto technological library components to minimize area, delay, and
power. Modern technology mapping methods use graph covering algorithms. For
references see [DevM95].
Not only Boolean expressions can be optimized for low power but also the encod-
ing of states has strong influence on the power consumption of the circuit. If, for
instance, a transition between two states of an FSM occurs very often, it is prefera-
ble that the two states be encoded with the least Hamming distance to minimize the
number of transitions on the flip-flops [RoyP92]. However, one must also consider
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73that the combinational logic for such an encoding might be larger [TPCD94]. A
reduction of the switching activity on buses and thus in the whole data path logic
can also be achieved by a smart encoding. One of the techniques in [StaB94] trans-
fers either the data or its complement, which ever is closer in the Hamming metric
to the previous value, on the bus. One bit is added to the bus to indicate whether it
transfers the data or its complement. An arithmetic unit based on an encoding dif-
ferent from the usual 2’s complement encoding was proposed in [Chre95].
Retiming repositions flip-flops in a sequential circuit to minimize the clock period
[LeRS83] or power dissipation [MoDG93].
Power can be also saved by switching unused blocks off. It is the same technique
as used at a high level by portable devices but applied at the circuit level. E.g., a
notebook computer switches off power of the hard disk when there is no request for
a certain period of time. Behavioral analysis can identify blocks of gates/registers
which either are not used or need not be updated in the given clock cycle. In the
former case the power is switched off, in the latter case the clocks are gated.
Switching off power of some components can be done on-line. In [DevM95], this
is demonstrated on a an example of the arithmetic operation “greater”. The authors
compare the most significant bits (which costs 1 XNOR gate only) and if they dif-
fer, the comparator does not receive the other bits, thus eliminating many transi-
tions. References to several other algorithms identifying subcircuits which can be
gated or switched off also appear in [DevM95].
2-3.3.4 High level power optimization
High level behavioral descriptions are usually specified using data and control flow
graphs (CDFG). A basic optimization is the reduction of the number of control
steps using slower and less power-consuming blocks to achieve the same perfor-
mance. This is a trade-off between reducing the power (by slowing down the
clock) and increasing the power due to additional capacitances [CPMR95].
74Once a CDFG is optimized, then if there exists a choice the components of various
delay/power ratios can be selected to implement the operations [GoOC94]. The
allocation of registers and processing units can influence the amount of data trans-
ferred along data paths, and thus reduce the power consumption due to data trans-
fers [RagJ95].
2-3.3.5 System and software level power optimization
The issue of power consumed by a processor executing a certain program became
especially important for embedded computers. A method minimizing power con-
sumed by a processor executing a program was presented in [MonD95]. For exist-
ing CPUs the power consumed while executing individual instructions or their
sequences can be measured [TiMW94b] and later used to optimize the program for
low power consumption [TiMW94a]. It is also clear that the choice of the algo-
rithm influences both the runtime and the consumed power. Code optimization
such as register allocation and the order of operations is very important too
[OngY94]. It has been shown that the order of operations has no great impact for a
general purpose processor but can be important on a small DSP processor
[DevM95].
2-3.3.6 Synthesis for low power
Behavioral synthesis from a VHDL subset targeting low switching activity was
proposed in [KKRV95]. The authors use a profiling tool to simulate the data flow
graph with user-specified input patterns. The synthesizer is supported by a library
of RTL components parametrized by area, delay, and average intrinsic switching
activity. The parameters are obtained by simulating several layout-level instances
of the components of different word sizes. Least square regression is used to find a
general equation for an n-bit component. In a similar way, by long simulations, the
intrinsic switching activity is obtained. It expresses how many circuit nodes would
switch when there is an event on the input. The profiler examines the flow graph
and determines how many times each node of the graph was executed, how many
75times each edge was traversed, and how many times the value on each edge
changed. The annotated graph is then synthesized.
The synthesizer performs scheduling, register optimization, interconnect optimiza-
tion and generates the control logic. A set of valid schedules is determined. For
each generated schedule, the switching activity, the minimum clock period, and the
average power are estimated. The paper describes in detail the algorithm for esti-
mating switching activity.
In [CGSS97], the authors proposed a method suitable for the synthesis of sequen-
tial circuits for low power. It takes into account input-pattern dependency.
2-3.4 Low-level approaches to power verification
This section deals with gate models and methods for power estimation at the tran-
sistor level.
The simplest and the most accurate way is a Spice simulation using exact input
waveforms which results in a complete distribution of electric current in the tran-
sistor network. This is then easy to convert into power consumption or any kind of
current profiling. There are several drawbacks, however:
• Spice simulations are slow,
• The method cannot handle interval delays,
• It cannot handle sets of input waveforms.
A model was proposed in [LiLS94] to estimate power dissipation. On several bench-
mark circuits of sizes from 6 to 209 gates, it achieved 10% accuracy compared
76to Spice, and it was about two
orders of magnitude faster. The
method addresses two major
phenomena - charging of the
internal capacitance without a
change on the output, and input
to output capacitance feed-through (Figure 52).
The effect of internal and cou-
pling capacitances is captured
by a state transition graph for
power estimation (STGPE).
The STGPE for a 2-input (resp.
m-input) NAND gate has three
(m+1) states. The states are
expressed by the following state variables: the voltages on the input and the output
capacitances, each 0 or 1. For example, in Figure 53, the state (output=0, inter-
nal=1) does not exist as the output discharging path passes through the internal
node (Figure 53). Therefore, the 2-input NAND gate has only 3 states, even when
it is characterized by 2 state variables. Each transition of the graph is assigned an
input pattern which may cause it and a Spice-derived energy consumption caused
by the transition. The algorithm then finds the STMP edge activity from the input
signal probabilities under the temporal independence assumption and computes
the power consumption.
A transistor-level model of a CMOS inverter needed for computing the supply cur-
rent and delay presented in [NabR92] is 3 orders of magnitude faster than HSpice
simulation and achieves accuracy to within 12% of HSpice. The inverter model
was used for power estimation of combinational circuits in [NabR94]. It accounts
for relative times of transitions on inputs. Static CMOS gates are collapsed to
inverters by replacing groups of transistors by equivalent transistors.
FIGURE 52: Capacitance feed-through effect
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77A current model suitable for accurate simulation was proposed in [WaFF94]. It
takes into account the capacitor charging current, the short-circuit current, and tog-
gle power. The authors express toggle power by the power consumed by charging
internal capacitors without an observable transition on the output.
An analysis at an even lower level was presented in [ChaS94]. The model of a
NMOS transistor includes such details as voltages, output conductances, high-fre-
quency transmittances, and noise, thus allowing for more accurate estimation of
the consumed power.
2-3.5 Pattern independent methods for computing an upper bound on
power dissipation
These methods try to find upper limits on switching activity, voltage drops, and the
average power dissipation. Most of the methods already mentioned are either
input-patter dependent (like simulation) or compute only an estimate. A different
approach is needed to obtain some bounds - to be able to guarantee that for the
given libraries and operating conditions, a manufactured chip would never exceed
certain power parameters.
2-3.5.1 Uncertainty waveforms and partial input enumeration
An input-pattern-independent method
based on uncertainty waveforms was
reported in [KrNH92, KNYH93,
KrNH95]. This method is the closest one
to our approach. There, every circuit node carries sets of intervals during which a
certain transition/value activity may occur. It distinguishes stable zero (l), stable
one (h), rising (lh), and falling (hl) activities. E.g., the waveform shown in
Figure 54 represents a signal which is 0 till t1, changes to 1 during [t1, t2], stays at
1 till t3, and can change back to 0 during [t3, t4] or stay at 1. Such a representation
can easily accommodate sets of waveforms. Initially, every primary input is
assigned the set of all 4 possible transitions at time 0 (the interval [0,0]). The tran-
FIGURE 54: An uncertainty waveform
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78sition sets are propagated only forward towards the primary outputs. To keep the
computational complexity manageable, there is a limit on the number of intervals
within each waveform. If during the propagation this limit is exceeded then the two
closest intervals are merged. A case analysis on primary inputs only (referred to as
MCA, Multi-Cone Analysis) is used to improve the initial loose bound by enforc-
ing some spatial correlation. In [KrNH92], the computed waveform sets are con-
verted to current waveforms and the peak current is reported.
In [KNYH93], the capability of the case analysis is extended to more than one cir-
cuit node at a time (Partial Input Enumeration, PIE). Three heuristics are provided
for the selection of the circuit inputs where the analysis is performed: H1static -
analysis on each input node alone is done, the improvement measured, and the
nodes are ordered by the improvement; H1dynamic uses H1static after each enu-
meration to select the next node; in H2 the list of input nodes is ordered according
to the largest number of gates reachable from the given node.
The most recent and most comprehensive work [KrNH95] adds the calculation of
the maximum voltage drops in the power and ground busses, and modifies the heu-
ristic H2 to use a list of nodes ordered by decreasing fanout.
2-3.5.2 Power estimation based on constraint resolution
This is the place where the method we propose belongs to. It is based on an idea
published in [CerZ94], which describes a circuit as a system of inequalities (con-
straints). For more details see Section 3-1 on page 83.
Computing power dissipated by individual gates and the whole circuit is very
important, but not sufficient to guarantee the proper operation of a chip. In
Section 2-3.7, we discuss a few methods for the analysis of current distribution on
a chip. But before that, we briefly summarize in the next section the power-related
issues specific to sequential circuits.
792-3.6 Power estimation in sequential circuits
An existing power verification method for combinational circuits can be used for
verifying sequential circuits under the assumption that the states of the FSM are
distributed randomly, i.e., assuming no temporal correlation between successive
patterns on the pseudo primary inputs. For more accurate estimation, temporal cor-
relation must be used.
In [ChouR96] the authors explain the existence of near-closed sets. A near-closed
set is a set of FSM states into and from which it is very unlikely to get during ran-
dom simulation. The authors discuss how the near-closed sets influence the results
of statistical power estimation methods and provide a method on how to identify
and use these sets in a Monte Carlo analysis of power estimation.
A method that focuses on large sequential circuits was described in [KoNa97]. It is
a statistical method returning a bound on the transition activity and a level of confi-
dence, i.e., the probability that the upper bound is correct.
2-3.7 Methods analyzing current distributions on a chip
2-3.7.1 Voltage drops
One of the major causes of
malfunction of digital inte-
grated circuits due to high
power consumption are volt-
age drops on power buses.
A voltage drop is caused by a current pulse in the non-zero resistance power distri-
bution network. A typical power bus network used in VLSI circuits consists of
backbones with attached tree networks (Figure 55). An example of the resistance,
current and corresponding voltage drop distributions in a tree structure is shown in
Figure 56.
FIGURE 55: VLSI power supply network
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80A method for computing volt-
age drops along individual
segments of the network was
proposed in [StaH90]. Know-
ing the network structure, the
resistances of the individual
branches, and the current drawn by the individual transistors, the method partitions
the network into tree sub-structures, simple loops, transistors in series, and the
remaining network. The regular structures are solved separately using dedicated
algorithms. The remaining network is described by a system of equations and
solved using sparse-matrix techniques.
2-3.7.2 Current distributions
Not all switching activity verification methods are able to provide a current profile,
i.e., the current drawn by the circuit and the individual gates and blocks as a func-
tion of time. The current distribution can provide clues of problems such as the
voltage drops in power busses discussed in the previous section, and capacitance
coupling or noise coupling with an analogue part of the circuit. A method which
computes Expected Current Distributions (ECDs) was presented in [CipR96]. The
authors assume a sequential circuit without temporal correlation and with known
switching activity obtained by a probabilistic method. They use a gate current
pulse model to compute ECD for a gate and provide a framework for combining
gates and blocks together to compute the overall ECD. ECD is not a simple current
profile, as it also contains statistical information about the current drawn in each
interval of discrete time, such as variance, covariance, etc. This enables the method
to obtain RMS power for each gate comparable in accuracy to a statistical method
(simulations run over many clock cycles), but about 100 times faster.
FIGURE 56: Voltage drops in a power network tree
structure
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812-4. Literature survey - conclusions
The most important modeling characteristics in timing and power verifications
methods are the following:
• Interval pin-to-pin gate delay,
• Component parameter correlation.
A major problem for both timing and power verification techniques is to determine
whether transitions can propagate from inputs to outputs. They do not propagate
all the way to POs along so called false paths. The problem of delay calculation is
to find the arrival time of the latest transition on the circuit outputs. The problem of
power verification in CMOS circuits is to find how many transitions and when they
can occur in the whole circuit. The major source of dissipated power is the charg-
ing of both the internal and the external (wires and inputs of connected gates)
capacitances.
Methods for timing verification can be based on the topological delay (found in
many commercial design systems1) or on simulation. The former is too pessimistic,
while the latter is input-pattern dependent. An exact method has been proposed of far
lower complexity than previous ones, yet it still cannot handle large circuits (note
that the problem is NPH). Therefore, many more or less accurate heuristics have
been proposed. In most cases they trade off accuracy for computational speed. There
exist very few accurate methods treating component delay correlation.
Most of the existing power verification methods are based on probabilistic analy-
sis. However, in principle, that does imply the computation of an estimate rather
1. Among the most difficult problems in commercial static timing verification tools are the
support of many libraries, many clocks in the design, loops in combinational logic, and
designs with both level- and edge sensitive latches. These, however, are beyond the scope
of this thesis. In general, a sophisticated algorithm can be applied to translate all the timing
checks into many one clock-two flip-flop setup/hold checks.
82than an upper bound on power dissipation. Some of the simple methods even do
not consider toggle power, as they use zero gate delay models. Input-pattern inde-
pendent methods for computing upper bounds at the gate level are based on propa-
gation of waveform sets. Power estimation methods at higher levels of abstraction
and direct high-level synthesis targeting low-power start to appear.
Dependence between states of flip-flops in subsequent clock cycles in sequential
circuits (temporal dependence) is a problem in both timing and power verification.
Several timing methods handling temporal correlation have been proposed. Most
of the existing power estimation methods assume temporal independence.
CHAPTER 3
Bounding
switching activity
using constraint
resolution
Fix 56:
Fix 1:
In this chapter we describe the core of the switching activity estimation method
based on constraint resolution. We show how to build the constraint system from a
circuit and how to use it for computing an upper bound on the switching activity in
the combinational part of a synchronous sequential circuit. The case analysis pro-
cedure as a way to tighten the initial loose upper bound is presented next, followed
by the heuristics involved in the case analysis and other enhancements to the
method such as learning and reconvergence analysis.
3-1. Circuit modeling - the constraint system
In this section we explain the abstract waveform representation used to preserve
information about the occurrence of signal transitions (Figure 57).
843-1.1 Waveform classification
A real waveform is a mapping
of real numbers (time) to Bool-
ean, (similarly as
in [LaB94]). The collection of
such mappings forms the space
of real waveforms . We
operate in discrete time, a unit
of which corresponds to the smallest resolvable interval of real time relative to the
circuit technology. The intervals are denoted by integer numbers i∈N
such that , , and ri, ri+1 are rational numbers. Individ-
ual transitions occur inside these intervals. Multiple transitions within an interval
cannot be distinguished.
The shape of a real waveform rw
inside the intervals is thus abstracted
and is described by the initial and
final values only, rw(ri), rw(ri+1).
Such a couple of Boolean values is a
transition t, defined as
, where TR denotes a transition space. The couples (0,0)
and (1,1) represent stable values 0 and 1, respectively. In general, we denote a tran-
sition , as txy. Boolean operations over transition space are
defined over the initial and final values, e.g., the AND operation is
, similarly for OR and NOT.
The above definition of a transition space by Cartesian product of Booleans
exactly corresponds to the P-set defined in [Haye86], our . A set of tran-
sitions that describes uncertainty (caused by presence of more than one simple
FIGURE 57: Abstract waveform
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85waveform) corresponds to the U-set. Our method thus combines P-sets and U-sets
similarly to many logic simulators. Unlike some simulators that define value sets
in ad hoc fashion and potentially incompletely, our transition space is fully
defined. As shown in the previous paragraph, we derive the operations on transi-
tions from the basic set {0, 1} as required by [Haye86]. Similarly for transition sets
(see DEF 7 on page 89). Deriving operations for transitions sets was straightfor-
ward since we consider the simplest basic set of {0,1}. For larger basic sets (neces-
sary to include drive strength or tristate drivers) a rigorous algebraic framework
such as [Haye86] is needed. Then our transition set becomes a value of a multival-
ued logic thus making our method very generic.
A simple waveform is a mapping from integers to transition space, ,
and the discretized waveform space W is thus a collection of such mappings which
represent continuous waveforms, ⇒ ∧
, . Let and be the
transition of wi in the interval . Boolean operations on simple wave-
forms are then defined as follows:
• NOT:
• OP: , where op stands for any dyadic
boolean operator, such as for example OR:
• OR:
• DELAY by a fixed value d ∈N:
w: N TR→
w τ( ) txy=( ) w τ 1–( ) tvx=( )
w τ 1+( ) tyz=( ) v x y z 0 1,{ }∈, , , w1 w2 W∈, wi τ( ) TR∈
rτ rτ 1+ ),[
not w1( ) τ( ) not w1 τ( )( )=
w1 op w2( ) τ( ) w1 τ( ) op w2 τ( )=
w1 w2+( ) τ( ) w1 τ( ) w2 τ( )+=
delayd w1 τ( )( ) w1 τ d–( )=
86Waveforms belong to one of
four class types depending on
their initial ( ) and final
( ) values [CerZ94], as
illustrated in Figure 59:
Class type (DEF 1)
A waveform class wcxy is an abstracted1 set of simple waveforms of the same type
xy, obtained by representing this set through the union of the transitions on the
member waveforms at each time interval τ.
Finally, an abstract waveform
aw (Figure 60) is a set of (up to
four) waveform classes (at
most one per class xy). Then
denotes
the abstract waveform space,
where 2TR is the space of sets
of transitions, C space of class types, and N is discrete time. In other words, an
abstract waveform is a set of transition sets; there is one transition set per interval
of discrete time and class type.
1. Abstracted, because it contains less information than a pure set of waveforms would. It is the envelope over such a set.
FIGURE 59: Waveform classification and
abstraction
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87It is important to ensure that the operations performed on these waveforms pre-
serve class validity. A class is valid if it is continuous, i.e., the end point of every
transition in interval i is a starting point of a transition in interval i+1, and vice
versa. For example, the waveforms in Figure 60 are continuous, however if the
class 01 in the figure contained a falling transition at τ=1, it would not be continu-
ous.
3-1.2 Operations over space of abstract waveforms
We have defined the operations intersection ∩, union ∪, AND, OR, NOT and DELAY
over the abstract waveform space. The union of two transition sets is a standard set
union. Let A and B be the transition sets, t a transition.
(DEF 2)
The union of two abstract waveforms is defined as a union of the transition sets,
separately for each τ and waveform class. Let Xcd, Yef be two waveform classes of
type cd, and ef.
(DEF 3)
The definition of intersection of abstract waveforms must be based on the simple
waveforms represented by the abstract waveform. The reason is that transition-set
intersection done locally for each could produce an invalid waveform. Sim-
ply put, such an operation would not be closed over the space of valid abstract
waveforms.
The intersection of two transition sets is a standard set intersection. Let A and B be
the transition sets, t a transition.
(DEF 4)
A B∪ t: t A∈ t B∈∨{ }=
Xcd Y ef∪ ∅ when c e d f
Xcd Y cd∪ τ N : Xcd τ( ) Y cd τ( )∪∈∀{ }=
≠∨≠=
τ N∈
A B∩ t: t A∈ t B∈∧{ }=
88The local intersection ∩L of abstract waveforms is a pure set intersection for each
class and time interval τ. Let Xcd and Yef be two waveform classes of type cd and
ef, respectively:
(DEF 5)
The local intersection can produce an invalid
waveform even when both operands are
valid as shown in Figure 61.
The intersection of two abstract waveforms
is thus defined as the union of all simple
waveforms contained in all the waveforms
being intersected. Thus the intersection of two abstract waveforms Xcd, Yef is
(DEF 6)
where w is a simple waveform. Such a general definition is very hard to implement
because it requires enumerating all simple waveforms in the waveform class. How-
ever, we are employing intersections only under limited conditions where
Definitions 5 and 6 are equivalent. The intersection is used to compute conjunction
of constraints, i.e., to update variables (Figure 61). Thus it is used only on abstract
waveforms which are the result of operations preserving validity (∪, AND, OR, XOR
- will be defined later). The equivalence of Definitions 5 and 6 is preserved also
when the case analysis algorithm (Section 3-2) imposes additional constraints
because only complete waveform classes are being removed1.
Xcd YL ef∩ ∅ when c e d f
Xcd YL cd∩ τ N : Xcd τ( ) Y cd τ( )∩∈∀{ }=
≠∨≠=
FIGURE 61: Local intersection
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89(DEF 7) The AND operation
Let X, Y be abstract waveforms,
the waveform class of X of
type ab, the transition set
of at τ. Similarly for and
. The AND of abstract
waveforms X and Y is defined by
the Boolean AND function of the
individual transitions as follows:
such that , where at each τ, the
AND operation of transition sets is performed:
. The operations OR, NOT and XOR are
defined in a similar way.
The transition analysis to be described
in Section 3-1.3 views a gate as a rela-
tion between the signals on its termi-
nals. The usual gate functions (AND,
OR, NOT, DELAY) relating outputs to
inputs are used for forward propagation of waveforms. To propagate the effect of
reduced waveform sets (due to case analysis) from outputs of gates to their inputs,
we use partial inverse functions [Lhom93] illustrated below with AND-1.
1. A simple but not necessarily brief proof can be based on proving that the resulting intersec-
tion (DEF 5) contains at least all individual transitions that (DEF 6) requires. Note that
intersection does not generate transitions, only removes. It is obvious that fanout (duplica-
tion of abstract waveforms) preserves validity. Then it is sufficient to prove that removing
one or more waveform classes during the case analysis on one or more nets of a reconver-
gent region results in a valid abstract waveform on the stem. E.g., the proof of continuity
would show that for each transition txy at time τ there is a transition tyz at τ+1 on the stem.
FIGURE 62: AND operation
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FIGURE 63: Example of NOT operation
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90(DEF 8) Partial inverse function AND-1 over abstract waveforms
The partial inverse function returns an abstract waveform on an input as a function
of the other input(s) and the output waveform.
is such that , where at each τ
the AND-1 operation over transition sets is performed:
. The latter is defined as
={ }.
(DEF 9) The DELAY operation
In this thesis we consider fixed delays. Let delay(d) represent the DELAY operation
of d time intervals and X an abstract waveform. Then =
and  =  = .
All the above functions preserve class validity and always include at least all the
simple waveforms the circuit can produce on every node, given a set of waveforms
on its inputs.
The above definitions for two input variables can be generalized to M-input gates,
but their implementation would be quite complex.
X Z and 1– Y= Xab Zkl and
1– Y de
k a d∧= l b e∧=,
∪=
Zkl and
1– Y de( ) τ( ) Zkl τ( ) and 1– Y de τ( )=
Zkl τ( ) and 1– Y de τ( ) t Xab τ( )∈ t1 Y de τ( )∈∃ t2 Zkl τ( )∈∃ t and t1 t2=( )
delay d( ) X( ) τ( ) X τ d–( )
delay 1– d( ) X( ) τ( ) delay d–( ) X( ) τ( ) X τ d+( )
91Presently, we employ
structural gate models
using two-input functions.
Delays appear at the out-
puts of gates. Interconnect
delays can be included in
the gate if it drives only
one gate input (fanout of
one). They can be modeled
by inserting a buffer (delay
function in the constraint system) on interconnects with fanout greater than one.
It follows that every gate is effectively described by the forward and the partial
inverse functions which introduce relations between the waveforms on the circuit
nodes connected to the gate terminals. We can thus view the network as a system
of node equations over abstract waveforms as shown in Figure 64.
3-1.3 Power analysis
The objective of a pattern-independent power analysis method is to find a (tight)
upper bound on the average power dissipated by the circuit under a two-vector
input stimulus. As a by-product we may determine the pair of vectors which yield
that power. In our analysis we approximate power by the total number of switching
transitions that occur in the circuit over a clock period. The transitions could be
easily converted to power using the method in [KrNH94, NBYH90].
To obtain a tight upper bound, we must find the smallest possible set of abstract
waveforms containing all possible waveforms in the circuit resulting from all pos-
sible primary input stimuli. The resulting abstract waveforms provide detailed
information about the possible switching activity in the circuit.
FIGURE 64: Gate network as a system of equations
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92We begin by assigning a complete set of two-vector input waveforms to primary
inputs, let them propagate to primary outputs, and calculate the resulting switching
activity estimate. Since the number of transitions in the constraint system is always
a conservative upper bound over all possible input vectors, we approach the exact
solution (the highest switching activity for a single pair of input vectors) by case
analysis which proceeds by constraining some nets to a single waveform class at a
time. The power estimate is then the maximum value obtained over all such cases.
Since many constraints can be applied simultaneously to different nets, the result
can be an inconsistent constraint system. This is detected by noticing that the
abstract waveform becomes empty on a node and it triggers backtracking in the
case analysis. The method is described in more detail in the Section 3-2.
3-1.3.1 Initial propagation and estimate
Initially, all nets carry the unknown wave-
form represented by the largest valid abstract
waveform (all possible transitions in every
interval). Then, primary inputs are assigned
the two-vector abstract waveforms consisting of classes stable 00, stable 11, 01 at
time 0, and 10 at time 0 (Figure 65). The initial propagation of the waveforms pro-
duces a very pessimistic estimate, since the waveforms on gate inputs are consid-
ered independent and waveforms of the same class are merged on circuit nodes.
The resulting abstract waveform on a node is thus an upper envelope over the pos-
sible simple waveforms, i.e., it contains all the real transitions and, usually, some
that are artificially created by the method.
3-1.3.2 Transition counting
The number of transitions occurring on a circuit node is taken as the maximum
over its four waveform classes. The number of transitions within a class is
obtained from a simple waveform containing the largest number of transitions con-
tained in the class. We developed an exact linear-time algorithm to extract such a
worst-case waveform.
FIGURE 65: Primary input abstract
waveform
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93An example is shown in
Figure 66. The transition
counting was considerably
enhanced by the extraction of
consistent sets of worst switch-
ing activity waveforms in
[Shen96].
The decomposition of a waveform class into all possible simple waveforms
amounts to a traversal of a binary tree, a level of which corresponds to the time
interval τ and the tree branches to the Boolean values. A path from the root to a
leaf identifies a simple waveform that could be contained in the class. Exponential
complexity of such a traversal is avoided by realizing that a waveform has to have
the value 0 or 1 at any time. The tree can thus be folded onto itself so that, at any
level, it has at most two nodes. The graph is then traversed by following two paths,
at each level choosing the direction of a transition if such exists. The nodes with
the same signal value (up to two, for each 0 and 1 values) are merged, assigning
the resulting node the maximum number of transitions amongst the folded paths.
The traversal is thus achieved in a time linear in the number of time intervals.
3-2. Case analysis
In this section we show how case analysis on waveform classes can be used to
obtain a tighter upper bound on switching activity.
3-2.1 Principles of case analysis
The state of the constraint system before starting the case analysis describes all
possible waveforms for all possible pairs of input vectors. This space is further
refined by case analysis to identify the subspace with the test vector having the
highest number of transitions.
FIGURE 66: Identification of simple waveform
with the largest number of
transitions in an abstract waveform
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94Generally speaking, case analysis (CA)
proves the satisfaction of a property by
the satisfaction of all of its independent
parts. The property X should be com-
pletely covered by the subcases,
, i.e., the X is satisfied if all subcases are satisfied.
A further requirement is that all the subcases are independent of each other. In the
case of the signal representation by abstract waveforms, the waveform classes
which distinguish waveforms by their initial and final values are the simplest crite-
ria for dividing the verification problem into sub-cases. Since in the real circuit the
value of a net is always unique1 (either 0 or 1), then any two classes are indepen-
dent of each other.
3-2.2 Case analysis on waveform classes
The finest resolution which can be
achieved considering 4 classes is the
division of waveforms found on a net
into 4 cases as shown in Figure 68.
The notation of c00, c01, c10, c11 has
the meaning class 00, 01, 10, 11.
When more nets are involved, we also use the following notation: a01 is class 01
on net a.
1. Either 0, 1, Z, etc. - as many values we want to care about - but never two or more of them at the same
time on the same net.
FIGURE 67: Principle of case analysis
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FIGURE 68: Case analysis on a single net
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95A further refinement is possible by
continuing the case analysis on
another net. The finest case is
obtained by splitting of waveforms
on the second net again into four
classes, thus introducing 4 new cases
for each of the previous ones, as
depicted in Figure 69.
3-2.3 Case analysis in a circuit
Consider the example of a circuit which
consists of a single AND gate. The cir-
cuit has two primary inputs and one pri-
mary output. The result of the forward
propagation is shown in Figure 70.
These waveforms represent the whole
space of possible waveforms - the com-
plete oval in Figure 70 or Figure 71.
The particular case with limited wave-
forms on a single net (A) is shown in
Figure 71. The case analysis is usually
further extended by limiting waveform
sets on other nets. Once each net bears
only exact waveforms rather than sets of
waveforms, the propagation of wave-
forms is equivalent to circuit simulation.
This is the case in Figure 72 when the
waveform set on net B is also limited to an exact waveform. Since all the primary
inputs and thus all the circuit nets carry exact waveforms, the result corresponds to
a simulation using the specific input waveform.
FIGURE 69: Case analysis on two nets
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FIGURE 70: Initial state of the constraint
system
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FIGURE 71: Constraint system for A=01
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96The case analysis is used to tighten the
upper bound on the power consumption.
The more we progress with the case
analysis, the tighter the bound becomes,
up to a simulation which gives a lower
bound. It follows that case analysis pro-
vides a compromise between verifica-
tion by simulation and the propagation
of all possible waveforms.
3-2.4 Decision tree
The overall behavior of the case
analysis can be depicted by a
decision tree, as illustrated in
Figure 73. There, a node repre-
sents the state of the circuit (i.e.,
abstract waveforms, one per cir-
cuit net), and an edge corre-
sponds to the addition of a new
constraint which causes the cir-
cuit state to change. Each node is
characterized by a switching activity value (SAV) which is an upper bound on the
number of transitions as computed with the constraints leading to the node. The top
node is the state before the case analysis begins. The process of extending the deci-
sion tree in one node by one branch is called a decision. Splitting the abstract wave-
form on a net into at most 4 waveform classes represents making up to four decisions.
Making a decision implies recomputing the waveforms in the constraint system;
therefore, we use the number of decisions as a measure of the amount of work spent
by a processor on the case analysis. Decision analysis n-levels deep extends the deci-
sion tree from a node by up to decisions. Case analy-
sis n-level-deep is an n-level deep decision analysis on the root of the decision tree.
FIGURE 72: Constraint system for A=01,
B=11
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FIGURE 73: Case analysis decision tree
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97The overall upper bound on switching activity is the maximum over all the leaves
of the decision tree. When waveforms on all circuit nodes are reduced to simple
waveforms, the case corresponds to a simulation and the transition count is exact
for those specific reduced waveforms.
3-2.5 Case analysis algorithms
Three forms of case analysis were developed. The simplest one [ZCSR95] is called
the stack-based case analysis (SCA), since it uses a stack to store paths in the deci-
sion tree for backtracking during the search.
The algorithm is a pure depth-first
search through the decision tree. It is
very efficient for small circuits,
however, for large ones it rebuilds
the decision tree too often. The
problem can be overcome by a
method inspired by the A* search
method from AI that combines
depth-first and breadth-first search.
It is referred to as the frontier case
analysis or PCA, path case analysis
(Figure 74). The method is also sim-
ilar to the partial enumeration
described in [KNYH93]. It main-
tains a frontier of the current leaf nodes of the decision tree, sorted by the number
of transitions. Since the upper bound on the number of transitions is the maximum
over all cases, the algorithm always extends the decision tree from the node with
the highest number of transitions. The union of the constraints corresponding to
the leaves completely covers the original abstract waveform on a circuit net which
ensures the completeness of the case analysis. When the number of transitions is
FIGURE 74: Step of the frontier-type case
analysis
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98the same for more than one leaf node, the deeper one with more constraints is kept
at the head of the frontier list, giving preference to depth-first exploration that
leads faster to the identification of a pair of input vectors that produces the highest
switching activity.
The most advanced case analysis is HPCA, which stands for heap path case analy-
sis. It is based on the same algorithm as the PCA, but it represents the decision tree
in a heap-like structure. This is useful when operating on a large circuit and with a
large number of decisions. The main features of the heap path case analysis
(HPCA) are as follows:
• HPCA uses a heap rather than a list of paths; therefore, it has linear rather than
exponential memory requirements in terms of the number of decisions,
• HPCA allows a variable number of decisions when extending a path in the
decision tree,
• HPCA performs check-pointing, hence it can recover after a process/computer
crash,
• HPCA has the capability to analyze one circuit on many machines in parallel
(up to 50000; 90 were tested).
3-2.6 Net selection for case analysis
The order of nets in which the decisions are
made is very important. It is similar to ordering
variables in BDDs. The entire section Section 3-
6 is devoted to heuristics for finding the most
efficient net ordering. The simplest one is order-
ing by decreasing fanout. It is assumed that the
larger fanout the higher influence of the node’s waveforms on the other nets in the
circuit. As inverters and buffers introduce no pessimism to the waveform propaga-
tion, they are ignored when determining fanout as shown in Figure 75.
FIGURE 75: Counting fanout
4
2CalculatedFanout
Buffers and
inverters
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993-2.7 Properties of the constraint system and of the case analysis
In this section we show why the constraint system actually computes an upper bound
on the switching activity and that the case analysis tightens the upper bound and con-
verges towards the identification of a test vector with the highest switching activity.
Conservatism (upper bound) of the constraint assignment operation is guaranteed
by the structure of the constraint system. All gate operations are non-decreasing in
the sense that they do not lose any transition. This is assured by the gate functions
that generate a transition on the output if at least one combination of input transi-
tions can cause it. Similarly for the partial inverse operations: only those transi-
tions are removed that cannot produce a transition on the output when combined
with any waveform on the other inputs.
Because all constraints are conjunctive (must hold at the same time), the value of
each waveform variable is computed as an intersection of all the contributing pro-
jections and itself (Figure 64). This guarantees monotonicity (non-increasing) of
the constraint system evaluation (which is done by computing the greatest fix-
point). Therefore, anytime a new constraint is added, the greatest fixpoint calcula-
tion converges.
Convergence of the case analysis is also easy to show. In each step, it chooses a
circuit net with at least 2 waveform classes, splits them in the four individual
classes and replaces the tree node by a subtree. No transitions are added, but only
removed, therefore the constraint assignment is monotonically non-increasing. The
proof that the case analysis identifies one of the test vectors, can be done using a
counter-example: If it did not identify a test vector, there must be at least one cir-
cuit input with more than two classes. Such a net may be split further; therefore,
the case analysis is not yet finished. Once each circuit input has only one class,
either 00, 11, 01 or 10, it corresponds to a simulation for 2 vectors. The class name
identifies the pair of bits (the first one till time 0 and second after time 0) of the
vector on that input. The convergence is further accelerated by choosing the deci-
100sion node deeper in the decision tree (i.e., with more nets already constrained to a
single class) among those with the same SAV (switching activity value). Case
analysis can also be performed on individual transitions, rather than classes. Any
subset of simple waveforms which forms a valid (see Section 3-1) class can be
used.
The case analysis can be performed in parallel on a number of processors, how-
ever, in this case we have to show that there exist independent subspaces in the
whole search space. Such subspaces do exist and they are any two sub-trees of the
decision tree which differ in the decisions on at least one net. The proof is as fol-
lows: Recall that decisions are made on waveform classes. Since waveform classes
are distinguished by the initial and final values, no real waveform can be in 2 dif-
ferent classes. Since any actual behavior of the real circuit (or simulation for 1 pair
of input vectors) assigns only one real waveform to each net, there is only one
waveform class on each net in our model for such a case. The class on the net
where we made the decisions then determines which one, and the only one, of the
subspaces this simulation falls into.
3-3. Example
The case analysis is illustrated in
Figure 76 on circuit c17 from
the ISCAS85 benchmarks cir-
cuits [BrgF85, Brya89]. The c17
is small enough to allow a com-
plete overview of the procedure.
FIGURE 76: Circuit c17; all gates have unit delay.
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101The primary inputs are assigned
the two-vector waveform sets
and these are then propagated
through the network. The result-
ing abstract waveforms on the
nodes of the circuit are shown in
Figure 77. The maximum num-
ber of transitions on each net as
computed by our algorithm (Section 3-1.3.2) is: two transitions on nets 7, 8, 9 and
10 due to the potential static hazards in classes 00 and 11, and at most one transi-
tion on all other nets. The maximum number of transitions in the circuit (including
the primary inputs) is thus 15.
Case analysis is now used to tighten
this upper bound. From the state of
the circuit after the initial propaga-
tion (Figure 77), the waveform
classes on the net with the highest
fanout (e.g., net 2) are enumerated. We constrain the waveforms on net 2 to one
class at a time, re-compute the abstract waveforms so that all constraints are satis-
fied, count the transitions, and return the circuit to the state as it was after the initial
forward propagation. The number of transitions for those four cases is as follows,
expressed as follows: net:class→transitions: 2:c00→8, 2:c01→15, 2:c10→13,
2:c11→14. The four cases form the frontier of the case analysis. The cases cover
all possible input patterns, thus giving an upper bound on the number of transi-
tions. The upper bound is determined by the assignment resulting in the highest
number of transitions (c01 with transitions). The situation is depicted by the deci-
sion tree in Figure 78.
FIGURE 77: Waveforms of c17 after initial
forward propagation
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FIGURE 78: Decision tree for c17, analysis on
net 2
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102The list of nets for the case analysis
is calculated before the case analysis
starts or dynamically on the fly using
heuristics looking for the nets with
the highest “influence” in the circuit,
i.e., making a decision there elimi-
nates more transitions than on other nets. In this example we are using the heuristic
FANOUT which orders nets statically according to decreasing fanout. In c17, the
nets 2, 6 and 7 have fanout of two, and all others have fanout of one. The list of
nets for case analysis can thus be 2, 6, 7, 0, 1, 3, 4.
Since the maximum transition count along the frontier is still equal to 15, we
extend the worst case node by adding constraints on the next circuit net on the list,
i.e., net 6. Again, we enumerate all classes on that net.
We obtain two cases, 6:c10→15
and 6:c11→10 (Figure 79). The
new globally worst case
becomes the simultaneous
assignment of c01 on 2 and c10
on 6. Its waveforms are shown in
Figure 80.
FIGURE 79: Decision tree for c17, analysis
on nets 2 and 6
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FIGURE 80: Waveforms of c17 for assignments
2:c01, 6:c10
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103The case analysis continues
until either all circuit nets
carry only a single waveform
or the limit on CPU time or
memory is reached. The first
condition applies in this exam-
ple. The entire verification is
described by the decision tree
shown in Figure 81. After con-
straining circuit net 4 to the
individual classes, the case 4:c01→14 is one of the worst ones on the frontier. As
all circuit nets now carry only simple waveforms, no further refinement is possible.
Figure 82 shows the resulting worst-case waveforms.
A lower bound on the number of
transitions can be obtained by
simulation. If the number of pri-
mary inputs is less than about
10, then exhaustive simulation
can be used. In the case of c17
we of course obtained 14 transi-
tions. There are two pairs of
input vectors that yield 14 transitions in the circuit, one of them was identified by
the case analysis.
In the previous two sections we showed the principle of the case analysis proce-
dure and demonstrated it on a small example. In the following sections we analyze
some circuit properties which can be used for guiding the case analysis procedure,
starting with reconvergence analysis in the next section.
FIGURE 81: Decision tree for c17, complete
analysis
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FIGURE 82: Simple waveforms with transition
count of 14
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1043-4. Reconvergence analysis
In this section we introduce a formal framework for the analysis of reconvergent
regions based on work of F. Maamari [MaaR90]. We then we present a modified
algorithm for identifying reconvergent regions and outline how knowing these
regions may help in the case analysis.
3-4.1 Introduction
Reconvergence in combina-
tional circuits is a form of inter-
nal spatial correlation.
Reference [MaaR87] is the best
introduction into the analysis of
reconvergent regions. The
authors define the basic termi-
nology (with some terms redefined in more recent papers) as follows:
• X is a reconvergent stem and G is its reconvergence gate if there are two or
more interconnection-disjoint paths between X and G (Figure 83). Note that
the gate and its output are not distinguished in the paper, i.e., the definition
does not account for multi-output components.
• If Y is a stem on a path between X and G (Figure 83), then all reconvergence
gates of Y are also reconvergence gates of stem X.
• If reconvergence gate G of
stem X does not drive
another reconvergence gate
of X then it is a closing
reconvergence gate of X
(cg(X) in Figure 84).
• A reconvergent stem region
FIGURE 83: Reconvergent stem and
reconvergence gate
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rg(X)
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FIGURE 84: Closing gate
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Note: B is not a closing gate (cg)
105(or reconvergent region) is composed of all interconnections (called also lines)
that are on the path from the stem to a reconvergence gate (Figure 85). Note
that a net = several lines, i.e., branches.
• Exit lines are lines through
which the signal can exit
the region. They are of two
types: 1) branches of stems
belonging to the region, 2)
outputs of closing reconver-
gence gates. Note that no
two exit lines of one recon-
vergent region fan out to
the same primary output.
3-4.1.1 Use of reconvergent regions in fault analysis
The property the authors use in fault analysis is that if a stem fault is detectable on
the exit line, and if the exit line is critical (has a sensitizable path to a PO, primary
output), then a fault on the stem is detectable on the PO if it is detectable on the
exit line. The consequences: stem faults need not to be simulated beyond their
reconvergent stem regions.
3-4.1.2 Complexity of fault analysis and region overlap
Region overlap of a net is defined as the number of regions the net is a member of.
For ISCAS85 circuits the highest overlap ranges from 34 in c880 to 845 in c6288.
Average (per net) overlap ranges from 6.8 in c5315 to 184.2 in c6288. Since - con-
trary to our approach - they have to simulate (up to) every stem fault with respect
to its stem region, the overlap determines in how many simulations the net will be
involved, therefore the CPU time of the fault analysis. The maximum time to fault-
simulate all reconvergent stems is , where N is the number of lines, t
FIGURE 85: Reconvergent stem region
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106is the time required to process a fault on a line, Ri is the overlap on line i. Using the
average overlap , .
Notes about circuits: c499 and c1355 are functionally equivalent, but XOR gates
are expanded into their AND-OR structural equivalents in c1355.
3-4.1.3 Secondary reconvergence
In [MaaR88a], primary and secondary reconvergences are distinguished.
• G is a primary reconver-
gence gate of stem X if
there are at least two dis-
joint paths from X to G.
• F is a secondary reconver-
gence gate of X if it is a pri-
mary or secondary
reconvergence gate of some
Y, it is not a primary reconvergence of X, and Y is located on a path from X to
any of its primary reconvergence gates. The authors of [MaaR88a] also define
narrow and wide reconvergent stem regions. A narrow reconvergent region
does not have any reconvergent stems on the path from the stem to a primary
reconvergent gate (like the region with stem A in Figure 86). All reconvergent
regions which are not narrow are wide.
R T NtR=
FIGURE 86: Primary (prg) and secondary (srg)
reconvergence gates
stem X
G
F
prg(Y), srg(X)
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Reconvergence gates:
107• A reconvergent stem region
is redefined in [MaaR88a]
to include also all fanout
branches of the stem and all
branches of the output of
the closing gate
(Figure 87).
• The definition of an exit
line is refined, but it keeps
its original meaning: a line is an exit line of a stem region if both: 1) it is an
output line of a net in the region and 2) it is an input line to a node outside the
region.
In the next section we explain a fault analysis algorithm based on reconvergent
regions. Note that the fault analysis is not directly relevant to power verification. It
is presented here only to provide an example of the use of reconvergent regions to
understand their properties in depth. The reader not interested in fault analysis can
proceed directly to Section 3-4.3 on page 110.
3-4.2 Fault analysis based on reconvergent regions
From the definition of reconver-
gent regions it follows form
[MaaR88a] that the subnetworks
driven by exit lines of the same
reconvergent stem are disjoint
(Figure 88).
FIGURE 87: Enlarged reconvergence regions
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FIGURE 88: Disjoint subnetworks driven by exit
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108A direct application of stem
regions and the properties of
exit lines to fault simulation is
shown in Theorem 1 in
[MaaR88a]: For a given test
vector on PIs, a stem fault is
detected on a primary output if and only if the fault is detected on an exit line and
that exit line is critical to the output (there is a sensitized path). Note that this is
possible, since other lines (i1 to i5 in Figure 89) driving the cone of the exit line are
topologically independent of the stem, i.e., they are not influenced by the fault.
The fault analysis algorithm operates in two steps. First, all the stem regions are
simulated to determine whether a stem fault is detectable on exit lines and then the
criticality of every exit line is verified to determine whether it can propagate a fault
value to POs. The algorithm was modified for better performance as reported in
more recent papers.
3-4.2.1 The fault model and dynamic reductions
In [MaaR88b], the authors define the fault model for the first time. For a certain
input vector V, each line l has a stable (fault-free) value L. Detectability of stuck-at-
L fault on line l is denoted . If then the fault cannot be detected.
To check whether the opposite fault is detectable one must compute d(lL), fur-
ther denoted as d(l*), which is done as follows:
1. If l is a PI, then d(l*)=1.
2. For a gate, it is calculated from the detectability of the opposite of the fault-free
value on the output d(o*) and the sensitizing condition for line l, i.e., the detect-
ability do(l*) of fault l* on l observed on o (critical path tracing) is d(l*) =
do(l*) . d(o*), which can be easily computed in one backward pass starting
from the POs. Note: all detectabilities are easy to compute because the authors
FIGURE 89: Consequence of exit line properties
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L
109calculate them for each vector, thus the detectabilities are Boolean values, not
Boolean functions of PIs.
3. If l is the stem of a reconvergent stem region with exit lines yi, then the fault on
l is simulated to the exit lines, resulting in detectabilities d(yi), one Boolean
value for each exit line. Then, , i.e., the stem fault
is detected if it is detected on at least one exit line ( ) which has a sensi-
tizable path to a PO ( ). This is achieved in a number of steps equal to the
number of lines in the region.
The fault simulation algorithm proceeds as follows. In the initial phase, all the
reconvergent regions are extracted. This is followed by two passes for each input
vector. In the forward pass, fault free values are computed and stem faults are
propagated to the exit lines of reconvergent regions. In the backward pass (from
POs towards PIs) detectabilities of individual lines are computed based on their
successors or exit line detectabilities in the cones of stems. Since all the operations
are Boolean, the implementation uses word (32-bit) operations to process 32 input
vectors at the same time.
The paper also proposes how to dynamically reduce processing steps necessary for
fault simulation. The following three methods are proposed:
• If a fault on a stem has been detected as well as all faults in the subnetwork
driving it, then neither the stem region is simulated in the forward pass, nor a
path from the POs to the exit lines is traced in the backward pass.
• A fault on stem x is also dropped if all stem
faults of the regions with exit line x have been
detected. The faults in the subnetwork driving
x, excluding subnetworks driving stems in the
subnetwork, are dropped too (Figure 90).
d l*( ) d yi*( ) dyi x*( )⋅
all i
∑=
dyi x*( )
d yi*( )
FIGURE 90: Dropping faults,
method “2”
x
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110• When all faults in the subnetwork driving POs reached from a line x have been
detected, x is dropped from the simulation in the forward pass.
3-4.2.2 Results
Reference [MaaR90a] is a very comprehensive work which summarizes the previous
publications in this area by the authors and newly introduces the following:
• The fault dropping is better formalized using (a topological) dependency
graph.
• They describe some factors the fault dropping efficiency depends on - the size
and the topology of the circuit, the presence of random-pattern-resistant faults,
the presence of redundant faults.
• The experimental results include c6288, however the CPU time is over 1 order
of magnitude higher than for the slightly larger c7552. The authors ascribe it to
the much larger average region overlap in c6288.
3-4.3 Reconvergence in timing and power verification
The reconvergent regions as a way of identifying internal spatial correlation within
a circuit have the following potential for our case analysis:
• The stems of “appropriate” regions and region sets can be used as points where
the case analysis is performed.
• To help identify subregions of the circuit that are suitable for exhaustive analy-
sis.
111As for the first problem, the ideal
place for case analysis (with
respect to our representation of sig-
nals by abstract waveforms) are
those nodes that influence as large
a portion of the circuit as possible
independently of other nets. In
practice, it means that the case
analysis can be performed on the stem of a large reconvergent region with no entry
nets (nets which are in the reconvergent region but are driven by a gate outside of
the reconvergent stem region). Since this situation is very rare in practice, a set of
overlapping reconvergent stem regions with the least number of entry nets can be
used as shown in Figure 91.
However, at the present time it is not clear how to find such sets of regions. There
is an obvious algorithm of exponential complexity based on measuring the overlap
and the number of entry nets to the set of regions for each pair, triplet, quadruplet,
etc., of regions. Such an algorithm is not realistic due to its high complexity.
Therefore, we tested a simplified version for one region, i.e., the case analysis is
performed on nets which are stems of reconvergent regions with the highest ratio
of the number ng of gates (size) to the number ne of entry nets. Another possi-
bility is to include also the region overlap on entry nets, for example ,
where Ri is the region overlap on entry net i. Such a criterion gives preference to
regions with more gates, fewer entry nets, and with entry nets that belong to a
higher number of reconvergent stem regions.
As for the second problem, the exhaustive enumeration of waveforms for power
analysis, we need as large a (not necessarily purely reconvergent) region as possi-
FIGURE 91: Case analysis on overlapping
reconvergent stem regions
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112ble, but with a limited number of entry nets to the regions. Overlap is not desired,
hence we are looking for a partitioning of the circuit into such regions. Again, the
ideal regions would be reconvergent regions or their sets with the minimal number
of entry nets such as the regions in Figure 91. Probably a good starting point is to
take regions with the smallest number of entry nets and if needed then cut some to
fit within the limit on the number of entry nets.
3-4.4 Algorithm for reconvergence analysis
The algorithm is based on the work of Maamari [MaaR90a]. However, we general-
ized the algorithm for multi-output gates and simplified it. For every fanout stem it
performs the following steps:
• The cone of nodes reach-
able from the stem is
tagged by TAG0. TAG0 is
an integer greater than zero,
and it is the same for all
branches of one net. The
stem is assigned TAG0=1.
The output of the gate
reached from a branch with a TAG0 is assigned TAG0 equal to the lowest yet
unused value. This identifies the transitive fanout “cone” of the stem
(Figure 92).
• Reconvergence gates are
identified by checking
inputs of the reached
(TAG0<>0) gates. A gate is
a reconvergence gate, if at
least two of its inputs have
different values of TAG0,
as shown in Figure 92. The
FIGURE 92: Finding reconvergence gates - TAG0
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113list of the so identified reconvergence gates is stored.
• Then a second tag (TAG1) is introduced. TAG1 is a Boolean that is 1 if the net
is in the fanin cone of a reconvergence gate. The tagging by TAG1=1 stops on
nets with no TAG0 to reduce the complexity of the tagging procedure
(Figure 93).
• A reconvergent region (its
nets, exit nets, and gates) is
identified by tracing the
stem’s fanout cone in the
forward direction. A net is in
the reconvergent stem
region, when it has at least
one fanout branch with both
tags TAG0, TAG1 greater than zero. A gate is in the region when its output is in
the region or at least two of its inputs are in the region. An exit net is a net of the
region which has at least one branch going outside the region. Each net in the
region is looked up in the list of existing reconvergent regions. If it is a stem of an
already identified region, this secondary reconvergent region is merged with the
region where the net was found. Finally, the entry nets are identified. An entry net
is a net in the region which is either a PI or it is driven by a gate outside the region
(Figure 94).
• Since some circuits may have a very large number of regions, we added a limit
on the number of gates in the region to reduce the search. The regions larger
that the limit are ignored. A secondary reconvergent region of such a large
region is stored only if this secondary region is smaller than the limit.
• A forest of the hierarchy of regions is created. A region R1 is a subregion of R2
if the stem of R1 is a net of R2 (secondary reconvergence).
FIGURE 94: Identifying reconvergent regions
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114An example of
region dependen-
cies is shown in
Figure 95. Each
node is a reconver-
gent region, the size
of the bullet corre-
sponds to the num-
ber of gates. An edge represents the relation “subregion of”.
In the previous section we explained reconvergent region analysis. It is one of many
ways for supporting the choice of nets for the case analysis. In the next section we
explain another method: global implications on Boolean values obtained by learn-
ing.
3-5. Learning
Learning of logic implications on inter-
nal signals of a circuit has been widely
used to speed up ATPG [KuPr93]. Con-
sider the simple circuit in Figure 96.
When input A is assigned the value of 0
then B will necessarily be 0 because both the inputs of the OR gate carry value 0
regardless the value on the side inputs. Recall that , where ⇒ represents
logical implication represents logical implication, is equivalent to for any
two Boolean values X and Y. Therefore, if then which
is .
FIGURE 95: Forest of reconvergent stem regions in c432
FIGURE 96: Implication and learning
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115Such implications can relate values on nets anywhere in the circuit, therefore, the
implications are called global implications. Global implications are discovered by
simulation of the circuit with all but one of the circuit nets set to the unknown
value. In our example in Figure 96, all nets are set to X, then A is set to 0 and the
values are simulated on the circuit. The net B as well as the inputs to the OR gate
change from X to a single Boolean value, i.e., we learned an implication of A=0.
Note that 3 implications have been learned, but only one (from A to B) is shown in
the figure for illustration. Then, all nets are set to X again and A is assigned 1. In
this case the simulation does not yield any value other than X; therefore, no implica-
tion of A=1 has been learned.
Global implications are a way of expressing spatial correlation in the circuit
directly by Boolean values. They help to speed up backtracking of values in spe-
cial cases such as ATPG as it is briefly discussed next in Section 3-5.1. The use of
global implications in our verification method is explained in Section 3-5.2.
3-5.1 Global implications in ATPG
The issue is how to generate a test vector for a fault. To detect a fault stuck at
on net N denoted Nf, the net N must be driven to the value of (con-
trolability). At the same time, the faulty value f on N must be observed on a pri-
mary output (observability). To find an input test vector making the fault
detectable, one has to propagate or justify Boolean values in the circuit. This is
usually done by making local value assignments to nets and backtracking if a con-
flict is detected. The knowledge of global implications can substantially speed up
this process [KuPr93].
f 0 1,{ }∈ f
1163-5.2 Use of global implications in the analysis of switching activity
Let us analyze again the cir-
cuit from Figure 96, and
assume that it is a part of a
larger circuit. Suppose that in
the case of power analysis we
obtain the abstract waveforms
as shown in Figure 97.
Furthermore, let us assume
that during case analysis the
constraint B=c11 is assigned.
The partial inverse functions
cannot eliminate waveform
classes c00, c01, and c10 on
either inputs, because any of
those combined with c11 on the other input can produce c11 on the output, as
shown in Figure 98.
However, if we consider the
derived implication
then all the
classes that have their initial
or final value 0 will be elimi-
nated on A, as shown in
Figure 99.
FIGURE 97: Learning - abstract waveforms
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FIGURE 98: Learning - constraint B=c11
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FIGURE 99: Learning - effect of the learned
implication
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117The resulting value does not
propagate further, because the
side inputs to the AND gates
contain each all four classes.
If, however, one of them con-
tained only classes c10 and
c11, then the resulting reduc-
tion on A to c11 can propagate further, as shown in Figure 100. This may result in
a tighter bound on the transition count because of the eliminated classes on A and
all the other nets where the reduced waveform set propagates to.
Global learning can be performed on
any circuit net and all the learned
implications used. The number of
implications can be enormous. How-
ever, many implications can be
derived one from the other or the
implications are by controlling values
only and these are already obtained by
the partial inverse functions of the
gates. Therefore, we perform learning
only on the stems of reconvergent
regions. This guarantees that the num-
ber of learned implications is rela-
tively small, and that we include only
implications that the partial inverse function are not able to derive. The algorithm
proceeds as shown in Figure 101.
In the previous sections we described reconvergence analysis and global learning.
These serve as the basis for two of our heuristics for guiding the case analysis. The
heuristics are described in the next section.
FIGURE 100: Learning - propagation due to a
reduced side input
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FIGURE 101: Learning along reconvergent
regions
For all reconvergent regions
For i=0 to 1
Assign all nets in the region to X
Assign the stem S to value i
Simulate the region;
v≠X
Store implication
E=v ⇒  S=i
Yes
No
Cont.i=1
Cont.
Let v be value on closing net E
1183-6. Heuristics for net selection in case analysis
The case analysis as presented in Section 3-2 makes decisions on statically
selected circuit nets. The selection criterion is fanout. The nets with larger fanout
are used earlier in the case analysis because they are connected to more gates and
thus (hopefully) the assigned constraints may propagate further, eliminating more
transitions. The fanout is not the only possible criterion for net selection, nor must
the choice be statically predetermined. The problem of net selection for case anal-
ysis is very similar to the problem of variable ordering in BDDs: with a good net
selection the case analysis tightens the lower bound faster because an earlier
“good” decision prunes the entire subtree of otherwise needed decisions. Similarly,
the size of the BDD tree representing a Boolean function can be minimized by
ordering the variables. In this section we analyze several possible selection crite-
ria.
3-6.1 Fanout
Net selection based on the largest
fanout is a natural choice. The
higher the fanout, the larger por-
tion of the circuit that is influ-
enced by the decisions made on
the net. Consider the portion of a
circuit shown in Figure 102.
Making a decision on net A is
equivalent to making two deci-
sions, on nets B and C, when
applying constraint A=c00. This
is because 0 is the controlling
value for the AND gates, thus 0
on A causes both B and C to be 0 too (Figure 103).
FIGURE 102: Fanout influence
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FIGURE 103: Fanout influence - constraint A=c00
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119Since our gate models include
full projections from any termi-
nal to any other, including out-
puts to inputs, why would not
c00 assigned to B propagate
backward? The reason lies in the
four classes on the side input S1. When B is 0, we cannot decide whether it is
caused by S1 or by A; therefore, partial inverse functions of the gate cannot remove
any classes from S1 and A (Figure 104). This means that to achieve the same
reduction of waveforms on B and C, the assignment A=c00 is equivalent to two
simultaneous assignments B=c00 and C=c00.
The list of nets ordered by
decreasing fanout is the default
net selection in our case analy-
sis. However, fanout is not the
only criterion which deter-
mines the strength of the influ-
ence of a net on the other nets in
the circuit. This concept of “influence” was explained in Section 3-5 in terms of
learning and necessary implications. The influence is determined by the topology,
function of the circuit and the already assigned constraints. For example, the
assignment S1=c11 in Figure 105 allows the assignment B=c00 to propagate back-
ward to A and further from A to C.
3-6.2 Fanout on primary inputs
Since all signal values are derived from the primary inputs it is worth investigating
how good it is to choose only the primary inputs (sorted by largest fanout) for the
case analysis. For a circuit with a small number of primary inputs it is always bet-
ter to perform the case analysis on them. Even the order is not important because in
the worst case all combinations of the individual classes will be tried. However,
FIGURE 104: Fanout influence - constraint B=c00
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FIGURE 105: Fanout influence - constraint
B=c00 when S1=c11
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120when there are too many primary inputs the assigned constraints cannot propagate
too far because of side inputs because we cannot enumerate all possible assign-
ments on the primary inputs. In some circuits there exist primary inputs that propa-
gate assignments deeply into the circuit regardless of the values on the other
inputs. However, in general, there are more internal (fanout) nodes which have
higher influence on other nets than the primary inputs. This has been confirmed by
our experiments on the ISCAS’85 circuits, as will be shown in Section 4-6.
3-6.3 Dynamically created list of nets
The best order of
applying decisions
can be chosen by an
exhaustive search,
i.e., by trying all pos-
sible orders and run-
ning the case
analysis until a test
vector is obtained.
Unfortunately, the
number of possible
orders and the execu-
tion of the case analysis until the end are both exponential in the number of nets. A
much simpler version is to choose the nets on-the-fly during the case analysis. The
algorithm proceeds as follows (Figure 106): For the node with the current maxi-
mum SAV make (up to four) decisions on classes on each net one at a time, and
then choose the net with the lowest maximum over all the decisions (up to four;
only decisions that result in consistent constraint system). In this way the locally
best net is chosen. This does not guarantee making the overall best choice of cir-
cuit nets, because applying two constraints individually, one at a time, may never
yield any improvement, but the two together may be the best overall choice.
Hence, choosing the locally best net does not guarantee that the case analysis
FIGURE 106: Dynamically created list of nets
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121would converge rapidly toward a test vector. Furthermore, the dynamic net selec-
tion is very costly. Assume a circuit with N nets. To make a 1-level decision in the
analysis, one has to try N 1-level decision analyses. In the next level, it is 4(N-1) to
make 4 decision analyses, and so on, which is far too costly.
3-6.4 Reconvergent regions
Reconvergent regions are not only used to determine the place for global learning,
but also they can be used to identify the order of nets for case analysis. Stems of
reconvergent regions have a fanout of at least 2. If a single-class constraint is
assigned to each of the entry nets of the reconvergent regions, then spatial correla-
tion is enforced, resulting in a single class on each net of the region (like in a sim-
ulation). Furthermore, if global implications are added, the decisions may be done
on the closing nets rather than on the stems. In Section 4-5, we shall present exper-
imental results for the following heuristic procedure (called RCVFAN):
• Form a list of all closing nets of all reconvergent regions and all primary inputs,
• Sort the list in decreasing order of fanout.
3-6.5 Other heuristics for net selection in case analysis
The heuristics mentioned in the previous sections are only a small example of the
possible approaches to net selection in the case analysis. We also tested selection
based on the number of transitions on each net, time of the earliest and the latest
transitions on each net, and the size of the reconvergent regions. None of these
heuristics produced better results than any of the heuristics described in the previ-
ous section; therefore, they are not included in the experimental results.
In Section 3-6 we presented several heuristics for net selection for the case analy-
sis. As will be shown in Section 4-6 none of them is the best one for all circuits but
some of them provide better results on more circuits than others. Before presenting
the experimental results in Chapter 4, we briefly describe in the next section yet
122another way to tighten the upper bound. We then outline the implementation of our
switching activity estimation tool in Section 3-8.
3-7. Use of timing constraints
By knowing the exact circuit delay (or an upper bound that is smaller than the
topological delay), one can eliminate transitions in the abstract waveforms that
occur after that delay, because they cannot happen in reality. The timing informa-
tion is generally available, because it is essential for correct circuit function and/or
desired performance1. We can thus add the timing information as an additional
constraint to our switching activity method. The best choice would be to obtain the
exact delay on each net, i.e., time intervals where transitions cannot occur any-
more. Then we can add constraints which eliminate all rising and falling transi-
tions from those time intervals. Note that such constraints are no longer class-
based, hence a separate proof that adding such constraints preserves validity would
be needed.
3-8. Implementation
The switching activity verification method was implemented in C++. The use of an
object oriented approach allowed us to write a constraint resolution system which
can be shared by our switching activity verification tool and by a timing verifica-
tion tool. The input is a Verilog netlist; commands are passed as command line
arguments, and the output is both textual and graphical (FrameMaker format), giv-
ing information about the switching activity in the circuit. For more details about
the implementation and the use of our tool see Appendix A.
1. That includes timing information on internal nodes, because a static timing tool needs it to
compute timing information on the connected nodes. Though in most case the tool would
not export such information to the user and thus a special API is necessary, similarly as in
e.g., analysis of gate delay slowdown/speedup due to crosstalk.
CHAPTER 4
Experimental
Results
Fix 106:
Fix 1:
In this section, we present the results of our experiments on the ISCAS’85 bench-
mark circuits [BrgF85]. We compute an upper bound on the peak switching activ-
ity. Two upper bounds are obtained: the first one after the initial fixpoint
calculation and the second one after the case analysis. The upper bounds are com-
pared to the lower bounds obtained by random simulation in Verilog XL. The true
switching activity lies somewhere between the lower and the upper bounds. In all
experiments the gates were assigned a fixed delay of 1 unit.
We first give in Section 4-1 the lower bounds on switching activity as obtained by
simulation. The initial upper bounds obtained by constraint resolution appear in
Section 4-2, and then the results obtained using the individual heuristics are shown
in Sections 4-3 to 4-5. We then compare the results in Section 4-6. The effective-
ness of the two main case analysis implementations, PCA and HPCA, are com-
pared in Section 4-7. The benefit of using timing constraints is evaluated in
Section 4-9. Finally, the performance of our method is compared with other meth-
ods in Section 4-10.
124Table II describes the topological prop-
erties of the benchmarks: the numbers
of primary inputs (PI), primary outputs
(PO), gates, circuit nets, and the size of
the largest fanout through buffers and
inverters.
4-1. Lower bound simulation
A random simulation was per-
formed to obtain lower bounds
on the maximal switching activ-
ity. It was carried out using a Ver-
ilog simulator from Cadence,
Inc., over a period of 12 months
on 4 machines, running 7 hours a
day. Primary inputs of all 11 cir-
cuits were connected in parallel to simulate them at once using only one Verilog
license on each machine (Figure 107). The input vector was always composed of 8
consecutive 32-bit random numbers to create a 256-bit input vector. The simula-
tion on each machine was assigned a separate seed - the initial random number. It
proceeded as follows: At time 0 the primary inputs were assigned the first vector.
Once all the internal nets stabilized the second vector was applied. After the long-
est topological delay of the circuits, the calculated switching activity for each cir-
cuit was compared with the current maximum for the circuit and the higher of the
two was stored. Then, a new input vector was generated and assigned to the pri-
mary inputs, which started the next simulation cycle. The switching activity was
calculated for each circuit as a sum of the switching activities on all nets. Each net
Name PI PO Gates Circuit nets Fanout
c432 36 7 160 196 9
c880 60 26 383 443 8
c499 41 32 202 243 12
c1355 41 32 546 587 12
c1908 33 25 880 913 25
c2670 233 140 1193 1502 28
c3540 50 22 1669 1719 22
c5315 178 123 2307 2485 31
c6288 32 32 2416 2448 16
c7552 207 108 3512 3720 72
TABLE II: ISCAS’85 circuits [BrgF85]
FIGURE 107: Simulation of ISCAS’85 circuits
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125was assigned a transition counter that was reset to zero before a new input vector
was assigned to the primary inputs and incremented each time a transition
occurred on the net.
The simulation results are summarized in
Table III. The table also compares the results
for a relatively small number (150 thou-
sands) and a large number (13 million) of
test-vector pairs.
An example of how the lower bound
progresses with the number of input vectors
is shown in Figure 108 for c432 and in the
subsequent figures for several other circuits.
An initial seed of 23 and a simulation for 13
million vectors were used. When fewer vectors are shown, it means that the lower
bound did not change after the last vector shown. Since the lower bounds on circuit
delay were obtained as a side product of the simulation, they are shown as well.
FIGURE 108: Lower bounds on delay and switching activity in c432
FIGURE 109: Lower bounds on delay and switching activity in c499
Circuit
Switching activity
(SA) by simulation
[transitions] RatioSA13M/
SA0.15M
[%]
SA0.15M
(150*103
vectors)
SA13M
(13.08*106
vectors)
c432 378 412 109
c499 253 273 108
c880 724 940 130
c1355 1049 1286 123
c1908 2087 2242 107
c2670 2558 2558 100
c3540 4258 4532 106
c5315 5697 5725 101
c6288 54812 59349 108
c7552 8612 8612 100
TABLE III: Lower bounds
c432 Delay
1.00 9.00 17.00 25.00 33.00
70.00
95.00
120.00
145.00
170.00
c432 Transitions
1.00 360242 720484 1.081e+06 1.441e+06
172.00
224.25
276.50
328.75
381.00
Number of
input vectors
Number of
input vectors
c499 Delay
1.00 4.00 7.00 10.00 13.00
70.00
80.00
90.00
100.00
110.00
c499 Transitions
1.00 738178 1.476e+06 2.215e+06 2.953e+06
217.00
231.00
245.00
259.00
273.00
Number of
input vectors
Number of
input vectors
1264-2. The initial upper bound on switching activity
Once the circuit netlist is parsed and the
constraint system constructed, the pri-
mary inputs are assigned 2-vector stim-
uli and the greatest fixpoint of the
constraint system is calculated. The
switching activity obtained for this state
of the constraint system is the initial
upper bound. It is calculated rapidly but
is rather conservative.
FIGURE 110: Lower bounds on delay and switching activity in c1908
FIGURE 111: Lower bounds on delay and switching activity in c6288
FIGURE 112: Lower bounds on delay and switching activity in c7552
c1908 Delay
1.00 2118.25 4235.50 6352.75 8470.00
310.00
325.00
340.00
355.00
370.00
c1908 Transitions
1.00 582050 1.164e+06 1.746e+06 2.328e+06
889.00
1219.25
1549.50
1879.75
2210.00
Number of
input vectors
Number of
input vectors
c6288 Delay
1.00 406234 812468 1.219e+06 1.625e+06
930.00
1000.00
1070.00
1140.00
1210.00
c6288 Transitions
1.00 485014 970028 1.455e+06 1.940e+06
2425.00
16656
30887
45118
59349
Number of
input vectors
Number of
input vectors
c7552 Delay
1.00 475.75 950.50 1425.25 1900.00
350.00
367.50
385.00
402.50
420.00
c7552 Transitions
1.00 133434 266866 400298 533731
3605.00
4768.50
5932.00
7095.50
8259.00
Number of
input vectors
Number of
input vectors
Circuit Initial Upperbound CPU sec
Memory
MB
c17 15 0.03 0.1
c432 903 0.53 1.1
c499 785 0.52 1.5
c880 2316 1.38 2.6
c1355 4985 1.98 3.8
c1908 8753 2.43 5.4
c2670 6288 4.17 7.9
c3540 14187 5.38 10.4
c5315 16112 8.92 15.1
c6288 95642 16.2 17.7
c7552 25430 14.4 22.1
TABLE IV: Initial upper bound on
switching activity
127The initial upper bounds on switching activity for the ISCAS85 circuits are shown
in Table IV. The CPU time is for an UltraSparc1/140 workstation. It includes pars-
ing and building the constraint system.
The initial upper bound is compared
to the lower bounds obtained by
simulation in Table V. It shows that
the initial upper bound is about
280% of the lower bound1. The clos-
est upper bound of 161% was
obtained for the c6288 circuit and
the most distant one of 390% for
c1908. The most reasonable expla-
nation is that c6288 which is a mul-
tiplier has fewer long false paths than the controller c1908.
4-3. Case analysis on nets sorted by decreasing fanout
4-3.1 FANOUT without learning for 1000 decisions
The case analysis on nets sorted by decreasing fanout is the simplest heuristic we used
(called FANOUT).
1. The percentage is not weighted by the size of the circuit.
Circuit
Switching activity [transitions]
Ratio
UI/L
[%]
L - Lower bound
by simulation for
13.08*106 vectors
UI - Initial
upper bound
by constraint
resolution
c432 412 903 219
c499 273 785 288
c880 940 2316 246
c1355 1286 4985 388
c1908 2242 8753 390
c2670 2558 6288 246
c3540 4532 14187 313
c5315 5725 16112 281
c6288 59349 95642 161
c7552 8612 25430 295
TABLE V: Comparison of lower bounds
and the initial upper bounds
128The experimental results are shown in
Table VI. The progress of the case
analysis is shown on two graphs for
each circuit in Figures 113-123. The
first one denoted “SAV” - switching
activity value - shows how the upper
bound on switching activity is low-
ered by each step of the case analysis.
“Level” indicates the depth of the
decision tree.
FIGURE 113: Progress of case analysis, c17, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 114: Progress of case analysis, c432, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 115: Progress of case analysis, c499, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV CaseAnalysis Total
Initial Final F/I% CPU[s]
MEM
[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 <1 0.016 <1 0.133
c432 903 831 92.0 328 0.523 330 1.734
c499 785 474 60.38 155 0.391 157 1.891
c880 2316 2233 96.42 478 0.602 480 3.289
c1355 4985 3917 78.58 368 0.453 371 4.258
c1908 8753 7992 91.31 864 0.578 868 6.023
c2670 6288 5629 89.52 1811 1.164 1816 9.078
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 4984 1.250 4990 11.664
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 733 0.766 742 15.844
c6288 95642 95548 99.90 4809 2.234 4829 19.914
c7552 25430 23189 91.19 6372 2.188 6385 24.297
TABLE VI: Case analysis on all nets sorted
by fanout, 1000 decisions
0 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
0 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00
0
1.75
3.50
5.25
7.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
831.00
849.00
867.00
885.00
903.00
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
0
3.00
6.00
9.00
12.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
474.00
551.75
629.50
707.25
785.00
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
0
1.75
3.50
5.25
7.00
129FIGURE 116: Progress of case analysis, c880, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 117: Progress of case analysis, c1350, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 118: Progress of case analysis, c1908, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 119: Progress of case analysis, c2670, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 120: Progress of case analysis, c3540, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.50 501.00 751.50 1002.00
2233.00
2253.75
2274.50
2295.25
2316.00
0 250.50 501.00 751.50 1002.00
0
2.25
4.50
6.75
9.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
3917.00
4184.00
4451.00
4718.00
4985.00
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
0
2.75
5.50
8.25
11.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.50 501.00 751.50 1002.00
7992.00
8182.25
8372.50
8562.75
8753.00
0 250.50 501.00 751.50 1002.00
0
1.75
3.50
5.25
7.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
5629.00
5793.75
5958.50
6123.25
6288.00
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
0
3.50
7.00
10.50
14.00
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
12980
13282
13584
13885
14187
0 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00
0
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
130The SAV decreases with the number of decisions. The speed of decrease (first
derivative) decreases as well. This is because making a decision may result in four
new leaves of the decision tree, of which 3 have the SAV as the parent node and
the last one has a lower SAV. Then 3 more subtrees must be explored before the
upper bound drops. Such exponential behavior is observed in e.g., c499, c1350,
c2670, and c7552. The best case behavior is linearly decreasing SAV, when each
decision results in four leaves with lower SAVs that the parent node. No circuit
showed this best-case behavior, but c3540 is the closest. Note that not all decisions
are equally “powerful” because all heuristics sort the nets where the decisions are
applied so that the “best” nets are used first. On some circuits one can see that the
first few decisions were very useful, dropping the upper bound rapidly, as e.g., in
c880, c5315.
FIGURE 121: Progress of case analysis, c5315, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 122: Progress of case analysis, c6288, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
FIGURE 123: Progress of case analysis, c7552, fanout, up to 1000 decisions
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0
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0
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131Observing the number of levels of the case analysis is even more interesting. The
level corresponds to the number of constraints applied at the same time. With more
constraints the waveforms sets are smaller, up to the simulation with one simple
waveform on each circuit net. Typically, when the levels grow rapidly, the SAV
decreases rapidly too as, e.g., for the first 100 decisions in c880 and c6288. When
the heuristic hits the exponential growth of the number of leaves with the same
SAV the level remains the same for a long time, as in c880 and c7552.
4-3.2 FANOUT without learning for 10000 decisions
In this section we present the results for the same heuristic (FANOUT) as in the
previous section, but for 10000 decisions.
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% CPU[s]
ME
M
[MB]
CPU MEM[MB]
c17 15 14 93 <1 0.016 <1 0.133
c432 903 795 88.0 3787 4.844 4023 6.102
c499 785 452 57.6 1045 4.742 1253 6.281
c880 2316 2190 94.56 6741 4.180 6962 6.899
c1355 4985 3856 77.35 3843 4.719 4071 8.555
c1908 8753 7513 85.83 9049 3.953 9279 9.406
c2670 6288 5487 87.26 14656 5.953 14876 13.875
c3540 14187 11777 83.01 50976 4.703 51234 15.109
c5315 16112 15211 94.41 7764 4.289 8002 19.336
c6288 95642 95476 99.83 69017 6.938 69271 24.594
c7552 25430 23033 90.57 67759 5.719 67990 27.797
TABLE VII: Case analysis on all nets sorted by fanout, 10000
decisions
FIGURE 124: Progress of case analysis, c499, fanout, up to 10000 decisions
Number of
decisions
Number of
decisions
SAV Level
0 2500.00 5000.00 7500.00 10000
452.00
535.25
618.50
701.75
785.00
0 2500.00 5000.00 7500.00 10000
0
3.50
7.00
10.50
14.00
132For most circuits, one can observe a similar effect as identified in the previous sec-
tion: After the “best” decisions are done, the upper bound and the level change less
and less. Typical examples are circuits c499 and c7552, where making more than
1500 decisions brings a negligible decrease in the upper bound. The same is sug-
gested by the SAV graph of c2670, but the level continues to increase, indicating
progress in eliminating transitions, which may later show as a decrease in the
upper bound. Similarly for c1908. Most graphs look similar to those in the previ-
ous section, therefore we present only few of them in Figures 124 to 127. An
experiment with even more decisions is presented later in the thesis.
FIGURE 125: Progress of case analysis, c1908, fanout, up to 10000 decisions
FIGURE 126: Progress of case analysis, c2670, fanout, up to 10000 decisions
FIGURE 127: Progress of case analysis, c6288, fanout, up to 10000 decisions
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1334-3.3 FANOUT with learning for 1000 decisions
In this section we present the results for the heuristic FANOUT as in Section 4-3.1,
but we include learning of global implications and use them to improve propaga-
tion of decisions towards primary inputs.
Field F/nL in Table VIII is the ratio of the final SAV values with (Table VIII) and
without (Table VI) learning.The graphs SAV, Level = function(number of deci-
sions) are not shown (except of c1355 as an example) because visual inspection
cannot distinguish them from those shown in Section 4-3.1. That indicates that the
use of learning does not considerably change the analysis. Use of learning does
however bring some improvement as shown in Table VIII. The improvement will
also be discussed later in Section 4-6.
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV CaseAnalysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/nL% CPU[s]
MEM
[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 100 <1 0.031 <1 0.156
c432 903 831 92.0 100 326 0.508 331 2.539
c499 785 474 60.4 100 153 0.375 156 2.383
c880 2316 2233 96.42 100 472 0.586 476 3.953
c1355 4985 3916 78.56 99.97 367 0.453 384 5.398
c1908 8753 7992 91.31 100 845 0.570 881 8.945
c2670 6288 5629 89.52 100 1794 1.156 1821 11.250
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 100 4982 1.242 6106 22.344
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 100 730 0.750 778 19.399
c6288 95642 95541 99.89 99.99 4628 2.242 44959 49.071
c7552 25430 23189 91.19 100 6260 2.180 6397 31.719
TABLE VIII: Case analysis on all nets, fanout, learning, 1000
decisions
FIGURE 128: Progress of case analysis, c1355, fanout, learning, 1000 decis.
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1344-3.4 FANOUT with learning for 10000 decisions
In this section we present the results for heuristic FANOUT as in Section 4-3.2, but
with learning of global implications.
As in the previous section, visual inspection of these graphs does not show any dif-
ferences compared to those in Section 4-3.2. The only exception is c2670. The
maximum level with learning is actually lower than without learning, and the SAV
is lower. This is because the learned implications are additional constraints, and
thus a lower upper bound on switching activity can be achieved with fewer steps of
the case analysis. The benefit of learning on all ISCASS’85 circuits is summarized
later in Section 4-6.
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/
nL% CPU[s]
MEM
[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14E 93 100 <1 0.031 <1 0.156
c432 903 795 88.0 100 3477 4.828 3713 6.891
c499 785 452 57.6 100 1007 4.734 1216 6.758
c880 2316 2190 94.56 100 6609 4.148 6835 7.516
c1355 4985 3855 77.33 99.97 3608 4.703 3847 9.641
c1908 8753 7513 85.83 100 8411 3.945 8667 12.281
c2670 6288 5480 87.15 99.87 14197 5.789 14430 15.852
c3540 14187 11777 83.01 100 45738 4.695 47144 25.750
c5315 16112 15211 94.41 100 7383 4.273 7647 22.891
c6288 95642 95464 99.81 99.99 63674 7.086 104738 53.899
c7552 25430 23033 90.57 100 61506 5.703 61849 35.211
TABLE IX: Case analysis on all nets, fanout, learning, 10000
decisions
FIGURE 129: Progress of case analysis, c2670, fanout, learning, 10k decis.
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1354-4. Case analysis on primary inputs sorted by decreas-
ing fanout
4-4.1 PIFAN without learning for 1000 decisions
In this section we present a
table of results for heuristic
PIFAN (primary inputs
sorted by fanout). The case
analysis was done for 1000
decisions. Column F/Fa%
compares the final SAV of
heuristics PIFAN (Table X)
and FANOUT (Table VI).
Note that PIFAN was better
(resulted in a lower bound) in
one case, worse in 6.
4-4.2 PIFAN with learning for 1000 decisions
In this section we present a
table of results for heuristic
PIFAN as in the previous
section, but with learning of
global implications. Col-
umn F/nL% compares the
final SAV of heuristic
PIFAN with (Table XI) and
without learning (Table X).
In three cases, learning
resulted in a lower SAV.
Note that learned implica-
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/Fa% CPU[s] MEM[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 100 <1 0.016 <1 0.133
c432 903 834 92.4 100.36 153 0.438 155 1.648
c499 785 782 99.62 164.98 17 0.320 20 1.820
c880 2316 2243 96.85 100.45 354 0.648 357 3.336
c1355 4985 4899 98.27 125.07 232 0.508 235 4.313
c1908 8753 7138 81.55 89.31 1941 0.719 1945 6.164
c2670 6288 6020 95.74 106.95 1221 1.156 1226 9.070
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 100 4908 1.219 4913 11.633
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 100 729 0.727 738 15.805
c6288 95642 95548 99.90 100 4749 2.195 4762 19.875
c7552 25430 23414 92.07 100.97 8798 2.297 8811 24.406
TABLE X: Case analysis on PIs sorted by fanout,
1000 decisions
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/nL% CPU[s] MEM[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 100 <1 0.016 <1 0.141
c432 903 834 92.4 100 154 0.430 160 2.461
c499 785 782 99.6 100 18 0.305 21 2.313
c880 2316 2243 96.85 100 353 0.641 358 4.008
c1355 4985 4899 98.27 100 233 0.508 250 5.453
c1908 8753 7136 81.53 99.97 1941 0.719 1975 9.094
c2670 6288 6020 95.74 100 1221 1.148 1247 11.242
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 100 4916 1.211 6041 22.313
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 100 730 0.719 778 19.367
c6288 95642 95541 99.89 99.99 4616 2.203 44558 49.031
c7552 25430 23402 92.03 99.95 8788 2.289 8924 31.828
TABLE XI: Case analysis on PIs, fanout, with
learning, 1000 decisions
136tions help in spite of decisions being made on primary inputs only. Each decision
propagates first from a PI toward POs, and then backward (toward another PI)
along the learned implication.
4-5. Case analysis on closing nets and primary inputs
sorted by decreasing fanout
4-5.1 RCVFAN without learning for 1000 decisions
In this section we present a
table of results for heuristic
RCVFAN (closing nets of all
reconvergent regions sorted
by fanout). The case analysis
was done for 1000 decisions.
Column F/Fa% compares the
final SAV of heuristics RCV-
FAN (Table XII) and
FANOUT (Table VI). The
RCVFAN resulted in better
SAV in two circuits, worse in four circuits.
4-5.2 RCVFAN with learning for 1000 decisions
In this section we present a table of results for heuristic RCVFAN (closing nets of
all reconvergent regions sorted by fanout) as in the previous section but with learn-
ing of global implications.
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/Fa% CPU[s] MEM[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 100 <1 0.016 <1 0.141
c432 903 834 92.4 100.36 153 0.430 159 2.453
c499 785 718 91.5 151.48 77 0.570 80 2.570
c880 2316 2243 96.85 100.45 378 0.641 382 3.992
c1355 4985 3917 78.58 100 362 0.445 379 5.359
c1908 8753 7430 84.89 92.97 1297 0.711 1331 9.055
c2670 6288 5934 94.37 105.42 1621 1.094 1647 11.125
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 100 4905 1.258 6070 22.290
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 100 736 0.742 782 19.305
c6288 95642 95548 99.90 100 4726 2.188 44880 48.914
c7552 25430 23181 91.16 99.97 6305 2.141 6435 31.547
TABLE XII: Case analysis on closing nets, 1000
decisions
137Column F/nL% compares
the final SAV of heuristic
RCVFAN with (Table XII)
and without learning (Table
XIII). In three cases, learn-
ing resulted in a lower SAV.
The results for different heu-
ristics are summarized in the
next section.
4-6. Comparison of heuristics for net selection
In the preceding sections we presented experimental results obtained using several
heuristics for the selection of nets for the case analysis. We compare the effective-
ness of the heuristics in this section.
For small circuits the best is definitely Fanout with learning. It gives better or
comparable results to Fanout without learning and comparable CPU times.
For c1908, the best heuristic is PIs with learning. For larger circuits Fanout
with learning is comparable to the other two heuristics with learning and for
the 2 largest circuits the selection based on Closing nets with learning pro-
vides the best results. In the case of c3540 and c5315 where all heuristics
returned the same upper bound, the PIs without learning is the fastest followed
by Fanout without learning.
Note that in Table XIV, the best (lowest) upper bound(s) for each circuit is/are
bold (red in the color version).
Circuit
Upper bound on SAV Case Analysis Total
Initial Final F/I% F/nL% CPU[s] MEM[MB] CPU
MEM
[MB]
c17 15 14 93 100 <1 0.016 <1 0.141
c432 903 834 92.4 100 156 0.430 162 2.461
c499 785 718 91.5 100 78 0.570 81 2.578
c880 2316 2243 96.85 100 378 0.641 382 4.008
c1355 4985 3916 78.56 99.97 371 0.445 388 5.391
c1908 8753 7374 84.25 99.25 1604 0.727 1638 9.102
c2670 6288 5934 94.37 100 1615 1.094 1641 11.188
c3540 14187 12980 91.49 100 4904 1.258 6034 22.360
c5315 16112 15472 96.03 100 729 0.742 777 19.391
c6288 95642 95541 99.89 99.99 4620 2.203 44645 49.031
c7552 25430 23181 91.16 100 6247 2.141 6383 31.680
TABLE XIII: Case analysis on closing nets of
reconvergent regions, with learning,
1000 decisions
138In Figure 130, we show how all the heuristics compare for circuit c1908 in both the
number of decisions and the CPU time. It is a composition of Figures 118, 125,
and five other figures not presented here. The figure shows that the contribution of
learning was marginal in c1908 compared to the choice of the heuristic, of which
the one based on PIs performed the best. The c1908 circuit was actually the only
one among the ISCAS85 circuits in which case analysis on primary inputs outran
the two other heuristics. This is ascribed to the topology and function of c1908.
There are two primary inputs in c1908 which propagate the constraints deeply into
the circuit.
Circ
uit
Upper bound on switching activity [transitions] and total CPU time
[seconds] for 1000 decisions
Initi
al
Fanout PIs Closing nets
Normal Withlearning Normal
With
learning Normal
With
learning
UB CPU UB CPU UB CPU UB CPU UB CPU UB CPU
c17 15 14 0.28 14 0.30 14 0.25 14 0.27 14 0.28 14 0.29
c432 903 831 330 831 331 834 155 834 160 834 159 834 162
c499 785 474 157 474 156 782 20 782 21 718 80 718 81
c880 2316 2233 480 2233 476 2243 357 2243 358 2243 382 2243 382
c1355 4985 3917 371 3916 384 4899 235 4899 250 3917 379 3916 388
c1908 8753 7992 868 7992 881 7138 1945 7136 1975 7430 1331 7374 1638
c2670 6288 5629 1816 5629 1821 6020 1226 6020 1247 5934 1645 5934 1641
c3540 14187 12980 4990 12980 6106 12980 4913 12980 6041 12980 6070 12980 6034
c5315 16112 15472 742 15472 778 15472 738 15472 778 15472 782 15472 777
c6288 95642 95548 4823 95541 44959 95548 4762 95541 44558 95548 44880 95541 44645
c7552 25430 23189 6385 23189 6397 23414 8811 23402 8924 23181 6435 23181 6383
TABLE XIV: Comparison of heuristics for net selection
FIGURE 130: Comparison of heuristics in c1908 - 1002 decisions, CPU time
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139There is no single heuristic which would be the best for any circuit. Based on the expe-
rience with the ISCASS’85 circuits we can recommend FANOUT with learning.
4-7. Comparison of PCA and HPCA
The results below show that HPCA is slightly faster than PCA, takes more mem-
ory for a small number of decisions, but less memory for a large number of deci-
sions. The CPU time and memory requirements are for the case analysis only,
loading and parsing are excluded. The results are summarized in Table XV, with
details provided in Tables XVI to XIX. Since both case analyses perform the same
algorithm, the upper bounds on switching activity are the same. For the 11
ICSAC’85 circuits, HPCA was 1.004 times faster, but it needed 1.12 times more
memory for 1000 decisions. However, for 10000 decisions, HPCA was 1.005
times faster, but needed 3.38 times less memory than PCA. The difference is
because of the exponential growth in the amount of memory relative to the number
of decisions for PCA compared to linear growth for HPCA.
Heuristics
1000 decisions 10000 decisions
UB CPU[s] Mem[MB] UB CPU[s] Mem[MB]
PCA
same
32673 10.0
same
213106 49.9
HPCA 32538 11.2 212146 14.8
TABLE XV: Comparison of PCA and HPCA, 11 ISCAS’85 circuits in total
140Name
UB
[transi-
tions]
CPU
[sec]
Mem-
ory
[MB]
c1355 3917 533 0.445
c17 14 <1 0.012
c1908 7992 1330 0.566
c2670 5629 2789 1.152
c3540 12980 7746 1.234
c432 831 473 0.504
c499 474 220 0.371
c5315 15472 1149 0.754
c6288 95548 7844 2.227
c7552 23189 9891 2.176
c880 2233 698 0.582
Sum 168265 32673 10.023
TABLE XVI: PCA, 1000 decisions
Name UB[tran-
sitions]
CPU
[sec]
Mem-
ory
[MB]
c1355 3917 533 0.559
c17 14 <1 0.391
c1908 7992 1312 0.691
c2670 5629 2748 1.180
c3540 12980 7740 1.387
c432 831 484 0.562
c499 474 224 0.504
c5315 15472 1156 0.840
c6288 95548 7888 2.199
c7552 23189 9737 2.273
c880 2233 714 0.645
Sum: 168265 32538 11.231
TABLE XVII: HPCA, 1000 decisions
Name UB[tran
sitions]
CPU
[sec]
Memory
[MB]
c1355 3856 3367 4.711
c17 14 <1 0.008
c1908 7513 8140 3.938
c2670 5487 13204 5.930
c3540 11777 45114 4.688
c432 795 3312 4.820
c499 452 952 4.727
c5315 15211 7176 4.273
c6288 95476 64448 6.898
c7552 23033 61212 5.695
c880 2190 6181 4.164
Sum 165790 213106 49.852
TABLE XVIII: PCA, 10000 decisions
Name UB[tran
sitions]
CPU
[sec]
Memory
[MB]
c1355 3856 3327 0.836
c17 14 <1 0.391
c1908 7513 7936 0.992
c2670 5487 12154 1.469
c3540 11777 45006 1.891
c432 795 3263 0.906
c499 452 830 0.797
c5315 15211 7091 1.148
c6288 95476 64764 2.742
c7552 23033 61662 2.625
c880 2190 6115 0.969
Sum 165790 212146 14.766
TABLE XIX: HPCA, 10000 decisions
1414-8. Reaching the exact value
The case analy-
sis either stops
after the given
number of
decisions or
reaches the
exact value of
switching
activity SAV
(Section 3-2.4
on page 96). In
the results presented so far the exact SAV was obtained only on circuit c17. In gen-
eral, the exact value is obtained easier on small circuits or on circuits with few
large reconvergent regions that have only few input lines. Whether the exact value
is found also strongly depends on the choice of nets where the case analysis is per-
formed (Section 4-6). Table XX shows that on a set of small MCNC circuits1 the
exact SAV was obtained fairly quickly on all but 2 circuits. A good example for
analysis is circuit parity. It is a tree of XOR gates, therefore the number of deci-
sions is comparable to the number of vectors in exhaustive simulation. The second
circuit is t481, that has many false paths (note that U/I ratio is 14% !) and the larg-
est number of PIs in the group.
1. FYI: Table XLII on page 191 shows that the exact value of PSAV (peak current) was
obtained on all tested MCNC circuits. See Table XXXVII on page 189 for the topological
properties of the MCNC circuits.
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 14045 1067 1067E 8 100 6411 0.39
alu4 30207 2961 2961E 10 100 117219 0.72
cm138a 52 25 25E 48 100 1 0.04
cm162a 206 96 96E 47 100 359 0.14
cm163a 136 82 82E 60 100 32 0.06
cm85a 107 49 49E 46 100 125 0.11
cmb 144 76 76E 53 100 84 0.08
cu 162 67 67E 41 100 54 0.06
f51m 610 189 189E 31 100 240 0.17
parity 15 10 12 80 120 49253 239.28
pm1 83 55 55E 66 100 17 0.08
t481 11392 975 1630 14 167 250560 0.29
x2 159 66 66E 42 100 21 0.08
TABLE XX: SAV in MCNC circuits, PIFAN, no_progress=1000
142If the exact SAV is not reached then
quality of the method can be evalu-
ated by the ratio of the lower and
upper bounds. Table XXI compares
lower bounds on SAV obtained by
simulation with the best upper
bound for any heuristic (Table XIV).
The ratio ranged from 161% to
318%. Since the simulation was far
from exhaustive, we cannot con-
clude that the method overestimated
by 1.6 to 3 times, but rather that the true upper bound is same as the computed
upper bound or up to 1.6 to 3 times smaller. Since the simulation was performed
for several million vectors, it is likely that the lower bound is reasonably close to
the exact SAV. Note that a high UF/L ratio (i.e., more false transitions) is obtained
in control circuits with many false paths (e.g., c1908). Low UF/L ratio is obtained
either on small circuits (like MCNC) or datapath circuits that do not have many
false paths (e.g., multiplier c6288).
4-9. Use of timing constraints
The idea of using timing constraints to tighten the upper bound on the number of
transitions was introduced in Section 3-7 on page 122. We used the information
obtained as a lower bound by simulation, assuming that it is the exact value. We
verified by using another method [CerZ94] that, e.g., for c1908 with unit delay
assignment the delay is the same as obtained by simulation (370 units). In fact, for
this demonstration it is not very important whether the used timing information is
an upper bound or an estimate because we are trying to find out how many transi-
tions can be eliminated using such additional timing constraints. Apparently, if the
Circuit
Switching activity SAV
[transitions]
Ratio
UF/L
[%]
L - Lower bound
by simulation for
13.08*106 vectors
UF - Final
upper bound
by constraint
resolution
c432 412 831 201
c499 273 474 174
c880 940 2233 238
c1355 1286 3916 305
c1908 2242 7136 318
c2670 2558 5629 220
c3540 4532 12980 286
c5315 5725 15472 270
c6288 59349 95541 161
c7552 8612 23181 269
TABLE XXI: Comparison of lower bounds
and the final upper bounds
143used timing constraint is not an upper bound then the result of the switching activ-
ity analysis is not an upper bound either. We removed all transitions from the pri-
mary outputs after the circuit delay. Table XXII shows the topological and lower
bound circuit delays in the ISCAS’85 circuits. Whenever the exact delay is lower
than the topological delay, it offers the possibility of using this delay as an addi-
tional constraint.
We tested the approach on two
circuits, c1908 and c2670. In
both cases the application of tim-
ing constraints showed a small
improvement in the resulting
upper bound after 1000 deci-
sions, as summarized in Table
XXIII. The improvement was 0.09% for c1908 and 0.96% for c2670. It is a tiny
improvement but considering it incurs no cost it should be used, especially when
both the timing and the power verification methods are part of one framework, and
thus the time of the last transition on each net is available. Adding timing con-
Circuit
Circuit delay Potential
timing con-
straint?Topolog-
ical
Lower
bound
c432 170 170 No
c880 240 240 No
c499 110 110 No
c1355 240 240 No
c1908 400 370 Yes
c2670 320 240 Yes
c3540 470 460 Yes
c5315 490 470 Yes
c6288 1240 1220 Yes
c7552 430 420 Yes
TABLE XXII: Topological delay and lower bound circuit delay
Circuit
Upper bound on switching activity
Initial AfterCA
After CA with
timing con-
straints
c1908 8753 7992 7985
c2670 6288 5629 5575
TABLE XXIII: Case analysis with timing
constraints
144straints on each net would be even better than in our simple experiment where we
placed timing constraints only on the primary output(s) with the longest delays.
4-10. Comparison with other methods
Many commercial tools estimate power by simulation. Probabilistic methods over-
come the input-pattern dependency of simulation. Such methods are simple and fast
but cannot give upper bounds, only estimates of the average power. An exact method
for computing switching activity was proposed in [LBSV94]. In spite of the efficient
representation of timed Boolean functions by BDDs, the method is limited to small
circuits. Among the pattern-independent methods that have been reported in the liter-
ature, the work of Kriplani [KrNH92, KNYH93, KrNH95] is the closest one to our
approach (see Section 2-3.5.1 on page 77). The best approach for comparing our
work with Kriplani’s would be to use a circuit of the same netlist and delay mapping,
apply both methods, and compare the ratios of the upper and lower bounds on power
(U/L). However, this is not possible because of several factors:
• We would need access to the technology libraries used in [KrNH95] to convert
switching activity figures to power,
• We determine the upper bound on the total number of switching events and,
therefore, on the peak power over one clock cycle. [KrNH95] determines the
upper bound on the peak current using a proprietary current mapping and,
therefore, the upper envelope of the total switching current in the power bus,
• The U/L ratios for the basic algorithm which is used as a reference differ in
[KrNH92] and [KNYH93].
It follows that the U/L ratios in the two cases are not directly comparable. The
comparison in [ZCSR96] should be interpreted with these major differences
between the two methods in mind. Please refer to Section 6-4.1 on page 185 for a
more detailed, though still not very accurate comparison.
CHAPTER 5
Parallel Case
Analysis
Fix 130:
Fix 23:
In this chapter, we describe a parallel implementation of the case analysis. This is
achieved by distributing the exploration of decision subtrees over many worksta-
tions on a local network. The algorithm for parallel case analysis is presented in
Section 5-1, followed by an example in Section 5-2 and a description of our C++
implementation over TCP in Section 5-3. The experimental results obtained using
this implementation are summarized in Section 5-4. The general characteristics
required for a successful application of this case analysis algorithm (and directly
its C++ implementation) to other problems are discussed in Section 5-6.
5-1. Algorithm for parallel case analysis
The independence of subspaces as discussed at the end of Section 3-2.7 on page 99
enables us to parallelize the case analysis. We investigated two parallel algorithms
and then implemented one of them. A static search-space-division algorithm is
described in the next section, followed by a description of the implemented
dynamic division algorithm.
1465-1.1 Static search-space-division algorithm
The independence of subspaces of
the search space brings up the pos-
sibility of evaluating them in paral-
lel with a statically-divided search
space, i.e., each processor explores
a certain subtree of the decision
tree. The maximum computed
SAV over all processors is the
resulting upper bound on switch-
ing activity. A more practical ver-
sion of the algorithm could
proceed as follows. Consider N+1
processors, one called master and
the others slaves. The master pro-
cessor runs the case analysis until
the number of leaves of the decision tree is as high as possible but not greater than
N. Then it assigns each subtree to a slave. Slave processors apply any one of the
case analysis algorithms mentioned in Section 3-2 on page 93. At the end (on tim-
eout or exhausting the search subspace) all processors communicate the upper
bound obtained in their subspace to the master processor. The master then com-
putes the maximum over all returned SAVs. This algorithm is summarized in
Figure 131.
The algorithm is fairly simple and does not need virtually any communication dur-
ing the execution unless the user wishes to observe the progress of the global upper
bound, rather than see it only at the end. Since the decision tree is distributed to
local slaves, it lowers the memory requirements on each processor. However, when
sub-trees assigned to fast processors terminate quickly as opposed to the other pro-
cessors, the performance of the system may deteriorate, since more and more pro-
cessors become idle.
FIGURE 131: Parallel case analysis with static
division of the search space
Determine N
Run PCA case analysis as long as the number
of leaves L in the decision tree ≤ N
For p = 1 to L Assign leaf to processor p
Write SAV of the leaf
A processor p returned its
final upper bound ub?
UB[p] = ub
print max UB[p]
∀p
Any processor
still running?
assigned to p in array UB[p]
End
Loop
Done
Yes
No
Yes
No
147Worse, there might be few sub-
spaces or even only one sub-
space with a very high SAVs
and all the others with much
lower ones. The resulting upper
bound would then depend only
on that difficult sub-tree and the
case analysis would proceed as
on a single processor. It has
been observed that the search
space is generally not evenly
distributed in the ISCAS’85
benchmarks [BrgF85]. An
example of the decision tree for
c1908 is shown in Figure 132.
One can see that many
branches stop after the third or
fourth level, and the tree is actually much less symmetrical than it may seem from
the figure.
5-1.2 Dynamic search-space-division algorithm
Since one fixpoint calculation in the constraint system takes a considerable amount
of CPU time (seconds to tens of seconds), we can refine the granularity of parallel-
ism to smaller subspaces at the cost of increased communication. Furthermore, we
can dynamically reassign the subspaces to processors, thus eliminating the biggest
problem of the static algorithm - spending CPU time on subspaces that need no
exploration. We could proceed as follows: First, choose a leaf with the highest SAV
in the decision tree and assign a processor to carry out the analysis on that decision
node. While the processor is working, take the second highest leaf and assign it to
the second processor, and so on as long as there are available processors. Whenever
FIGURE 132: Decision tree - c1908, 1000
decisions
maximum
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148a processor finishes the analysis, replace the node in the decision tree by the sub-
tree the processor returns and mark the processor as free (Figure 133).
An advantage of the algorithm is that CPU time is spent only on interesting sub-
spaces of the search space. Yet, the strategy could degenerate if the decision tree
has always the highest SAV only in one branch. However, this would be the ideal
behavior for the case analysis! Recall that a level in the tree corresponds to one cir-
cuit net. After each decision, the algorithm descends one level in the decision tree,
leading quickly (in linear time in the number of nets) to a test vector, and no paral-
lelism is needed in that case.
There are two potential disadvan-
tages - the cost of communication
and the size of the decision tree.
The master which maintains the
entire tree communicates the
node to be split (called a job) to a
slave and awaits its reply. The
slave’s reply is the sub-tree cre-
ated by the expansion of the node
received from the master. There-
fore, the length of the messages
and the delay through the com-
munication channel are critical.
The master must also send jobs to and receive replies from all the slaves with a
minimum delay, otherwise some slaves would remain idle. It follows that such an
implementation is useful and would have a nearly linear speedup if the following
conditions are met:
1. The master can schedule jobs and process replies rapidly.
2. The time to make one decision on a slave is considerably longer than the com-
FIGURE 133: Dynamic parallel case analysis
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Any processor
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149munication cost.
The implementation must be
carefully designed with the
first condition in mind. The
master processor must be fast.
The second condition is easy
to satisfy here. Our experi-
ence indicates, that on the
average, the processing of a
decision on a slave takes from 5 to 50 seconds for the larger ISCAS85 benchmarks.
To allow, say, 10% of this time for communication, it gives us at least 500ms for
both sending a job and returning the reply. Table XXIV shows how many bytes can
be transferred in 1s over a medium-loaded network. If the total message length is
1kByte we can use a network with modem connections, when it is 500kBytes then
the old 10baseT network is sufficient.
With a larger number of processors and/or a more complex network, the reliability
of the system decreases. Therefore, a parallel system is much more prone to a fail-
ure than a single CPU. What happens in the case that a processor does not reply in
the algorithms in Figures 131 and 133? The static algorithm (Figure 131) will loop
forever. The dynamic algorithm (Figure 133) will work correctly.
We assume the following possible failures:
1. A slave processor does not accept communication.
2. A slave processor does not reply.
3. The master processor that schedules jobs fails.
The first and the second failures can cause a deadlock on the master. These two
failures can be resolved by asynchronous communication with timeout. If the tim-
eout occurs during any communication with a slave, the master will further ignore
Media
Maximum
raw
throughput
[kbits / s]
Reasonable practical
throughput on a
medium-loaded
network [kBytes / s]
1Gb Ethernet 1000000 50000
ATM 620 Mbps 620000 40000
100 base T Ethernet 100000 5000
10 base T Ethernet 10000 500
ISDN 128 7
Serial cable 112 6
Modem 33.3 33.3 1
TABLE XXIV: Network media throughput
150that slave and reassign its job. Such a solution brings up another problem: a slave
could reply after timeout. Therefore, each message must carry a tag to allow the
master to discard stray messages.
The master processor could be
protected against the third type of
failure by maintaining multiple
copies of the decision tree on
several master processors. A
much simpler solution is to have
only one master and periodically
save the current decision tree.
Note that the saved decision tree
must also include unfinished jobs
which are currently assigned to
slaves. A fail-save version of the
parallel case analysis algorithm
is shown in Figure 134.
FIGURE 134: Fail-safe dynamic parallel case
analysis
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1515-2. Example of Parallel Case Analysis
In this section we illustrate the
dynamic case analysis algorithm
from Section 5-1.2 on the c17
circuit (Figure 76). We use a con-
figuration consisting of two
slaves S1, S2 and one master
(Figure 135).
The master starts first, parses the circuit, con-
structs the constraint system and computes the
initial estimate iSAV which is the root of the
decision tree. The master then waits for a slave
to connect. When a slave starts, it parses the circuit description and constructs its
own copy of the constraint system. It also constructs a local list (the same on all
slaves) of nets where the case analysis will be performed. It tries then to connect to
the master. Let the first slave be S1. The master accepts the connection and sends
the first job to S1. The job is the root of the decision tree, i.e., an empty path (with
no constraints), denoted p0={}. When the slave S2 connects, the master has no job
to give. While S2 remains idle, S1 makes four 1-level decisions starting from the
received path p0. Making the first decision yields 4 paths, p1, p2, p3, p4
(Figure 136) which are returned to the master.
The master extends the root of the decision tree
by the received paths. Now it has 4 paths p1, …,
p4, i.e., 4 available jobs and two idle slaves S1,
S2. It selects the path with the highest SAV
p2={c01} and sends it to a slave, say S1. Then
it assigns the next highest path, p4={c11}, to
FIGURE 135: Network architecture - 2 slaves
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FIGURE 136: Parallel analysis -
c17, first 4 paths
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FIGURE 137: Parallel analysis -
c17, second
decision analysis
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152S2. If S1 finishes first it returns two paths to the master: p5={c01, c10} and
p6={c01, c11} as shown in Figure 137. The two other paths, {c01, c00} and {c01,
c01}, represent inconsistent constraint assignments.
The master receives the paths p5 and p6
and merges them with the decision tree.
The resulting tree is shown in Figure 138.
The master thus schedules the path with
the highest SAV, p5={c01, c10}, to S1.
When S2 finishes extending the
path p4={c11}, it returns paths
p7, p8, p9, p10 to the master that
inserts them into the decision
tree, as shown in Figure 139.
The master assigns the path p9
with SAV 14 to S2. Note that p5
has the highest SAV of 15, but
it has been assigned to S1.
When S1 finishes extending p5,
it returns p11={c01, c10, c01}
and p12={c01, c10, c11}. The
master inserts the received p11
and p12 in the decision tree as
shown in Figure 140.
FIGURE 138: Parallel analysis - c17,
after the second decision
analysis
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FIGURE 139: Parallel analysis - c17, the third
decision analysis
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FIGURE 140: Parallel analysis - c17, the fourth
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153The next scheduled path would be p12 to S1 and so on. Whenever a slave finishes
the assigned job, the master inserts the resulting paths in the decision tree and
assigns the highest-SAV path to the slave to keep all slaves busy. The execution
trace for this example is shown in Figure 141.
There are many possible execution
traces depending on the effective
speed (considering the load by
other users) of the slaves and the
number of slaves. The parallel ver-
sion performs a higher total num-
ber of decisions than the serial one
(compare Figure 140 with the top
part of Figure 73). However, we
show in Section 5-5.1 that the
increase in the number of decisions
affects the overall performance
only on small circuits.
5-3. Implementation
The parallel case analysis algorithm was implemented in C++ with network com-
munication over TCP virtual channels. In this section we briefly describe the
implementation.
FIGURE 141: Parallel analysis - c17,
execution traces
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154A small prototype for testing job scheduling and network communication was ini-
tially written in Perl. Since the ICproject uses external C libraries for Verilog pars-
ing, a different test task was used, namely, a DES decryption. The Perl prototype
performs decryption by an exhaustive search over the space of keys. The space
was divided statically, but the boundaries were calculated dynamically on the mas-
ter to imitate our case analysis problem. The whole prototype was written in 1
week and has about 800 lines of code including an implementation of the fail-safe
features. As expected, it demonstrated close-to-linear speed-up on a network of
slaves heterogeneous in both performance and operating systems. Machines rang-
ing from SparcStation IPC to UltraSPARC 1 and Pentium Pro were used. The
operating systems were SunOS 4.1, 5.4, 5.5, Linux, HPUX, OSF/1, IRIX. Also, a
combination of networks was used: 10BaseT Ethernet, 28.8kbps phone line and an
Internet line going across North America.
We then proceeded with an implementation for the gate-level verifier. The most
powerful case analysis algorithm HPCA (Section 3-2 on page 93) was used. In the
next section we look more closely at the representation of the decision tree in
HPCA.
1555-3.1 The decision tree data structure
A heap was chosen for its
O(log(n)) time complexity to
insert 1 element in the heap of
size n, and an immediate access to
the item with the highest key. The
tree is represented by its leaves.
One item in the heap is an encod-
ing of the path from the root to the
leaf (Figure 142). Note that a heap
is not a canonical representation
unlike the decision tree, but this is
not essential for our algorithm.
Each path is a list of constraints,
each constraint is a waveform
class. Therefore, there can be up to 4 different constraints on each circuit net. If the
order of the circuit nets is fixed, a very efficient path representation becomes possi-
ble, namely, a fixed-length packed array of two-bit elements, each representing a
class constraint. The maximal path length is set to 128 constraints which was suffi-
cient for even the longest analyses. With 2 bits per constraint, it requires 8 words
on a 32-bit machine.
A heap entry also holds infor-
mation on the SAV associated
with the path and the number of
constraints (Figure 143). All
the data are translated into a
network format (byte-oriented) before communication, to avoid problems with the
little-versus big-endian architectural differences.
FIGURE 142: CA tree as a heap
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156The heap is represented by the C++
class ANALh_heap, with typical
access methods for the insertion and
the removal of elements. The heap
itself is not the usual simple
dynamic structure or a single array.
We opted for a combination of the
two to minimize memory require-
ments and to reduce overhead due to repetitive allocation and release of dynamic
memory. The heap is a 2-dimensional matrix of paths. One dimension
(max_arr_num) is an array of pointers. Each points to an array of paths. The
length of the path array (max_h_paths) is the smallest unit we allocate each
time the heap grows. The heap can be constructed in two ways. Either the size is
known ahead of time and then the exact heap dimensions are stored in the variables
max_arr_num and max_h_paths (minimizing the number of arrays
max_arr_num). Or the size is not known in advance, and then the absolute limits
defined by the constants MAX_ARR_NUM_DEF and MAX_H_PATHS_DEF are
used (Figure 144).
The individual path arrays are allocated dynamically as needed. The maximum
heap capacity is MAX_ARR_NUM_DEF times MAX_H_PATHS_DEF, both set to
10000. This provides for allowing for the maximum capacity of 108 paths, allocat-
ing an array of 10000 paths at a time. Assuming that the size of 1 heap entry is
about 40B on a 32-bit computer, the smallest allocated fixed-size heap occupies 1
pointer (say 4B) and one path array of size 1, i.e., about 44B. The smallest vari-
able-size heap has the size of 40 * 10000 + 4 * 10000 = 429kB and grows in 40 *
10000 = 390kB increments. The largest heap can have the size of 44 * 108 + 4 *
10000 = 4.4GB or the size of the available virtual memory, whichever is smaller.
The average length of a message is one job description consisting of one path
(40B), a heap with up to 4 paths (about 160B) is needed for the result if the deci-
FIGURE 144: Heap architecture
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157sion analysis is 1-level deep or with up to 16 paths for a two-level decision (about
640B).
5-3.2 Implementation layers
The parallel case analysis is
implemented in three layers:
case analysis, scheduler, and
network. A heap is used in both
the master and the slaves. The
master maintains the entire
decision tree in one heap. It
removes, translates, encodes its
extensions into a message
which it sends to a slave. The
slave explores a sub-tree start-
ing from the received path,
encodes the resulting sub-tree
(heap) and sends it back. The
implementation is subdivided
into several C++ classes, to allow reasonably easy replacement of functional
blocks. For example, the network interface is the class NTnetwork implemented
over TCP/IP, but any communication layer can be plugged in as long as it pre-
serves the interface (sending and receiving messages, and connection of new slaves
at any time). The C++ architecture is shown in Figure 145.
All operations above the network layer NTnetwork are synchronous and trig-
gered by the upper level. We explain how the interactions between the layers
implement the algorithm for parallel analysis in the next section.
FIGURE 145: C++ architecture of parallel case
analysis
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1585-3.3 Master
The algorithm for the parallel case analysis (Figure 134) is implemented as fol-
lows: The master keeps this order of calls to the scheduler: get_result();
schedule(); run(). By calling get_result() the master recovers finished
jobs from the scheduler and inserts the obtained sub-trees into the decision tree.
The master removes a path with the highest SAV from the decision tree and inserts
it into the scheduler’s job buffer (which has the capacity of 10 jobs) using sched-
ule(). By calling run() the case analysis gives a chance to the scheduler to dis-
tribute jobs and to receive results. The scheduler encodes paths as messages, and
calls the network layer to send them and to receive replies. The scheduler decodes
the received messages and stores the heaps in its buffer. The scheduler calls period-
ically scan_new(), which looks if a new host wants to connect as a slave. A slave
is started by the user or a script as a process with the hostname of the master and
the TCP port in the arguments. Whenever a slave connects, it is included in the list
of active slaves and assigned a job in the next cycle. A slave can be disconnected
by the user by killing the slave’s process. This is detected by a timeout on the mas-
ter during its periodical comparison of the time values in the table of assigned jobs
and the current time. This mechanism allows for both dynamic resizing of the net-
work and for resolving failures in slaves. Furthermore, a short timeout can be used
to naturally select the fastest1 machines from the set of available slaves.
5-3.4 Decision tree checkpoints
The master periodically saves its state for eventual recovery, including the decision
tree, in a checkpoint file on a hard disk, should the machine where the master runs
crash.
Periodically, after a certain number of decisions, the master calls get_sync() to
recover the scheduled-but-not-finished paths and dumps the heap of the decision
tree in a disk file after converting it into the network format. To save disk space,
1. “fastest” in the sense how many operations per second the user can get on that particular computer, considering all other
load.
159the dump file is a UNIX pipe through the compression program gzip. During
start-up, the user can indicate whether to load the decision tree from a checkpoint
file or whether to start from scratch.
5-3.5 Slave
A slave computer executes exactly the same code as the master, except that when
HPCA is called, it verifies whether the user indicated on the command line that it
is to be a slave. In that case the program awaits receiving a path, calls
extend_path() to perform an extension by 1-level1 decisions on the leaf deter-
mined by the path, and sends the resulting heap back to the master.
5-3.6 Network layer
The network layer is implemented over TCP virtual channels. The architecture is
thus a virtual star with the master in the center. Each slave has a proprietary reli-
able buffered channel to the master. UPD, IP, or any other protocol could be used
instead, however. We benefited from the TCP’s virtual channels by saving on pro-
gramming effort in identifying and acknowledging messages to create a reliable
point-to-point connection. However, one very important aspect of the implementa-
tion is the asynchronous communication at the network layer. All the TCP ports
are set as non-blocking which allows us to handle many ports from within one pro-
cess. It also allows for dynamic reconfiguration - a slave can connect and discon-
nect at any time. Another benefit of non-blocking ports is timeout checking. If the
master does not reply within a certain time interval, the slave terminates. If a slave
does not reply within a time interval, the master reassigns the job and excludes the
slave from its list of active slaves.
5-3.7 Object to message translation
Each data structure which is to be transmitted over the network has a method
o2msg(). It dumps the content of the object into a binary buffer, while converting
1. 1-level, 2-level, …, or more as specified by the user
160all word-oriented data from the host format to the network byte format. A similar
process is repeated whenever a message is received - each class has a constructor
which reads a binary buffer. The created objects are kept in temporary buffers until
a higher layer (e.g., the scheduler) takes them.
5-3.8 MIF export interface
The overview of the implementation would not be complete without mentioning
some auxiliary service tasks such as the CPU execution time measurement and a
Maker Interchangeable Format 4.0 export interface. The latter was used to gener-
ate many of the images used in this thesis. The core class called EXPORTmif pro-
vides basic functionality such as writing text, lines, rectangles, and other geometric
objects. Many classes such as heap or abstract waveform have a method print()
which displays the object in a textual form on standard output, and mif() which
writes the graphical representation in the MIF log file. The PCA and HPCA case
analyses as well as some other methods also produce graphical output (graphs and
decision trees) in the MIF log file.
5-3.9 File descriptors
The number of slaves is theoretically limited by the number of existing ports, i.e.,
about 63000 on UNIX. However, each channel requires a socket and thus a file
descriptor. Since our local network was not prepared for such a use, the default num-
ber of descriptors per process was set to 64 and the hard limit compiled into the UNIX
kernels ranged from 256 to 1024 depending on the machine. It means, that on the
computer where the master process runs the user has to set the limit on the number of
descriptors to the expected maximum number of slaves. The hard limit can be
changed only by re-compiling the kernel. Another way to allow more slaves is to close
the connection after each transfer or use other means of communication than TCP.
1615-4. Experimental results
We tested the parallel implementation on the ISCAS’85 benchmarks [BrgF85],
summarized in Table II on page 124. Since the parallel exploration is almost inde-
pendent1 of the used circuit, we present the results for the c1908 only.
In this section we analyze the results obtained from the following experiments:
1. Switching analysis with 1000 decisions2 on each configuration of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 computers of similar performance; c1908 only.
2. Switching analysis for constant time of 30 minutes on each configuration of 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 computers of similar performance; c1908 only.
3. Switching analysis with the total of 3*106 decisions on 87 computers of vari-
ous performance.
The raw CPU speed of each computer was converted to an equivalent number of
SparcStations 10/45, based on the CPU run time for the HPCA in the single-pro-
cessor mode on the c1908 and other small test circuit. This calibration is for HPCA
only. Loading, parsing, and constraint system construction is excluded, because
HPCA accounts for most of the execution time on larger circuits. However, all the
measured CPU times of the experiments include all these functions. All the com-
puters were on a local network connected by 10BaseT Ethernet. Before discussing
the results we first define the basic measures of performance for parallel systems.
1. As mentioned in Section 5-1, the parallel algorithm does not use more than one CPU only
on trivial circuits, but then the exact solution is obtained in time linear in the number of cir-
cuit nets; in all other cases, all CPUs are used
2. The number of decisions is a user-specified limit. When the user asks for ND decisions, then
up to ND+3 decisions must be performed to complete the decision analysis on one net
1625-5. Performance measures for parallel processing
In this section we give a framework for evaluating the performance of parallel pro-
cessing based on [Hwan93].
Instantaneous execution rate Rinst(t) is the number of 1-level decisions a processor
performs per second. The amount of work W in decisions that a processor can
accomplish within real time T is . The average execution rate or
performance is . More often we use notation for a parallel system
composed of N processors (or machines), each with performance , where i is the
processor identification. If , for all then the parallel system is called
homogeneous.
To compare heterogeneous parallel systems ( ) we introduce the notion of
equivalent number of processors. If a machine A has performance and machine
B performance , we say that system B has equivalent number of processors
(machines)  with respect to the reference machine A.
For a heterogeneous system with N machines we define an equivalent homogenous
system as the system with N reference machines, the same network architecture
and running the same program as the heterogeneous system. The idea is to mea-
sure the performance on available heterogeneous systems, scale it to equivalent
homogeneous systems and compare these scaled performances in terms of speedup
and efficiency (will be defined later).
We base our scaling on the maximum achievable performance RM(N). Consider a
heterogeneous system composed of processors with performances , , …,
W Rinst t( ) td
t 0=
T∫=
R W
T
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163, with the corresponding equivalent number of processors of type A being p1A,
p2A, …, pNA, respectively. The maximum achievable performance of the multi-
computer is = = = ; it is a theoreti-
cal limit on the performance of a given heterogeneous parallel system. The
equivalent homogeneous system has performance = , or
we say that the heterogeneous system has equivalent maximum achievable perfor-
mance ERM(N). If a heterogeneous parallel system accomplishes work W in time
T, its performance is . If the workload is evenly1 distributed, the sys-
tem with the higher (lower) maximum achievable performance will have the
higher (lower) real performance. We approximate such scaling by the following
linear function: The equivalent homogeneous system has performance
= = , where . Or we say that
the real heterogeneous system has the equivalent performance .
The speedup of a heterogeneous system is . It indicates how many
times the system of N machines is faster from the user point of view compared to
one machine with performance R(1). It does not allow to compare objectively 2
different heterogeneous systems, however, because R(N) does not scale linearly
with the number of machines (considering a theoretical system with ideal parallel-
ism). To assess the quality of a parallel algorithm and its implementation we define
the equivalent speedup  = .
1. It assumes that a faster machine in a parallel system can accomplish more jobs (greater W over the total execution time)
than a slower one. This is satisfied in our algorithm.
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164The parallel system efficiency describes how well the processors are
used. The value of 1 means that the system achieved its maximum achievable per-
formance ERM(N), i.e., all machines are fully loaded. In practice .
5-5.1 Analysis on a small number of computers
We carried out the analysis
described in Section 4-3.1 on
page 127 on circuit c1908 in
the parallel mode on configura-
tions of 1, 2, …, 10 worksta-
tions. The characteristics of the
computers are shown in Table
XXV. To obtain a realistic per-
formance calibration, the same
analysis was run on each com-
puter individually. This was done on off-loaded machines with no other user pro-
cesses running. All machines have enough memory so that no disk swapping
occurred in any of the experiments. Table XXV shows the hostname, type, and per-
formance measured by the standard benchmark suite SPECintbase92 [SPEC97]. In
the fourth column is the total (i.e., including loading and parsing) CPU time for
1002 decisions1 on c1908, followed by the total required memory and the total real
time. In the seventh column, we show the performance in decisions per second,
, where W=1002 decisions, and Ti is the CPU time for machine i. We are
using CPU time rather than real time for calibration, because we cannot guarantee
that the system activity present during the calibration will be present during the
actual experiments. Note the differences between the CPU and the real times in the
E ES N( )
N
----------------=
0 E 1<≤
1. Why 1002, not 1000? The number of decisions is controlled by the user, but each decision
involves 4 classes (in case of 1-level decisions). If the user specifies N decisions, then the
actual number of decisions is greater or equal to N and smaller than N+4.
Host-
name
Type SPECintbase92
CPUsec
Ti[s]
Mem
MB
Real
Time Ri pSS10
olga SS10/41 53.2 1982 6.1 1981 0.51 1.00
biggar SS10/ 41 53.2 1937 6.1 1969 0.52 1.02
jolliet SS10/ 41 53.2 1996 6.1 1997 0.50 0.99
rond SS10/ 41 53.2 2119 6.1 2135 0.47 0.94
carre SS20/ 61 98.2 1302 6.1 1327 0.77 1.52
croche SS5/85 65.3 1708 6.1 1734 0.59 1.16
tesecau SS5/85 65.3 1728 6.1 1745 0.58 1.15
sawin U1/140 215.0 842 6.1 855 1.19 2.35
anicet SS4/110 68.8a
a. Extrapolated from SPECintbase95SS4/110=1.37 by mul-
tiplying by SPECintbase92SS10/40=50.2
1432 6.1 1459 0.70 1.38
garda SS4/110 68.8a 1434 6.1 1490 0.70 1.38
TABLE XXV: Calibration table c1908, 1002
decisions
Ri
W
T i
----=
165table. The number of equivalent SparcStations10/41 is shown in
the last column. The machine with the hostname olga was chosen as reference.
The order of machines in the table is the order in which they were used for the
experiments: 1 slave the first line, 2 slaves the first two lines, …, 10 slaves all ten
lines.
It is interesting to compare the
performance for our task (pSS10)
with a standard benchmark suite
(SPECintbase92). Table XXVI
shows that an UltraSparc 1/140 is
about 4-times faster than a
SparcStation10 using
SPECint92, but it was only 2.3-times faster for our case analysis. The
SparcStation4/110 is the opposite.
Machine rond was also used as the master. This is possible without sacrificing
accuracy, because the master does not require much CPU time for such a small
number of slaves (see Figure 141). E.g., with 9 slaves, the master consumed 7 CPU
seconds and the slave over 200 seconds, both on rond.
The results for the parallel case analysis are summarized in Table XXVII. N is the
number of slaves, UB the calculated upper bound on switching activity, T is the
real time to accomplish the work of W=1002 decisions. The number of equivalent
SparcStations10 is in the third column.
pSS10
Ri
RSS10
------------=
Hostname Type
Performance factor X = Xi / Xolga
if X is
SPECint base92 if X is pSS10
olga SS10/41 1.0 1.0
carre SS20/ 61 1.8 1.5
croche SS5/85 1.2 1.2
sawin U1/140 4.0 2.4
anicet SS4/110 1.3 1.4
TABLE XXVI: Comparison of SPECint92 with
obtained performance
166The equivalent performance
is followed by the
equivalent speedup
and the effi-
ciency as derived in
Section 5-5; Rss10=0.5057 from the
calibration in Table XXV. The cal-
culated upper bound on switching
activity in the second column is little worse for more machines than for one,
because when many slaves start to explore the decision tree, there is not enough
high-SAV paths to assign, hence a constant time (linear in the number of slaves) is
wasted. Note that the real time includes about 5 to 10s of master and slave start-up
overhead, i.e., the speedup would be better on longer runs.
The upper bound on switching
activity is plotted against the
number of decisions in
Figure 146. It shows that in the
long run we obtain the same
upper bound, but locally most
of the time the parallel version
lags behind the serial one. This
is because more subspaces get
evaluated in parallel and the reported upper bound is the maximum over all sub-
spaces including those currently assigned for processing. Therefore, with more
slaves the curve is flatter for a long time and then suddenly drops when the slave
processing the previous maximum returns its results to the master.
N UB[tr] P
Real
time
T [s]
Eq.
Perfor
mance
ER(N)
Eq.
Speedup
ES(N)
Efficie
ncy E
1 7992 1.00 1981 0.51 1.0 1.00
2 7992 2.02 1051 0.94 1.9 0.93
3 7997 3.02 694 1.4 2.8 0.95
4 7997 3.95 537 1.9 3.7 0.93
5 7997 5.47 418 2.2 4.3 0.87
6 7997 6.63 359 2.5 5.0 0.83
7 7997 7.78 284 3.2 6.3 0.90
8 7997 10.1 244 3.2 6.4 0.80
9 7997 11.5 214 3.7 7.2 0.80
10 7997 12.9 184 4.2 8.3 0.83
TABLE XXVII: Analysis results - circuit
c1908, 1002 decisions, 1 to 10
computers in parallel
ER N( ) NP---
W
T
----=
ES N( ) ER N( )
RSS10
----------------=
E ES N( )
N
----------------=
FIGURE 146: Upper bound as a functions of the
number of decisions - c1908, 1002
decisions, 1, 6 and 10 CPUs
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167More interesting is to look at
the same graph in real time
(Figure 147), where we can see
about 2x speedup for 2 slaves,
and 8x speedup for 10 slaves
(the exact data are in Table
XXVII).
In Figure 148, we show the
equivalent system performance
ER(N) as a function of the
number of computers working
in parallel. It demonstrates that
the parallel algorithm has close
to linear speedup. The effi-
ciency is about 95% for a small
number (2, 3) of slaves and
around 85% for a higher (8, 9, 10) number of slaves. It deteriorates with the num-
ber of slaves due to the communication overhead, the delay on the master, and the
start-up delay. The behavior of the algorithm on a larger network is discussed in
Section 5-5.3. In the next section we analyze a constant-time experiment on 1 to 10
machines.
Note that the x-axis in Figure 148 is the number of slaves. It may not seem correct
because the master is also a part of the parallel system. Recall the properties of the
parallel case analysis described earlier in Section 5-1.2: the amount of the work
done by the master is very small. In the experiment with 10 slaves the master pro-
cess was taking far below 1 % of the CPU time on an unloaded machine. The error
caused by measuring the CPU and real time is more than the error caused by
neglecting the master. In other words, when we measured speedup on N machines
FIGURE 147: Upper bound in real time - circuit
c1908, 1002 decisions, 1, 2, 4, 10
CPUs
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168each being assigned one slave process, we obtained the same speedup regardless of
whether the master process runs on the extra (N+1)-th machine or on one of the
slave machines.
The CPU time consumed by the master cannot be neglected when N is very large.
However, in such case the speedup deteriorates too much due to network latency,
context switch response on the master and the CPU time spent on the master (see
Section 5-6). Then the speedup with N slaves is actually speedup with N+1 (highly
loaded) machines, but since N is large then the speedups with N and N+1 slaves are
approximately the same.
5-5.2 Analysis on a small number of computers for a constant time
We give here results of constant time performance analysis rather than constant
work as in the previous section. We show the improvement in the upper bound on
switching activity in the c1908 that can be obtained after 30 minutes of computa-
tion. The results are presented in Table XXVIII.
N
W
[decis
ions]
UB
[tr] P
Eq.
Perfor
mance
ER(N)
Eq.
Speedup
ES(N)
Effici
ency
E
1 912 8014 1.00 0.51 1.0 1.0
2 1554 7875 2.02 0.86 1.7 0.85
3 2654 7795 3.02 1.5 2.9 0.97
4 3770 7742 3.95 2.1 4.2 1.0a
a. The calculated value of efficiency was a
few percent above 1.00 due to numerical
errors and inaccuracy in calibration
5 4906 7688 5.47 2.5 4.9 0.99
6 5898 7639 6.63 3.0 5.9 0.98
7 7396 7575 7.78 3.7 7.3 1.0a
8 8522 7539 10.1 3.8 7.4 0.92
9 9668 7519 11.5 4.2 8.3 0.92
10 11558 7493 12.9 5.0 9.8 0.98
TABLE XXVIII: Analysis results - circuit c1908, 30 minutes,
1 to 10 computers in parallel
169The upper bound is plotted
against the number of slaves in
Figure 149. It shows that 10
machines tighten the upper
bound in 30 minutes by about
twice the number of transitions
compared to a single machine.
The equivalent performance
of the configurations of 1 to 10
machines is shown in
Figure 150.
5-5.3 Analysis on a large number of computers
We also tested the parallel algorithm on all machines in our department that could
run the executable file, i.e., SunOS 4.X and 5.X. We found 87 such machines,
ranging from up-scale servers down to some of the oldest SUN machines. To min-
imize the effect of network traffic and CPU load, this experiment was performed
between 2am and 6am for 10 nights, 300000 decisions per night. The performance
on the c17 circuit was used for calibration (pss10). As in all calibrations, CPU time
was used instead of real time for measuring Ti.
FIGURE 149: Upper bound as a function of the
number of slaves - c1908, 30
minutes, 1 to 10 CPUs
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170Checkpointing of the deci-
sion tree was done after
300000 decisions and the
analysis terminated. The fol-
lowing night the analysis was
restarted from the previous
checkpoint. In total 3 million decisions were performed. The state saving and
recovery took also a certain portion of the time, making the reported results con-
servative.
The results are summarized in
Table XXIX. The values of
ER(N), ES(N), E are calculated
as in Section 5-5.1 but for
W=3*106, N=87, Rss10=0.506.
The progress of the upper
bound against the number of
decisions is plotted in
Figure 151. The analysis took
139461 real-time seconds including checkpoint saving, parsing, loading, and the
master and slave start-up times. We achieved the parallel efficiency of 54.13%
on 87 machines. Note that we did not account for load by other user processes
which makes the calculated speedup and efficiency conservative. The size of the
checkpoint file containing the decision tree after 3*106 decisions was about 18
MB.
N
Switching
activity U/I
% P
Real
time
T [s]
Eq.
Perfor
mance
ER(N)
Eq.
Speed
up
ES(N)
Efficie
ncy EInitial
[tr]
UB
[tr]
87 8753 6105 69.7 78.5 139461 24 47 0.54
TABLE XXIX: Analysis results - circuit c1908,
3*106 decisions, 87 computers in
parallel
FIGURE 151: Upper bound as a function of the
number of decisions - c1908, 3*106
decisions, 87 CPUs
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1715-5.4 Depth of local exploration
The decision tree can be expanded by
1-level decision analysis at a time as
shown so far, but also by 2 levels or
more. We conducted an experiment
with increments of depth of local
exploration, running on 6 machines.
We compared local expansion by 1 and
2 levels. The 2-level analysis means up to 20 decisions, that is, a leaf is replaced by
a sub-tree of up to 16 leaves as shown in Figure 152.
What effect can such mod-
ification have on the per-
formance of the parallel
algorithm? In the first
place, it means sending
longer messages over the
network. But they are sent
less frequently, because it
takes longer to compute a
larger subtree locally. Statistically, the network communication diminishes,
because instead of sending 1 path per decision, we now send 16p/20d, or 4N /
paths which for a very large number of levels N is 0.25 paths per
decision only. However, many leaves with low SAVs get explored too, leading to
wasted CPU time. From Figure 153 it seems that the 1-level decisions are more
efficient.
FIGURE 152: Depth of local decisions
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172Yet, each slave computes one 2-
level decision analysis faster
than (up to) five 1-level decision
analyses. This is because the
constraint system implementa-
tion is able to save the constraint
system variables after each con-
straint assignment which speeds
up the traversal of the decision
subtree. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the 1- and 2-level local decision
analyses in real time (Figure 154).
The disadvantage of the 2-level
local decision analysis of mak-
ing useless decisions may actu-
ally disappear after making
more decisions. This is because
all subspaces with SAV higher
than the resulting upper bound
on the SAV must be explored;
therefore, the probability that a
subspace was uselessly explored diminishes with more decisions. It is impossible
to predict which subspaces should be explored and which should not without actu-
ally knowing at least approximately the resulting upper bound on SAV. Purely
hypothetically: if such an upper bound were known, each individual exploration
would have stopped when the local maximum over the leaves drops below the
upper bound. Therefore, we conducted the same experiment as the previous one,
but the constant time of 2 hours was used rather than constant work load. The
resulting upper bound plotted against real time (shown in Figure 155) indicates
that after 2 hours the 1-level decision analysis still provides better results. This is
because the resulting upper bound on SAV (which determines whether an explored
FIGURE 154: Comparison of 1- and 2-level local
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173subspace was useful or wasted) decreases too slowly - logarithmically (log4) - with
the number of decisions.
5-6. Theoretical model
5-6.1 Properties necessary for the application of our parallel algorithm
The parallel case analysis algorithm and the implementation can solve a typical
large-space search problem - it uses the “divide and conquer” strategy. However, it
performs the “divide” part dynamically. It means that the search space (or set of
jobs) is not assigned statically but the subspaces are assigned dynamically to avail-
able slaves, eliminating the search in subspaces which are not needed and balanc-
ing load on slaves. The only restriction which the algorithm imposes on the type of
the problems is that the individual subspaces must be independent. The algorithm
can be modified to handle certain dependence as long as it allows at least some
parallelism, but the performance would diminish. Network speed, and granularity
of the parallelism influence the performance, and this is studied in the next section.
1745-6.2 Speedup
Consider an execution trace as shown in
Figure 156. Let tm1 be the time to prepare
a job on the master, tm2 the time to pro-
cess the results of one job on the master,
tc1 the time to communicate a job to a
slave, tc2 to communicate the result to the
master, and ts the average (over all slaves
and jobs) time to do a job on a slave. To
complete one job takes on the average
time ts (units of time) on a single
machine. On a parallel machine it is
,
assuming that all N machines have about the same performance and there are com-
munication conflicts costing tconfl. Denoting , , we
get . Assuming a conflict of 2 messages occurring with
probability P2 and costing tm, the lost time . In a general case for all
conflicts of 2 to N messages the lost time is =
, assuming a conflict of k messages occurs with the probability
 and costs  units of time.
To compute the probability P2 of a conflict of two messages we assume that there
will be a penalty of up to tm units of time when a message arrives while the master
is busy (for tm) with another message or within a tm-long window before that.
FIGURE 156: Execution trace of
parallel algorithm
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175Therefore, during J jobs the conflict period is of the total time . The prob-
ability of a conflict of two messages arriving at the same time is then
. The lost time is thus tconfl = = , where P =
= . The time for one job on a slave is then
. Solving the last two equations for tj means solving a poly-
nomial equation of degree N+2 (see Appendix B) which the software [Mupa97]
used for symbolic calculation could not handle. Therefore, we assume only con-
flicts of 2 messages.
When only conflicts of 2 messages can occur then . Then we
express tj as a function of N and finally the speedup1 becomes ,
(Eq. 2)
The speedup is S(N)=N if there is no communication nor master overhead, tc=0,
tm=0.
If the time tc for communication is comparable with the time ts for processing 1 job
on a slave, tc=ts, the speedup is .
1. Since this is for a homogeneous parallel system, or an equivalent homogeneous parallel sys-
tem, S(N) = ES(N)
2Jtm Jt j
P2
2Jtm
JtJ
-----------
2tm
tJ
-------= = tm iP2
i
i 1=
N 1–
∑ tmP
iP2
i
i 1=
N 1–
∑ i 2tmtJ------- 
  i
i 1=
N 1–
∑
tJ tm
tc ts+
N
------------- tmP+ +=
P P2
2tm
tJ
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tJ
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2
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176When the number N of slaves is just large enough for the master to be completely
busy with handling messages and scheduling jobs ( ) and with tc=0, the
speedup approaches ≈ 0.562 N.
With a very large number of slaves the speedup then approaches the value
 = .
We also calculated the speedup when considering conflicts of up to
three messages. It gives a long expression the limit of which for large number N of
slaves is ≈ .
5-6.3 Conditions for the best performance
The results from the previous section can be summarized in the following condi-
tions necessary for the algorithm to be the most efficient (with the speedup close to
the number of slaves N): and . That is, the time to process a job on a
slave is much longer than the time spent on one job on the master and the time for
communication. That is essentially a basic property of any parallel system, so is no
surprise.
5-6.4 Theoretical analysis of our practical results on 87 machines
In this section we give an example on how to apply the formula for speedup (EQ 2)
to estimate the performance before actually implementing the algorithm. Let us try
to estimate the speedup for our experiments as performed on the largest configura-
tion of 87 machines. We had the following parameters:
• N=78.54, assuming a homogenous network of SparcStations10 (Table XXIX).
• ts=5.93s derived from the performance of 0.506 decisions per second on the
2Ntm ts≈
4
3 17+
------------------ N
S N( )
N ∞→
lim
ts
2tm
-------
S N( ) 3msg
S N( ) 3msgN ∞→lim 0.3613
ts
tm
----
ts tm» ts tc»
177reference machine assuming 3 decisions per job on average (Table XXVII).
• tc=2ms consisting of 0.2ms necessary for the transfer of 200B over a 10BaseT
network multiplied by 10 to account for latency on drivers.
• tm=23ms based on measured 7 CPU seconds for 1002 decisions (Section 5-5.1)
of which we assume 6s were used for initialization and 1s for the job schedul-
ing and message processing. This means 3ms for 334 3-decision jobs. We add
estimated 20ms for context switching1.
The theoretical speedup
(EQ 2) is ES(78.54) = 54.76,
which corresponds to the par-
allel efficiency of
= 69.7%. We
account the difference (about
14%) in our measured equiva-
lent speedup ES(78.54)=47.1
and the theoretical one to the other load on the machines and the possibly impre-
cise estimate of tm, i.e., the time the master needs to process the messages and to
send jobs. Note that tm influences speedup very strongly; therefore, the exact mea-
surement of the average time lost due to context switching is important. Without
context switching (tm=3ms only), the speedup ES(N) would be 75.29 instead of
54.76. The calculated speedup is plotted against the number of slaves in
Figure 157. It shows that the speedup is almost linear for less than 50 slaves no
1. More precisely, it is the real time delay from the moment a data is received until the master
process is scheduled to run. Our estimate is  of the time quantum for which the second
highest priority process is allowed to run on a multitasking operating system. We used the
command  which reported 20ms for the highest priority, 40 ms for
the next 18 priorities, …, and 200ms for the lowest priority level.
1
2--
dispadmin -c TS -g
FIGURE 157: Calculated speedup
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178matter what the value of tm is (from 3ms to 23ms). It also shows that the speedup
would be about 560 with an off-loaded master and 1000 slaves.
5-7. Parallel implementation - conclusions
We developed a parallel algorithm that exploits the independence of tasks per-
formed during the case analysis. The algorithm is capable of rapidly synchronizing
the jobs whenever the independence disappears. The C++ implementation over
TCP on 10BaseT Ethernet achieved the parallel efficiency of 83% on 10 comput-
ers and an unloaded network (Table XXVII on page 166). On a heterogeneous net-
work of 87 computers we achieved the parallel efficiency of 54% (Table XXIX
on page 170). In terms of the upper bound on switching activity the parallel case
analysis lowered the upper bound for c1908 by 14% of the initial upper bound on
10 machines compared to 8% on 1 machine during 30 minutes of real time.
We also provided a theoretical model of the used parallel heterogeneous system.
The experimental speedup was within 14% of the speedup calculated using the
theoretical model. The accuracy can be further improved by measuring network
delays rather than estimating them.
Our parallel control algorithm is not limited to our switching activity method. For
any type of a problem that fits the general characteristics described in Section 5-
6.1 on page 173, it offers a simple way of parallel evaluation with practically
proven high parallel efficiency on a local network of inexpensive computers.
CHAPTER 6
Voltage Drops in
Power Busses
Fix 157:
Fix 29:
In this chapter, we describe an enhancement to our switching activity verification
method to obtain switching activity data necessary for estimation of voltage drops
in power busses. The algorithm to obtain a switching activity profile is explained
in Section 6-1, followed by an example in Section 6-2, and a description of the
C++ implementation in Section 6-3. Experimental results obtained on the MCNC
and ISCAS85 benchmarks are summarized in Section 6-4.
6-1. Switching Activity Profile Algorithm
The problem of malfunction due to voltage drops in power busses is explained in
Section 2-3.7.1. Voltage drops can be analyzed by constructing the resistance net-
work of the power bus and calculating the current drawn by connected gates or
blocks. The resistance network can be extracted from layout or approximated from
net length data which is computed in the same way that synthesis tools estimate net
parasitics [BrOt98]. The current is computed from switching activity (Section 2-
1.9). However, so far we computed only the worst power consumption in a clock
period. This is not sufficient for power bus voltage drop analysis. The highest volt-
age drop will occur when the highest current is drawn (called peak current)
180[KrNH95]. Therefore, peak switching activity at any time is needed. Current pro-
file is the current drawn from the power lines expressed as a function of time.
Switching activity profile is switching activity expressed as a function of time.
Peak current is the maximum current in the current profile. Peak switching activity
(denoted further PSAV) is the maximum switching activity in the switching activ-
ity profile.
The most generic model is to compute switching activity profile over the time
interval we are interested in (many clock periods, at worst the entire uptime of the
system) and take the maximum. Similarly as in the case of peak power consump-
tion described in the previous chapters, we will focus on the worst case clock
period (no temporal correlation). Temporal correlation or other operating condi-
tions can be added in a form of additional constraints on the pseudo-primary inputs
of our model.
The algorithm for computing voltage drops can be implemented as follows. First
the circuit is partitioned in such way that each partition has a single contact point
to the power bus (1 power and 1 ground point) and the resistance networks leading
to the contact points are derived. The size of the partitions is used to control the
accuracy and can range from individual cells to functional blocks. Then the
switching activity for each partition is computed, and from the switching activity
profile the current profile is computed. The maximum voltage drop is then deter-
mined from the peak current in the current profile.
Since the constraint system approach to power verification is very open and flexi-
ble, only a minor modification of the algorithm was needed and all the advanced
functions (e.g., case analysis, parallel analysis) were preserved. Only the function
counting transitions during the clock period was changed to capture the transition
activity profile - the number of transitions in one interval of discrete time. The
maximum over all intervals of discrete time is then the peak switching activity.
181We focus on computation of the switching activity. For more accurate analysis
RCL parasitics rather than a simple resistance network should be extracted and the
dynamic effect of current in power busses should be considered. Furthermore, cur-
rent profile should be created directly by mapping individual transitions to current
rather than building the switching activity profile first.
6-2. Example of Switching Activity Profile Calculation
The calculation of a switching
activity profile is illustrated on
circuit c17 (Figure 158) from
the ISCAS85 benchmark cir-
cuits [BrgF85, Brya89].
Primary inputs of the circuit are
assigned the two-vector wave-
form sets and these are then
propagated through the net-
work. The resulting abstract
waveforms on all nodes of the
circuit are shown in Figure 159.
The number of transitions during
each interval of discrete time
excluding primary inputs is: zero
transitions during the 0-th time
interval (or also called “at time
0” of the discrete time), four
transitions at 10 and 20, and 2
transition at time 30. The maximum number of transitions during any time interval
FIGURE 158: Circuit c17; all gates have unit
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182is thus 4. The transition profile after the initial forward propagation and the
abstract waveforms are shown in Figure 159.
The case analysis is now used to
tighten this upper bound. In this
case the upper bound is equal to the
exact solution. The entire decision
tree is shown in Figure 160. The
case analysis finds two test vectors:
net2→c11, net6→c10, net7→c11,
net0→c10, net1→c01, net4→{c01
or 10}. The waveforms and the
switching activity profile corre-
sponding to the right-hand side test
vector are shown in Figures 161 and 162, respectively.
The case analysis is
driven by the peak tran-
sition activity in this
example. More accu-
rate results can be
obtained by driving the
case analysis by the
peak current (provided
mapping from switch-
ing activity to current is available).
FIGURE 160: Decision tree for c17
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FIGURE 161: Test vector c17 (net4=c10)
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183In the next section we describe the
implementation of the switching
activity profile computation.
6-3. Implementation of Switching Activity Profile Analysis
The implementation within the existing power verification framework is quite
straightforward. One array of integers per partition1 is added - one integer per one
interval of discrete time. For each interval of discrete time the number of transi-
tions is computed as follows: For each gate output in the partition the maximum
number of rising and falling transitions within the time interval over all waveform
classes is found. The sum of such maxima over all gate outputs is the value of the
switching activity profile at the given interval of discrete time. The array of inte-
gers is then updated in each step of the case analysis in order that the up-to-date
switching activity profile be available after each decision.
Unfortunately, no simple caching of the profile is possible because a change on a
single net can change the profile. Caching would require storing the previous
abstract waveform and comparing it with the current one to determine which time
intervals have changed. This is more costly than computing the number of transi-
tions in each time interval, and it needs much more memory.
To test the algorithm on more realistic circuits we decided to map the ISCAS85
circuits onto a widely-accepted commercial ASIC library. This step actually took
much more effort than to implement the calculation of the switching activity pro-
FIGURE 162: Switching activity profile c17
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1. In our experiments a single partition (the entire circuit) was used.
184file. The lsi_10k library from LSI Logic, Inc., was selected. The ISCAS’85 circuits
were mapped from Boolean Verilog primitives onto the lsi_10k using a Perl script.
The gates that were not available in lsi_10k were replaced by their structural
equivalents. The design was then analyzed using the static timing analyzer Prime-
Time from Synopsys, Inc. Typical operating conditions and the default wireload
model were used. Net delays were included in the cell delays, and the cell delays
were saved in SDF format. The pin-to-pin rise/fall min-max delays were com-
pressed into a single min-max interval per gate output using a Perl script. The
resulting intervals were expressed in 200ps intervals and rounded to the nearest
integer (down for min, up for max). Note that the current implementation of our
constraint system switching activity method supports only fixed gate delays there-
fore whenever the min-max gate delay interval is longer than one interval of dis-
crete time then the average of min and max is internally considered as the gate
delay. The results obtained on the lsi_10k-mapped ISCAS’85 circuits are summa-
rized in the next section.
6-4. Experimental results
The calculation of the peak switching activity and the switching activity profiles
was tested on two sets of circuits - ISCAS’85 circuits mapped onto the lsi_10k
library and the MCNC benchmark circuits. The MCNC circuits [LoSy89] with a
small number of primary inputs were used to test how fast the case analysis can
reach the exact solution. In all cases the HPCA case analysis was used, and the
heuristic FANOUT (in the case of MCNC circuits also PIFAN) with no additional
advanced options (learning, reconvergence analysis, …) was deployed. We
selected the number of subsequent decisions during which the case analysis made
no progress as the stopping criterion, i.e., it reached a region in which performing
more decisions would not influence the final result. The results are presented for
10, 100, 1000, and 106 no-progress decisions.
1856-4.1 Peak switching activity in ISCAS’85 circuits
Table XXX
shows the
topological
information
about the
ISCAS’85 cir-
cuits mapped
onto the
lsi_10k library.
Table XXXI
shows both the
lower bound and
the initial peak
power, and the
peak current.
Note that the fol-
lowing notation
is used in the
tables in this
chapter: peak
power is
expressed as the maximum number of transitions during one clock period over all
clock periods (SAV), peak current is expressed as the maximum number of transi-
tions during one interval of discrete time over all intervals and all clock periods
(PSAV). The lower bounds were obtained by simulation for a number of vectors
ranging from 50 thousand (on larger circuits) to 2 million (on smaller circuits).
Name
Topology
PI PO Gates Nets Fan
Topological
Delay
c17 5 2 6 11 2 8
c432 36 7 167 203 9 107
c499 41 32 210 251 12 67
c880 60 26 383 443 8 95
c1355 41 32 554 595 12 99
c1908 33 25 899 932 25 164
c2670 233 64 1202 1435 28 162
c3540 50 22 1671 1721 22 206
c5315 178 123 2330 2508 31 179
c6288 32 32 2416 2448 16 627
c7552 207 107 3568 3775 72 164
TABLE XXX: Topological data for ISCAS85_lsi10k benchmarks
Initial Lower Bound
Name Delay
Power
(SAV)
Peak
Current
(PSAV) Delay
Power
(SAV)
Peak
Current
(PSAV)
c17 5 10 4 5 9 4
c432 79 2545 83 79 858 61
c499 58 1602 82 58 403 56
c880 63 4868 179 63 999 67
c1355 69 10426 258 69 1148 128
c1908 114 19236 340 104 3068 83
c2670 122 13225 324 117 3450 117
c3540 151 38823 650 141 9044 160
c5315 121 35738 835 120 7675 248
c6288 217 68062 2054 203 26265 913
c7552 110 60789 1437 109 10539 314
TABLE XXXI: Initial, and simulation switching activity for
ISCAS85_lsi10k benchmarks
186Table XXXII summarizes the peak switching activity value (PSAV) obtained from
the switching activity profiles for the limit of 10 decisions of case analysis with no
progress. The CPU time is in seconds, memory size in MB, loading and parsing is
excluded. Suffix “E” means that the value of PSAV is exact.
Table XXXIII summarizes the peak switching activity value (PSAV) obtained
from the switching activity profiles for the limit of 100 steps of case analysis with
no progress, and Table XXXIV show that same data for 1000 steps.
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
c17 4 4 4E 100 100 0 0.04
c432 83 61 83 100 136 17 0.16
c499 82 56 82 100 146 3 0.04
c880 179 67 173 97 258 17 0.23
c1355 258 128 258 100 202 9 0.05
c1908 340 83 324 95 390 176 0.07
c2670 324 117 322 99 275 99 0.76
c3540 650 160 593 91 371 2859 0.95
c5315 835 248 795 95 321 37 0.04
c6288 2054 913 2054 100 225 35 0.04
c7552 1437 314 1403 98 447 285 2.21
TABLE XXXII: PSAV (Peak Current) in ISCAS85_lsi10k circuits with
no_progress=10, heuristic FANOUT
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
c17 4 4 4E 100 100 0 0.04
c432 83 61 83 100 136 95 0.20
c499 82 56 82 100 1146 34 0.06
c880 179 67 173 97 258 146 0.23
c1355 258 128 258 100 202 83 0.06
c1908 340 83 321 94 387 517 0.11
c2670 324 117 314 97 268 1662 0.78
c3540 650 160 519 80 324 12959 1.18
c5315 835 248 783 94 316 654 0.05
c6288 2054 913 2054 100 225 944 2.46
c7552 1437 314 1403 98 447 1737 2.21
TABLE XXXIII: PSAV (Peak Current) in ISCAS85_lsi10k circuits with
no_progress=100, heuristic FANOUT
187To compare the heuristics FANOUT and PIFAN, Table XXXV summarizes the
peak switching activity value (PSAV) obtained from the switching activity profiles
for the limit of 1000 steps of case analysis with no progress using heuristic PIFAN.
From Tables XXXIV and XXXV, it is clear that there is only a marginal difference
between the heuristics FANOUT and PIFAN. A considerable difference is only in
c1908, where PIFAN obtained a slightly lower upper bound but needed about 4x
more CPU time. The c2670 has shown the opposite effect: FANOUT gives a
tighter upper bound but needed about 3x more CPU time. This is due to spatial cor-
relation of signals - c1908 has several large fanouts on primary inputs; therefore,
PIFAN needs fewer decisions than FANOUT.
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
c17 4 4 4E 100 100 0 0.04
c432 83 61 83 100 136 884 0.24
c499 82 56 82 100 146 358 0.09
c880 179 67 173 97 258 1372 0.27
c1355 258 128 258 100 202 828 0.09
c1908 340 83 317 93 382 8540 0.25
c2670 324 117 308 95 263 15274 0.82
c3540 650 160 511 79 319 52295 1.40
c5315 835 248 778 93 314 4040 0.13
c6288 2054 913 2054 100 225 11158 3.07
c7552 1437 314 1403 98 447 15987 2.25
TABLE XXXIV: PSAV (Peak Current) in ISCAS85_lsi10k circuits with
no_progress=1000, heuristic FANOUT
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
c17 4 4 4E 100 100 0 0.04
c432 83 61 82 99 134 1790 0.30
c499 82 56 82 100 146 1019 0.18
c880 179 67 173 97 258 1150 0.25
c1355 258 128 256 99 200 3172 0.22
c1908 340 83 293 86 353 34970 0.62
c2670 324 117 322 99 275 4268 0.86
c3540 650 160 520 80 325 54708 1.17
c5315 835 248 778 93 314 4058 0.14
c6288 2054 913 2054 100 225 11321 3.07
c7552 1437 314 1350 94 430 334214 2.64
TABLE XXXV: PSAV (Peak Current) in ISCAS85_lsi10k circuits with
no_progress=1000, heuristic PIFAN
188A comparison with other methods is not straightforward. To the author’s knowl-
edge, there are no published methods that would compute the switching activity
profile and peak switching activity. The closest is [KrNH95], see Section 2-3.5.1
on page 77. But even this method computed peak current rather than switching
activity, and uses an unpublished delay mapping based on fanout while we used a
standard industrial library. Therefore, the value of such a comparison is very lim-
ited. Table XXXVI compares the improvement by case analysis and the upper to
lower bound ratios in both methods. Keep in mind that the data in [KrNH95] repre-
sent the peak current, while ours is the peak switching activity. The first data col-
umn is from [KrNH95] and shows the I/L ratio, i.e., the ratio of their initial upper
bound, obtained with the iMAX10 algorithm, to their lower bound L, produced
with up to 100,000 patterns using their iLogSim simulator. The column labeled U/L
shows the ratio of their final upper bound, obtained with their PIE algorithm to the
lower bound L. The following four columns compare the two methods. The values
of PSAV used for comparison are those from Table XXXIV.
If the values were really comparable then [KrNH95] achieved better U/L bound
ratio in all cases but c499. On top of all the differences mentioned earlier, the lower
bounds were obtained differently, while the exact value is not known. Therefore, in
the next section we compare our method with the exhaustive simulation on a set of
circuits with a small number of primary inputs.
Circuit
[KrNH95]
Improvement by case
analysis U/L
I/L U/L [KrNH95]% Our % [KrNH95]% Our %
c432 1.26 1.19 5.56 0 119 136
c499 1.95 1.82 6.67 0 182 146
c880 1.72 1.63 5.23 3.4 163 258
c1355 1.33 1.33 0 0 133 202
c1908 1.22 1.14 6.56 6.8 114 382
c2670 1.38 1.36 1.45 4.9 136 263
c3540 2.53 1.70 32.8 21.4 170 319
c5315 1.71 1.57 8.19 6.8 157 314
c6288 1.39 1.39 0 0 139 225
c7552 1.54 1.44 6.50 2.4 144 447
TABLE XXXVI: Comparison of our results with [KrNH95]; PSAV using FANOUT,
no_progress=1000
1896-4.2 Peak switching activity in the MCNC circuits
Several MCNC
benchmark cir-
cuits with a small
number of inputs
(≤16) were run to
compare our
upper bound on
peak switching
activity with the
exact value, to
test how the case
analysis can
reach the exact solution, and to find out when it cannot. The topological properties
of the selected MCNC benchmark circuits are shown in Table XXXVII.
The delay, the switching activity, and the peak current after the initial forward
propagation, and the lower bounds after a simulation for 1024 test vectors are
shown in Table XXXVIII.
Initial Lower Bound
Name Delay
Power
(SAV)
Peak
Current
(PSAV) Delay
Power
(SAV)
Peak
Current
(PSAV)
alu2 6215 14045 160 5338 959 26
alu4 6242 30207 371 5728 2240 50
cm138a 770 52 6 770 25 6
cm162a 1233 206 12 1233 71 8
cm163a 1209 136 10 1209 77 10
cm85a 1084 107 12 1084 45 8
cmb 990 144 16 990 57 16
cu 1054 162 8 938 56 7
f51m 1307 610 30 1307 189 24
parity 909 15 8 909 10 7
pm1 763 83 8 763 46 7
t481 6069 11392 769 6037 975 225
x2 804 159 7 804 65 7
TABLE XXXVIII: Initial and simulation switching activity for MCNC benchmarks
Name
Topology
PI PO Gates Nets Fanout
Topological
Delay
alu2 10 6 354 364 23 9470
alu4 14 8 722 736 22 9510
cm138a 6 8 19 25 8 1040
cm162a 14 5 45 59 6 1690
cm163a 16 5 43 59 5 1640
cm85a 11 3 31 42 3 1470
cmb 16 4 42 58 5 1350
cu 14 11 48 62 8 1430
f51m 8 8 129 137 15 1840
parity 16 1 15 31 1 1220
pm1 16 13 39 55 8 1030
t481 16 1 1945 1961 239 8230
x2 10 7 44 54 10 1080
TABLE XXXVII: Topological data for MCNC benchmarks
190In the following several tables we summarize the obtained upper bounds on PSAV
in the MCNC circuits. We used the heuristic FANOUT limited by the number of
decisions with no progress in the upper bound: 10 (Table XXXIX), 100
(Table XL), 1000 (Table XLI), and 106 (Table XLII).
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 160 26 62 39 238 827 0.34
alu4 371 50 210 57 420 881 0.71
cm138a 6 6 6E 100 100 1 0.04
cm162a 12 8 11 92 138 2 0.07
cm163a 10 10 10 100 100 1 0.06
cm85a 12 8 11 92 138 2 0.08
cmb 16 16 16 100 100 2 0.06
cu 8 7 7 88 100 2 0.04
f51m 30 24 24E 80 100 20 0.14
parity 8 7 8 100 114 0 0.04
pm1 8 7 8 100 114 2 0.06
t481 769 225 322 42 143 2232 0.13
x2 7 7 7 100 100 2 0.06
TABLE XXXIX: PSAV (Peak Current) in MCNC circuits with no_progress=10
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 160 26 37 23 142 3942 0.37
alu4 371 50 123 33 246 25276 0.82
cm138a 6 6 6E 100 100 1 0.04
cm162a 12 8 10 83 125 11 0.08
cm163a 10 10 10E 100 100 2 0.06
cm85a 12 8 10E 83 125 4 0.08
cmb 16 16 16E 100 100 2 0.06
cu 8 7 7E 88 100 2 0.04
f51m 30 24 24E 80 100 20 0.14
parity 8 7 8E 100 114 0 0.04
pm1 8 7 8E 100 114 2 0.06
t481 769 225 235 31 104 29870 0.27
x2 7 7 7E 100 100 2 0.06
TABLE XL: PSAV (Peak Current) in MCNC circuits with no_progress=100
191Table XLIII shows PSAV in the MCNC circuits using heuristic PIFAN (case anal-
ysis on primary inputs). Since the circuits have a very small number of primary
inputs, the heuristic PIFAN guarantees to find the exact PSAV in a more predict-
able number of decisions.
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 160 26 28E 18 108 10203 0.33
alu4 371 50 86 23 172 121213 0.73
cm138a 6 6 6E 100 100 1 0.04
cm162a 12 8 9E 75 112 25 0.09
cm163a 10 10 10E 100 100 2 0.06
cm85a 12 8 10E 83 125 4 0.08
cmb 16 16 16E 100 100 2 0.06
cu 8 7 7E 88 100 2 0.04
f51m 30 24 24E 80 100 20 0.14
parity 8 7 8E 100 114 0 0.04
pm1 8 7 8E 100 114 2 0.06
t481 769 225 225E 29 100 40667 0.17
x2 7 7 7E 100 100 2 0.06
TABLE XLI: PSAV (Peak Current) in mcnc circuits with no_progress=1000
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 160 26 28E 18 108 10268 0.33
alu4 371 50 57E 15 114 765846 0.73
cm138a 6 6 6E 100 100 1 0.04
cm162a 12 8 9E 75 112 25 0.09
cm163a 10 10 10E 100 100 2 0.06
cm85a 12 8 10E 83 125 4 0.08
cmb 16 16 16E 100 100 2 0.06
cu 8 7 7E 88 100 2 0.04
f51m 30 24 24E 80 100 20 0.14
parity 8 7 8E 100 114 0 0.04
pm1 8 7 8E 100 114 2 0.06
t481 769 225 225E 29 100 40450 0.17
x2 7 7 7E 100 100 2 0.06
TABLE XLII: PSAV (Peak Current) in mcnc circuits with no_progress=106
192In all cases the method with heuristic FANOUT reached the exact solution. In all
but 3 circuits it was under 25 CPU seconds (Intel Pentium Pro 150MHz; loading,
parsing excluded). The longest CPU time was needed for circuit alu4 - almost 9
CPU days. This is ascribed to the data-path nature of the circuit. Switching activity
on the busses of signals carrying numerical (read arbitrary) values is not elimi-
nated by spatial correlation enforced by the constraint system. However, note that
the ratio of the exact to the initial value is very low - 15%, indicating that many
transitions in the initial estimate were not real. The method lowers the initial upper
bound of 371 to 210 in about 880 CPU seconds. Since this is a very small circuit,
the exact solution would be obtained sooner by exhaustive simulation in the case
of alu4. But for many other circuits our method runs in fractions of second. And
even in the case of the 3 circuits with long runtimes it provides a significant advan-
tage: it provides an upper bound at any time, i.e., not completing the process due to
time restrictions or system failure does not invalidate all the effort.
The heuristic PIFAN (Table XLIII) resulted in the same upper bound for each cir-
cuit as with FANOUT (i.e., the exact value of PSAV in both cases). However, in
the case of ALU4, it was achieved in about half of the CPU time, in the case of
ALU2 it was 30% less, while all the other circuits needed about the same time.
Name Init LB UB U/I% U/L% CPU MEM
alu2 160 26 28E 16 108 6741 0.43
alu4 371 50 57E 13 114 354176 0.71
cm138a 6 6 6E 100 100 0.58 0.04
cm162a 12 8 8E 67 100 160 0.12
cm163a 10 10 10E 100 100 2 0.05
cm85a 12 8 10E 83 125 4 0.08
cmb 16 16 16E 100 100 2 0.06
cu 8 7 7E 88 100 2 0.04
f51m 30 24 24E 80 100 18 0.15
parity 8 7 8E 100 114 0 0.04
pm1 8 7 8E 100 114 2 0.06
t481 769 225 225E 29 100 40717 0.17
x2 7 7 7E 100 100 2 0.06
TABLE XLIII: PSAV (Peak Current) in MCNC circuits with no_progress=106,
heuristic PIFAN
193This is because the inverse gate projections of the constraint system are less effi-
cient than the positive (forward) ones. Since the analysis down to the exact values
requires a case analysis on all nets with more than one class, making a decision on
an internal net does not propagate to the primary inputs in some cases and there-
fore more decisions may be needed with the heuristic FANOUT. Thus the heuristic
PIFAN provides a better predictability of CPU time than FANOUT when search-
ing for the exact values.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
Fix 162:
Fix 43:
We presented in this thesis a new pattern-independent method based on constraint
resolution for computing an upper bound on switching activity in the combina-
tional part of a sequential synchronous circuit. The method is inspired by con-
straint satisfaction techniques based on relational representation of operators on
discrete domains, and on interval narrowing. The circuit and the sets of possible
electrical waveforms on its nets are represented by a constraint system. The vari-
ables of the constraint system are the sets of electrical waveforms which can occur
on nets under given operating conditions. The constraints represent the circuit
function and timing (gates or blocks), and the operating conditions. The verifica-
tion problem is translated into a constraint satisfaction problem as follows: The
circuit netlist, the library (gate function and delay) are translated into a constraint
system. The operating environment (signals on primary inputs) are translated into
additional constraints. Verification is done by tightening the constraint system. The
sets of all possible waveforms are computed as the greatest fixpoint of the con-
straint system in time O(n) where n is the number of nets in the circuit. This gives
(a pessimistic) upper bound on the switching activity during any single clock
period as well as a pessimistic upper bound on the peak switching activity on each
net at any time.
1957-1. Constraint system
The method is efficient because the sets of all possible waveforms are not enumer-
ated but rather compacted into a structure called an abstract waveform. An abstract
waveform has all waveforms classified into 4 waveform classes according to the
initial and final stable values of each waveform. The merger of waveforms within
one class is the reason for pessimism, i.e., why the method returns an upper bound
rather than the exact solution.
7-2. Case analysis
The notion of waveform classes carrying independent sets of waveforms allows
for efficient case analysis for determining a tighter upper bound on the circuit
switching activity. The case analysis is scalable, i.e., with more resources (CPU
time and memory) the upper bound can be tightened down to the exact solution.
The case analysis uses efficient pruning but nonetheless the worst-case complex-
ity in obtaining the exact solution is comparable to simulation, , where npi
is the number of primary inputs. Keep in mind, that unlike simulation, which
approaches the exact solution from the bottom up (gives a lower bound) this
method approaches it from the top down (gives an upper bound). Therefore, it is a
static switching activity method with a very nice option of going down to the
exact solution when desirable (generally for a small critical block).
7-2.1 Initial upper bound on switching activity
We conducted several experiments on the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. The ini-
tial upper bound on the switching activity was about 2.8 times of the lower
bound obtained by simulation (Table V on page 127). While computing the initial
upper bound took only few seconds (Table IV on page 126), the simulations which
ran for almost one year (Section 4-1 on page 124) were nowhere near exhausting
the space of input vectors.
O 4n pi( )
1967-2.2 Case analysis algorithms
Several heuristics and search algorithms were developed. The case analysis search
algorithms efficiently explore the decision tree during the search for a tight upper
bound on switching activity. The case analysis heuristics guide the case analysis
search. The case analysis algorithms are independent of the problem of the switch-
ing activity verification and thus can be reused, including the C++ implementation
for any other search problem with similar characteristics. The experiments show
that the most efficient case analysis algorithm is the HPCA (Section 4-7 on
page 139).
7-2.3 Heuristics for net selection
The case analysis finds the exact solution in time O(npi) in the best case and
in the worst case. The time needed to find the exact solution is always
between these two extremes and depends on the order of the decisions. We devel-
oped and tested several heuristics for the selection of nets: nets with the largest
fanout (Fanout), primary inputs with the largest fanout (PIs), and closing nets of
reconvergent regions. Also, the influence of global learning on Boolean values was
tested. The heuristics are compared in Table XIV on page 138. There is no single
winner among the heuristics. For small circuits, the best is Fanout with learning.
For c1908 the best heuristic is PIs with learning. For the 2 largest circuits (c6288,
c7552) the selection of nets on Closing nets with learning provided the best
results. This is because none of the heuristics is better than all others for any type
of circuit, but their performance depends on the topology and the function of the
circuits. E.g., circuit c1908 is a controller with several inputs that propagate deci-
sions deeply into the circuit; circuit c6288 is a multiplier with many reconvergent
regions.
7-2.4 Parallel case analysis
While studying and practically testing the case analysis algorithms, we realized
that many tasks are independent during certain time periods during the case analy-
O 4n pi( )
197sis. We developed a parallel algorithm which exploits this independence, capa-
ble of rapidly synchronizing the jobs whenever the independence disappears. The
C++ implementation over TCP on 10BaseT Ethernet achieved the parallel effi-
ciency of 83% on 10 computers and an unloaded network (Table XXVII on
page 166). On a heterogeneous network of 87 computers we achieved the parallel
efficiency of 54% (Table XXIX on page 170). The parallel case analysis lowered
the upper bound on switching activity for c1908 by 14% of the initial upper
bound on 10 machines, compared to 8% on 1 machine during 30 minutes of real
time in each case.
Our parallel control algorithm is not limited to our switching activity method. For
any problem that fits the general characteristics described in Section 5-6.1 on
page 173, it offers a simple way of parallel evaluation with practically proven high
parallel efficiency on a local network of inexpensive computers. It can be used,
e.g., with the method described in [KrNH95]. The implementation also offers a
fail-safe mechanism protecting against failure of any computers including the mas-
ter, dynamic resizing of the number of active slaves, execution during off-peak
hours of the day, and continuing with no loss on the next day.
7-3. Comparison with other methods
The presented method is a static verification method. Therefore, all the character-
istics of static methods are true compared to the pattern-dependent methods as
described in the literature survey. We compared our method with another static
methods in Section 4-10 on page 144, and Section 6-4.1 on page 185. Unfortu-
nately, a direct comparison of the results with an existing method was not possible.
The closest method [KrNH95] still has many differences in both the method and
the testing strategy.
198We perform case analysis on internal nodes, which is further enhanced by back-
ward propagation of waveform constraints using partial inverse functions. In
[KrNH95], the case analysis on internal nodes would be quite difficult, because the
waveform representation used does not allow decomposition of waveforms into
independent subsets (like our classes), and the circuit is not described by a set of
constraints which allows improved detection of inconsistent assignments. Case
analysis on internal nodes has proven to be useful on some circuits, but there are
circuits where case analysis on PIs is better (Table XIV). Case analysis on PIs is
better if the stems of large reconvergent regions with many false transitions are
located closer to PIs.
The work reported in [KrNH95] provides a conversion of switching activity into
electric current, which could be adapted to our solution, though its value is ques-
tionable unless a real industrial library is used. Our concept of discrete time is both
an advantage and a disadvantage. Out method is able to get a rough estimate very
quickly by reducing the number of intervals, but it does not remove transitions
eliminated by gate’s inertial delay when the interval length is smaller than the gate
delay.
Our initial estimate is obtained in several tens of seconds and further improved in steps
(1 decision), each taking a similar amount of time. This makes the method scalable.
We compared the upper bounds on peak switching activity obtained with our
method with the lower bounds obtained by exhaustive simulation in Section 6-4.2
on page 189. In all cases our method computed the exact value (i.e., a value that is
both an upper and a lower bound) quickly. An exception was, e.g., the circuit alu4
due to the data-path nature of the circuit.
1997-4. Contributions of this thesis
The major contributions of this thesis are summarized below. For a detailed list of
contributions and the author’s statement of originality please refer to Section 1-3.3
on page 24.
1. We investigated the use of a constraint resolution method for computing an
upper bound on switching activity in the combinational part of a digital syn-
chronous circuit.
2. We developed the necessary theory about constructing the constraint system
and formulating the switching activity estimation problem.
3. We developed, implemented, and tested the algorithms for fixpoint calculation,
case analysis, net selection for case analysis, and parallel case analysis.
4. We investigated how global learning, reconvergent analysis, and several other
enhancements can speed up and/or improve this switching activity estimation
method.
7-5. Future research
This thesis has never had as its primary goal to develop a fully functional commer-
cial static power verification method. The primary goal was to investigate the use
of a constraint resolution method for static switching activity verification. That has
been accomplished.
There are many other features which are needed for a successful commercial
EDA tool. For the last several months of writing this thesis the author has been
working in a group developing a static timing verification tool with the fastest
growing share of the market of the EDA sign-off tools (PrimeTime from Synopsys,
Inc.). Even from this short experience, one can see that there are many subtle (from
the research point of view) features which are a must for customers. These include,
200e.g., delay calculation support, multi-cycle paths, full latch support, various clock-
ing schemes, derived clocks, user-disabled timing arcs, strong library support, on-
chip delay variation, incremental approach to handle multi million gate designs,
etc. The possible directions of future research outlined in the next sections cover
only a few of them.
7-5.1 Circuit models
Our implementation of the switching activity verification method is limited to
fixed gate delay and does not assume gate delay correlation nor temporal correla-
tion of input patterns. This is one possible direction of future research. Another
one would be to account for inertial delay by eliminating more false transitions.
7-5.2 Order of decisions during case analysis
Among the heuristics for net selection none has proven to be the best for all the
tested circuits. Finding a better heuristic is another possible direction of future
research.
7-5.3 Conversion of switching activity into electric current
The present implementation computes an upper bound on switching activity.
A fairly simple mapping layer can be added for reading a design library and the
conversion of the computed switching activity into electric current.
7-5.4 Uses of parallel case analysis
The parallel case analysis can be used for other purposes, not limited to verifica-
tion of digital circuits or even the electrical engineering domain.
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This appendix shows the architecture of the C++ implementation of our verifica-
tion method based on constraint resolution.
A-1. Architecture
A-1.1  Modules
The entire C++
implementation is
divided into several
modules as shown in
Figure 163. The Ver-
ilog parser produces
IC InCore data struc-
tures (ic module).
These are then con- FIGURE 163: Architecture
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ccxxixverted into another database (udm module) which is accessed by all other upper
layers. The udm module contains the translator from the IC InCore data structures,
udm circuit database, and the constraint resolution engine. The top module (anal)
implements the case analysis. It uses all the other modules: the ta module for tim-
ing verification and the pw module for switching activity verification. The algo-
rithms and the data structures for partitioning are in the part module, and for
learning in the learn module, for topological analysis in the stat module. Two
other independent modules are used in the case analysis: the CPU and memory
usage measurement module called else and the network module containing the
necessary algorithms for the parallel implementation of the power analysis over a
network of workstations.
The architecture is very closely captured by the physical organization of files in a
directory tree as shown in Figure 164. The main executable ICtest is located in
the bin directory.
A-1.2  Revision Control
Scripts for development and for revision control can be found in etc/bin direc-
tory. The RCS revision control is used; therefore, each directory has a subdirectory
called RCS which contains the version files (*,v). To overcome one of the major
problems of RCS (retrieving the version of the software rather than that of the indi-
vidual files) the script co_all checks out all source files. It accepts the date
option of the normal co command, hence any version of the whole software can be
obtained by, e.g, etc/bin/co_all -d’Thu Jun 29 12:03:30 EDT
1995’. This would recover the software as it existed on Thursday June 29, 1995
at 12:03:30. The README file in the root directory contains more information
about the revision control scripts as well as the dates (in the format for co_all)
of the various software versions and the description of all major changes.
ccxxxA-1.3  Benchmarks
The source code of the benchmark and other test circuits is located in etc/cir-
cuits directory. It includes the Verilog source code and some schematics in Post-
Script for small circuits, and local-file-system symbolic links to large circuits.
Netlist translators are located in the etc/translators directory.
A-1.4  Source Code
The compilation is controlled by a single Makefile in the root directory. There-
fore any make command must be issued from the root directory of the project.
During compilation the object files are stored in the same directory as the source
files. The libraries are created in the lib directory, one static and/or dynamic
library for each module. To compile, do make depend && make.
FIGURE 164: Directory tree
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ccxxxiThe source code tree located in the src directory. It is described in Figure 165.
The Verilog/VHDL parser interface and the top-level source file ICaction.cxx
are located in src/ic, our circuit representation and constraint resolution code in
src/udm. The code modeling waveforms by intervals (for timing verification) is
in src/ta. The code modeling waveforms as sets of transitions (for switching
activity verification) is in src/pw.
A-2. Modules
In this section we discuss in detail implementation of each module. The author rec-
ommends to read the source code in parallel with this section or rather skip this
section and return to it once you start programming inside the ICproject.
FIGURE 165: Directory tree - source files
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ccxxxiiA-2.1  Parser interface and the top level (ic)
The parser itself and the IC InCore data structures are in a separate directory refer-
enced from the Makefile by variable ICBNR_DIR. The interface to the IC
InCore is in src/ic. The main executable is src/ic/ICtest.cxx. Most of
the functionality is implemented in src/ic/ICaction.cxx. Top of the file is
devoted to configuring the IC InCore, calling the parser and processing the com-
mand line arguments by calling procedures in src/ic/ICpreProc.cxx. The
rest of the src/ic/ICaction.cxx has two similar parts: one (called TA) for
the user specified --ta option, the other (PW) for --pw. The option influences
which is the lowest level of signal representation used: --ta for waveforms with
intervals (src/ta/TAwaveform.cxx) and --pw waveforms with transition
sets (src/ta/TAwaveform.cxx). In each of these two blocks of code, the
appropriate circuit (i.e., the constraint system) is created using the IC InCore data
structures that are already in memory. Then PW or/and TA analysis or any other
procedure and reporting are performed and the circuit instance is deleted from
memory. Both of these blocks can be active during one execution, but they are exe-
cuted in sequence, PW first, then TA.
A-2.1.1 Shared part
The IC Incore part starts in the procedure mytestAction. It creates data struc-
tures for measuring memory consumption and CPU time (TimeAndSpace), for
Sandeep Shenoy’s [Shen96] exact transition counting algorithm (McG_* vari-
ables), creates the circuit IC Incore representation (“zdesign = new ICde-
sign;”), parses the input file (“loadFName”) by calling loadFunc, binds the
design (“zmod->bind(…)”), instantiates a working copy of the circuit (“zmod-
>instantiate(doInst, “work”, …)”), elaborates and then flattens the
working instance of the design (“zmod->addFlat();”). The last part of the IC
InCore code prints the contents of the IC InCore. That part of the code is active if
the Boolean variable udm_mode_icdb is true, which is controlled by the --
icdb command line option to the src/bin/ICtest.
ccxxxiiiThe verification by constraint resolution follows. First, common data structures are
created, e.g., EXPORTmif for graphical output in MIF format if the Boolean vari-
able udm_mode_mif is true (option --mif). Then, the circuit netlist is exported
in the Tulip format (.m) if the Boolean variable udm_mode_tulip is true
(option --tulip). The pointers to the partitioning interface (PARTparti-
tions) and to the network interface (NTnetwork) are created. At this time they
are left empty (NULL). That is the end of the common part. It is followed by two
blocks, PW and TA to be described next.
A-2.1.2 Switching activity analysis (PW)
The switching activity analysis begins with the line “if (udm_mode_all ||
udm_mode_pw) // do power”. The Boolean variable udm_mode_all is
controlled by the option --all, which replaces several of the most often used
options. Generally, it means to perform both the timing and the switching activity
analysis with the PW type of waveforms, and the timing analysis only with the TA
type of waveforms. In both cases, the most advanced type of the case analysis pro-
cedure (HPCA) is used. Running bin/ICtest with no arguments shows the list
of options and the exact definition of --all.
The Boolean variable udm_mode_pw is controlled by the --pw option. It selects
the PW type of waveforms. The constraint system is built by calling the construc-
tor of the UDM_PW class (“zPW = new PW_UDM(zmod,EM);”) which trans-
lates the IC InCore data structures into the constraint system (UDM_PW). The class
UDM_PW is derived from the UDM class; therefore, most of the translation code
is found in src/udm/UDM.cxx file, procedure UDM::sort(). The circuit
netlist is then output in the Tulip format (if udm_mode_tulip is true) and the
circuit name is written into the MIF output file (if udm_mode_mif is true).
The number of primary inputs and outputs are stored in Results_pw.PInum_
and Results_pw.POnum_. Circuit topological information, i.e., the fanout and
ccxxxivthe topological distances from the primary inputs are initialized afterwards
(“zPW->circ_topol()->initialize();”).
Reconvergent region analysis follows. It is selected by the Boolean variable
udm_mode_maxrcvg (controlled by the --maxrcvg option). The analysis is
performed by the constructor of the reconvergent region database class
(“regions = new RCVregions(zPW,udm_mode_maxrcvg);”). If the
Boolean variable udm_mode_recon constant is true as well (controlled by
--recon) then the reconvergent regions are saved in the file specified on the
command line after the --recon option.
The reconvergent region analysis is followed by learning of global implications. If
the Boolean variable udm_mode_learn is true (the --learn option) then the
learning data structures are initialized (“LEARNlearning* learning =
new LEARNlearning(zPW, regions->regions()”) and learning is
performed (“learning->learn();”). Note that there is an argument
regions in the initialization since learning is done along the reconvergent
regions only in the current implementation.
The system_info object which is instantiated after the learning procedure gath-
ers system information such as hostname and system type which are printed by
“system_info.print();”. Then information about the circuit (such as num-
ber of gates, nets, largest fanout, etc.) is retrieved by accessing the circuit represen-
tation (object zPW of class UDM_PW) and printed.
One very important global variable is initialized at this time too,
”common_delay_factor = zPW->comm_delay();”. It is the greatest
common factor off all delay values. It is used to scale delay values so that, mini-
mum number of necessary intervals of discrete time are used. E.g., a circuit with
all gate delays of 10 units and the longest path of 20 levels does not cause the vari-
ables of the constraint system to have 200 intervals of discrete time but only 200
ccxxxvdivided by the common_delay_factor=10. I.e., only intervals of discrete time
where the signals can potentially change are maintained. From the outside, how-
ever, this is hidden, and all delays are reported as if the scaling mechanism did not
exist. Note that for realistic gate delays such as after technology mapping the com-
mon factor will most likely be 1.
After printing the topological information, some experimental code enabled by
various #define options is executed. The options must be defined by #define
at the beginning of the src/ic/ICaction.cxx file, and the code must be re-
compiled to use these features. The PRINT_TOPOL_DIST prints the topological
distance from the primary inputs to the inputs of each gate.
The end of the topological analysis can be identified in the source code by the call
to ts.step_ret with the argument “static analysis” which prints CPU
time and memory usage. Then, the initial universal waveforms (any transition pos-
sible at any time) of the constraint system are saved (‘zPW->push_state();”)
on the stack of circuit states. Subsequently, the test mode is invoked. Currently,
only testing of equivalence of AND gate and its OR-NOT structural model is
available. This test is called AOQ (And Or eQuivalency) and is invoked if the
udm_mode_test constant contains the string “AOQ” (option --test). The spe-
cial circuit etc/circuits/libtest/aoq.v is required for this test.
The AOQ test is invoked on an unconstrained circuit before setting operating con-
ditions because it generates random waveforms different (“larger” in the sens of
constraint sets) from the operating conditions. Since the constraint system is built
as non-increasing (conjunctive constraints), application of any larger-than-existing
set is not possible. Therefore the initial universal waveforms are saved on the stack
and restored after AOQ terminated.
The operating conditions are set by the zPW->set_standard_input() call.
This selects the appropriate primary input waveforms. The fixpoint after the con-
ccxxxvistraint system is recalculated by zPW->forward(), followed by zPW->sta-
bilize(). The UDM::stabilize() procedure recomputes the fixpoint of
the constraint system. In the first fixpoint computation (when waveforms on all net
s but PIs are universal) the UDM::forward() is called before UDM::stabi-
lize(). In a general case of a constraint assigned anywhere but on PIs the
UDM::stabilize() is more efficient than the couple {UDM::forward();
UDM::stabilize()}. If the constraints are assigned only on PIs then
UDM::forward() is faster because it does not propagate events backward
(from outputs of a gate to its inputs).
Once the input waveforms are assigned and the fixpoint of the constraint system is
recomputed, the number of transitions is counted (“power_forw=zPW-
>count_trs()”). This is the initial upper bound on switching activity. The
maximum delay is also calculated, just for information
(“max_delay_forw=zPW->calc_max_delay()”). The waveforms
obtained after setting the operating conditions are printed if the Boolean variable
udm_mode_wf is true (option --wf).
Partitioning follows next. In the current implementation, there is only the initial-
ization (“partitions = new PARTparti-
tions(zPW,udm_mode_partition);”) and a marker to indicate where to
put user code (“// do your job BELOW this line”). The constant
udm_mode_partition (option --partition) specifies which partitioning
algorithm is to be used. For now, the only implemented algorithm is “one gate =
one block” for testing purposes.
The code which follows the partitioning code in the src/ic/ICaction.cxx
file was supplied by Sandeep Shenoy [Shen96]. It is an exact transition counting
algorithm for a block with limited number of inputs. The algorithm finds such a
feasible subset of abstract waveform on each net that the abstract waveform is only
a simple waveform, and that the number of transitions in the block is maximal.
ccxxxviiSince the code was developed apart from the system at the time when the partition-
ing interface did not exist yet, it uses its own partitioning. It should be integrated
with the partitioning interface (future work). The algorithm is activated by the
option --maxMcGinp.
Another experimental code follows the exact transition counting code in the src/
ic/ICaction.cxx file. It is compiled optionally if the symbol
DO_CM_PW_NODE_LIST is defined. It creates a list of nets for the case analysis
based on a heuristics. Details can be found in the source code for the method
PWwaveforms::get_cm().
Another experimental code whose inclusion is controlled by the symbol
PRINT_HEADLINES_AFTER_FW is followed by code for debugging. By default
it is commented out, because it is specific to circuits c3540, c499, and c17. This
code was made obsolete by introducing interactive constraint evaluation (option
--CAlist MANUAL). However, if you need to add any special code for debug-
ging, this is the place to do so.
Since some of the conditionally compiled code builds its own list of nets for the
case analysis, there is a flag called NORMAL_RUN which delimits the default
(“normal”) code (#ifdef NORMAL_RUN). You should #undefine this flag if
you write a code which interferes with the default (“normal”) code. The default
code checks the Boolean variable udm_mode_CAlist (--CAlist HEUR
option) and builds the list of nets where the case analysis will be performed
according to the selected heuristic HEUR. Each heuristic has its own list of nets,
but at the end produces nlist_pw of which only a small portion is used for the
case analysis. The used portion starts at the beginning of the original list and is
long enough to contain all PIs. All PIs must be contained to guarantee termination
of the case analysis.
ccxxxviiiThe documented heuristics accessible from the command line are FANOUT, RCV-
FAN, and PIFAN. There are several additional experimental heuristics which are
conditionally compiled. The heuristic enabled by ”#define
CM_PW_NODE_LIST“ creates a list of nets for the case analysis based on modifi-
cations to the waveforms by merging into four waveform classes during the initial
forward propagation, see comments in procedure PWwaveforms::get_cm()
for details. The heuristic enabled by “#define TD_PW_NODE_LIST“ is based
on the topological distances of each gate input from the PIs. It creates a list of nets
driving gate inputs with the shortest and longest distances from PIs for each gate.
The list is sorted by the sum of the differences between the shortest and longest
distance for each gate. The heuristic enabled by ”#define
AM_PW_NODE_LIST“ creates list of nets based on how much they overlap during
merge (union of waveform classes during positive (forward) operations on abstract
waveforms). The heuristic enabled by “#define REC_PW_NODE_LIST“ is an
older version of the heuristic RCVFAN. It creates a list of stems of reconvergent
regions sorted by decreasing size (in gates) of the reconvergent regions.
The heuristic code is followed by the code that prepares list nlist_ca_pw of
nets for the case analysis based on the list supplied by the active heuristic. The list
can be printed if the symbol PRINT_CA_NODE_LIST is defined. If the symbol
SET_PO_TIME_CONTR is defined then the true circuit delay can be interactively
entered as an additional constraint in the constraint system.
The analysis starts by a simulation that determines a lower bound on switching
activity. The simulation is run if udm_mode_sim is true (option --sim). First 4
special pairs of test vectors (first 4 bits of the PI vectors shown) are tried:
0000→1111, 1111→0000, 0101→1010, 1010→0101. Then an exhaustive simula-
tion follows for circuits with up to 6 primary inputs or a random simulation for
1024 input vectors for any other circuit. A 2-D graph of the results can be printed
using class TwoDgraph.
ccxxxixThe next part of the src/ic/ICaction.cxx file is code for case analysis. The
oldest version of the case analysis, SCA (“new ANALcase_analysis(…)”), is
run when udm_mode_sca is true (option --sca), the PCA (“new
ANALpca(…)”) when udm_mode_pca is true (option --pca), and HPCA
(“new ANALhpca(…)”) if udm_mode_hpca is true (option --hpca). Actu-
ally, all three analyses can be run twice: once with the decision function returning
the circuit delay when udm_mode_verify_delay is true (option --verify
DELAY) or with the decision function returning the switching activity when
udm_mode_verify_power is true (option --verify POWER). Both are run
when the option --verify is set to DELAY:POWER. Once the case analyses are
finished the instantiated objects for the case analyses and the circuit with the PW
waveforms (PW_UDM) are deleted.
A-2.2  Circuit representation (udm)
The circuit netlist is translated from the IC data structures into a constraint system.
The components of the constraint system and its basic functionality such as state
saving and fixpoint calculation are in the UDM module.
The analogy
between a circuit
and its correspond-
ing constraint sys-
tem is shown in
Figure 166. Each
gate (constraint) is
a UDMgate object
which has pointers
to sets of input and output nets. Each net (a variable of the constraint system con-
taining an abstract waveform) is a UDMwaveforms object. The whole circuit is a
UDM object. Next we describe the basic components of the constraint system and
then look closely at the individual C++ classes.
FIGURE 166: Circuit netlist and corresponding C++ classes
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ccxlA-2.2.1 Constraint system fixpoint
Circuit nets are represented by UDMwaveforms objects. Each holds an abstract
waveform representation UDMwaveformSet. The constraints are implemented
by methods UDMgate::forward() and UDMgate::backward(). Fixpoint
calculation is achieved by calling UDMgate::forward() and UDM-
gate::backward() for all gates scheduled for evaluation (to be explained
later). Whenever UDMgate::forward() is called, the gate looks at the UDM-
waveformSet object of each of the connected input nets, computes the output
abstract waveform, writes it into a local buffer UDMwaveforms::local and
calls UDMwaveforms::merge_local() on each of the output nets to per-
form the intersection of the current abstract waveform UDMwaveforms::out-
put (confusing name …) and the contents of the local buffer. The function
UDMwaveforms::merge_local() also detects the change in the current
abstract waveform on the net and inserts pointers to all gates connected to the net
in the queue UDMgate_queue of scheduled gates. The very first events at the
beginning of the calculation (pointers to gates) are inserted by generating the
appropriate primary input waveforms and by calling UDMwave-
forms::merge_local(). The waveforms are generated by a low-level proce-
dure UDMwaveform::setPIconstraint(delmod). The parameter
delmod describes the delay model used. Currently, input waveforms correspond-
ing to the 2-vector transition and the floating-mode modes are supported. The data
structures used representing a circuit net are described in detail in the next section.
A-2.2.2 The data structure representing a circuit net
The class UDMwaveforms is a net representation. It contains an abstract wave-
form (UDMwaveformSet), pointers to the sets of driving and driven gates (UDM-
gateSet* fanin, fanout), a stack of abstract waveforms
(UDMwaveformsDynStack* waveformsDynStack) and a list of branches
(UDMbranches* branches_) which adds annotation to individual branches
reachable through the fanout set of driven gates.
ccxliThis separation is historical - the
“branches_” were added later to
speed up reconvergent region anal-
ysis. The stack of constraint system
variables implements incremental
constraint-system state saving
(explained in Section A-2.2.4). The
structure of a UDMwaveforms
object is shown in Figure 167.
One abstract waveform or a
variable of the constraint system
is stored in an object of class
UDMwaveformSet. The name
may be confusing but it is a set
of up to four objects of class
UDMwaveform that imple-
ment waveform classes. Class
UDMwaveform is an abstract
class which provides an inter-
face for implementing the low-
est level of the constraint
system. It holds the necessary
variables and C++ methods for
performing operations such as
union, intersection, AND, OR, XOR, and NOT. Classes UDMwaveformSet and
FIGURE 167: Net - UDMwaveforms
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ccxliiUDMwaveform are shown in Figure 168. The implementation of a gate object is
described next.
A-2.2.3 The data structure representing a gate
The class UDMgate represents gates. It
contains the methods forward() and
backward() which are implemented
differently by derived classes to provide
the desired functionality of the specific
gates such as AND, OR, XOR, NAND, etc.
The inputs and outputs are accessible
thought pointers to the sets of the input
and output nets (UDMwaveforms-
Set* input, output) and their
corresponding access methods, as shown
in Figure 169.
Several types of gates were developed. The UDMgate is a basic gate suitable for 2
or 3-input gates. Its forward function computes the output abstract waveform as
a union of 4N waveform classes, where N is the number of gate inputs. It builds a
table of N entries, takes one waveform class from each input, computes the desired
function in a loop over N-tuples and performs a union of the resulting 4N individ-
ual waveforms.
The UDMgatem uses a structural model for symmetrical gates, as shown in
Figure 170 for an N-input gate. There are N-1 two-input gates called “inter-
nal”. All of them perform the same function. The function is implemented by two
methods, forwardSetInt() and backwardSetInt(). These are only
abstract in the class UDMgatem. they are defined in the gate specific ancestor
classes (UDMandm,…).
FIGURE 169: Gate - UDMgate
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ccxliiiThere is one output gate which usually
implements negation and delay, but any
desired functionality can be written into
the methods forwardSetOut() and
backwardSetOut(). Class UDM-
gatem is the default class used for most
gates. Only the buffer and the inverter
use directly the base class UDMgate. To
implement a symmetrical gate, one has
to create a new class which inherits
UDMgatem and implements the four
methods.
A-2.2.4 The data structure representing a circuit
The UDM class is a circuit representation, i.e., it implements the constraint system.
It contains sets of nets (“UDMwaveformsSet local”) and sets of gates
(“UDMgateSet gates”). Lists of the primary input and the primary output nets
(“UDMwaveformsSet input, output”) are subsets of the set local of all
nets. The queue UDMgate_queue of gates for event driven evaluation is also a
part of the constraint system. In the versions supporting sequential circuits, there is
also a list of flip-flops which is a subset of the set gates of all gates. The con-
straint system provides interface functions forward(), backward(), stabi-
lize() described in Section A-2.2.1, and push_state(), pop_state() to
save and recover the state of the constraint system. The state saving is used for
backtracking during case analysis and some other algorithms. The interface also
allows to print the current state of the constraint system variables using the meth-
ods print_*, and to dump them in the MIF format using the methods mif_*.
The UDM also contains the topological information STATcircTop, a method
returning topological delay “int topol_delay()”, a method computing the
time of the latest transition in the current state of the constraint system “int
calc_max_delay()”, a method which computes a certain property, such as
FIGURE 170: UDMgatem
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ccxlivcircuit delay or switching activity “virtual int decis_func
(df_property prop)”. The structure of the class UDM is shown in
Figure 171. Notice differences compared to what we said earlier: the main object
is not called UDM but PW_UDM, gates UDMnandm, not UDMgate, nets PWwave-
forms not UDMwaveforms. This is because the figure shows a realistic instanti-
ation of the objects during switching activity verification. As it will be described in
detail in the two following sections, the PW* classes are derived from the UDM*
classes for switching activity verification and the TA* classes are derived from the
UDM* classes for timing verification. The rule of thumb is that many of the UDM*
classes are abstract, i.e., it is not possible to instantiate an object of that class.
Inheritance between the gate classes is by function, e.g., UDMnandm is derived
from UDMgatem.
The state saving is incremental: only the modified constraint system variables are
saved. This is done using a local stack inside each net object. When the user asks
to save the state by calling UDM::push_state(), only counter the nb_push_
inside UDM is incremented. When a net is to be modified by merge_local(),
the stack level number inside the net is compared with the global one
UDM::nb_push() and if the local one is lower then the net stack performs push
operation. The method UDM::pop_state() visits all nets and compares the
FIGURE 171: Circuit - UDM
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ccxlvstack level with the global level. If they do not match, the appropriate number (dif-
ference local minus global levels) of pop operations are performed on the net
stack. The pop operation can also be made incremental by adding a code which
checks for the stack level in UDMwaveforms::output() which is the access
method to the current value of the abstract waveform variable of a given net.
A-2.3  Timing (ta)
The ta subdirectory contains code that is specific to the interval representation of
waveform classes and is intended to be used for timing verification. The waveform
class is TAwaveform which fits into the opaque data structures of UDMwave-
form and implements all the methods of the UDMwaveform interface. The
TAwaveformSet represents an abstract waveform for timing verification. The
TAwaveforms is one net of circuit TA_UDM.
To use the timing waveforms and operations, one must build the data structure by
calling the constructor of TA_UDM. This automatically instantiates all the classes
TAxxx instead UDMxxx. One can also add any methods or data structures into the
appropriate TAxxx classes rather than into the UDMxxx classes if they are specific
to timing verification.
One TAwaveform is a set of four integer num-
bers and Boolean flag valid inherited from the
UDMwaveform as shown in Figure 172. The
min and max delimit an interval where transi-
tions can occur. It is an upper envelope over any waveform expressed by this wave-
form class: it is guaranteed that no transition occurs before min and no transition
occurs after max. The fmax value is the latest time when the first transition occurs
if there is at least one transition. The lmin value is the earliest time when last tran-
sition occurs if there is a at least one.
FIGURE 172: Timing class -
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ccxlviA-2.4  Switching activity (pw)
The pw subdirectory contains code that is specific to the transition representation
of waveform classes and is intended to be used for switching activity verification.
The waveform class is PWwaveform which fits into the opaque data structures of
UDMwaveform and implements all the methods of the UDMwaveform interface.
An object of class PWwaveformSet represents an abstract waveform for switch-
ing activity verification. An object of class PWwaveforms represents one net of
the circuit PW_UDM.
To use the PW waveforms and operations, the data structures must be built by call-
ing the constructor of PW_UDM. This will automatically instantiate all the classes
PWxxx instead of UDMxxx. One can also add any methods or data structures into
the appropriate PWxxx class rather than UDMxxx if they are specific to switching
activity verification.
The transition set for each interval of discrete
time is expressed by a set of bits defined by the
enumerated type tr_type which currently
holds t00, t01, t10, t11. However, inter-
nally the representation is separate for each tran-
sition, i.e., there is one bit array for each
transition type, where one bit is allocated for one
discrete time interval. This allows to perform
most operations in parallel for n intervals on an n-bit computer. The transition bit
arrays are dynamically allocated and pointed to by array t of four pointers. The bit
array is an array of base_type which is defined as unsigned long int -
the longest type the CPU can perform bit-wise operations on. This is to achieve
portable scalability. Consider an OR operation on two waveform classes in a circuit
where the resolution of 130 discrete timing intervals is required. If the source code
is compiled on a 32-bit computer then five 32-bit words will be allocated and 5
bit-wise OR operations will be performed for each of t00, t01, t10, t11. On
FIGURE 173:  Transition set
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ccxlviia 64-bit computer three 64-bit words are allocated and 3 operations performed for
each of t00, t01, t10, t11. The variable time_res tells how many bits are
used in the bit array, since only whole words can be allocated (in the last example
there are 192 bits allocated and time_res=130). The PWwaveform implemen-
tation is shown in Figure 173.
A-2.5  Topological analysis (stat)
Class STATcirctop stores topological information about the circuit such as
headlines and list of nets sorted by increasing fanout. It is instantiated in the UDM
object.
Each net has its own topological information attached as well. The class STATno-
detop contains the size of fanout, the topological distance from the primary
inputs, and the reconvergent region overlap (used only for reconvergent region
analysis). It is instantiated in the UDMwaveforms class.
A-2.6  Case analysis (anal)
The oldest SCA is implemented as the class ANALcase_analysis. When
instantiated, the constructor takes the following arguments: a pointer to the circuit
to work on, a pointer to the decision function, an ordered list of nets where to per-
form case analysis, a limit on the depth of the decision tree, and a limit on the num-
ber of decisions. The case analysis can be started either by the method
binary_search_using_cs or by desc_search_using_cs. The former
is a binary search, the latter a search from a (user-provided) upper bound down by
specified increments.
The PCA is implemented as the class ANALpca. It uses a case analysis tree
ANALpca_pathSet build as a list of paths ANALpca_path. The case analysis
can be started by calling the method “analyze(int max_passes, int
max_level)” where the arguments limit the size of the decision tree as in the
ccxlviiicase of SCA. The results are stored in the class ANALef_info available from the
case analysis by calling the info() method.
The most advanced case analysis HPCA is implemented as the class ANALhpca.
It is the only case analysis which supports parallel evaluation. Therefore, it has a
job scheduler which comes in two versions: ANALhsched is a serial one, and
ANALhsched_par is a parallel one. Both use the same interface to communicate
with the case analysis. The decision tree is stored in a heap represented by the class
ANALh_heap.
A-2.7  Partitioning (part)
Partitioning is only an interface reserved for future development. The result of a
partitioning operation can be stored in an object of class PARTpartitions. The
algorithm which is used to partition the circuit is chosen according to the integer
argument passed to the constructor. Right now the only partitioning algorithm is
type 1 which means one gate is one block of the partition.
Each partition is an object of the class PARTpartition. It contains a list of
gates, lists of entry, exit and all nets, the number of nets in the partition, and the
number of gates in the partition. For the definitions see the file src/part/
PARTpartition.hxx.
A-2.8  Learning (learn)
The class “LEARNlearning(UDM* circuit, RCVregionSet*
rcv_set)” implements learning of global implications on a “circuit” along
the reconvergent regions in “rcv_set”. Learning is done by calling the method
learn(). The learned implications are attached to the netlist as virtual gates and
thus automatically used in any operation over the constraint system.
All implications learned on one net are in LEARNimplications. The set of
learned implications is returned by calling the method “implset()”. The constraint
ccxlixsystem uses the methods “int apply()” and “cl_set
get_classes_to_remove (cl_set el_classes, cl_set
stem_classes, unsigned int learned)” to implement the virtual gates.
Each implication is an object of the class LEARNimplication. It contains a net
where the implication is to be applied, the net which is the cause (where it was
learned) and the type of the implication impl_type. It is an enumerated type of
two values: CNTL and RECON. The value CNTL indicates that the implication (its
forward complement) was caused by a controlling value, i.e., it can be deduced by
the backward part of the gate projections. The value RECON indicates that the
implication (its forward part ) was caused by all gate inputs carrying non-control-
ling values, i.e., it cannot be deduced by the backward part of the gate projections
(it was learned due to reconvergence).
A-2.9  Reconvergence (reconv)
The reconvergent regions are stored in RCVregions. It contains a set of regions
RCVregionSet and forest of regions RCVregionForest to capture the inclu-
sion of one region in another.
The region set RCVregionSet provides methods for sorting the regions accord-
ing to several criteria, and an easy enumeration of regions through RCVregion-
SetIter.
Each reconvergent region RCVregion is described by the stem, the reconver-
gence gates, all the gates in the region, the entry nets to the region, the exit nets
from the region, all the nets in the region, the closing nets of the region, and the set
of subregions (to this region).
The algorithm to find the reconvergent regions is implemented as the constructor
of the RCVregions class. It attaches five different tags to each branch of the cir-
cuit nets. The meaning of all tags is explained in the src/reconv/RCVre-
cclgions.cxx file. The tagging necessary to implement the algorithm is done by
calling tag_cone(). A queue of gates is used for backtracking during the depth-
first traversal through the cone. First a list of all primary reconvergent regions is
created by tagging branches in the forward direction from the stem. Once all the
primary reconvergent regions are know, each region is re-tagged in the forward
direction as in the first pass. Then the region is tagged in the backward direction to
mark all the nets and the gates in the region. The reconvergent region is then the
intersection of the two cones. The method identify_region() traverses the
region from the stem forward, looks at the tags, and records all nets and gates in
the region data structure. Each net in the region is also checked for being a stem of
another region. In this case, the region is added as a secondary reconvergence to
the region currently under investigation. Regions of size exceeding the user-speci-
fied limit are forgotten, others are stored. The last step is the creation of a forest of
inclusions of regions by calling the constructor of the RCVregionForest class
with the set of regions as its argument.
A-2.10 Parallel (network)
The parallel case analysis algorithm is intended to improve performance of the
case analysis. The implementation is described in detail in the chapter on parallel
case analysis, in Section 5-3 on page 153.
A-2.11 Auxiliary (else)
The “else” directory is a collection of small modules which help the implemen-
tation and in some cases are also generic (i.e., used by more than one module).
The classes Random1 and Random2 are random number generators used for gen-
erating test vectors when the --sim option is used.
The class Timer allows to measure CPU time. The interface to that class is the
TimeAndSpace class. One can obtain the CPU time and memory consumption
by calling “total(const char* text)” or “void step_ret(const
cclichar* text, long int& MEM, double& CPUuser, double&
CPUsystem)”. The class SysInfo provides the date and the hostname.
The class EXPORTmif is an interface for producing a graphical report in the
Maker Interchangeable Format (MIF) 4.0. It provides an HPGL-like user interface
with primitives “moveto(double x, double y)”, “line(double x,
double y)”, “set_color(char* color)”, etc. Many classes have the
method “mif(EXPORTmif*)” which adds graphical representation of the object
to the output MIF file. The txt2twoDmif.cxx file contains a stand-alone pro-
gram which uses the EXPORTmif to translate a textual format into a 2-dimen-
sional graph. The MIF interface was used extensively for creating this thesis.
A-3. Utilization
This section is a user manual how to use the switching activity verification system.
The binary executable is called ICtest and is located in the bin directory in the
project root directory. Running the ICtest with no arguments prints the list of
available options and brief help messages.
A-3.1  Viewing the circuit netlist
Use the option -r to specify the top module name. The following command only
parses the circuit netlist:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17
To print the internal representation of a netlist stored in the IC InCore data struc-
tures use the option --icdb as follows:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--icdb
ccliiTo obtain the same information but from the UDM data structures use --udmdb.
However, it will work only if TA_UDM or PW_UDM is instantiated, hence add the
--pw or --ta option as follows:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--udmdb --pw
A-3.2  Timing analysis
Timing analysis requires to specify --ta to use the timing waveforms. The fol-
lowing will build the constraint system with TAwaveforms and print the result-
ing upper bound on delay on the line denoted “Maximal circuit delay
after forward:”:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--ta
A-3.3  Switching activity analysis
Switching activity analysis requires to specify --pw to use the transition set wave-
forms. The following will build the constraint system with PWwaveforms and
print the resulting upper bound on switching activity on the line denoted “Number
of transitions in the circuit after forward:”:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--pw
A-3.4  Decision function
The property that is being verified is set by option --verify. It can have one or
more of the following options: POWER, DELAY, or VDROP. Multiple decision func-
tions can be specified as a colon-separated string (e.g., POWER:VDROP). In such
the case analysis (see below) is repeated for each decision function separately.
ccliiiA-3.5  Case analysis
The case analysis is invoked by specifying the type of the case analysis (--sca,
--pca, --hpca), the type of the constraint system (--ta or --pw), the prop-
erty(ies) to verify (--verify), and the parameters for the case analysis. It can be
done as follows:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--pw --verify POWER --hpca
Or with using more command line arguments (see --help) to perform more pre-
cisely defined analysis, e.g., as follows:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 --pw
--verify POWER --hpca --CAlim 200 --CAlist FANOUT --hpcaStep 1
A-3.6  Parallel case analysis
The parallel case analysis is started as any other case analysis (does not work with
--pca nor --sca) but with the option --parallel and with a configuration
file. The configuration file is shared among the server and the slaves. It contains
the TCP port to use, the communication time-out, the server hostname, and the
option detach which causes the UNIX process to spawn a child detached from
the terminal. A Perl script bin/ICrun_par is provided for easy start-up. It takes
three arguments: the directory where to write the log files, a list of hosts to be used
(the server’s name appears in this list and the --parallel configuration file),
and arguments for ICtest (with absolute paths because it is passed to UNIX
rsh). An example follows:
bin/ICrun_par /tmp/run_001 machines.txt \
’cd /home/carre/zejda/work/power/ICproject; nice \
bin/ICtest_run etc/cicuits/iscas85_all_gates/c432.v \
-r c432 --hpca --verify POWER --pw --CAlim 1000000 \
--hpcaStep 1 --parallel etc/net_config/carre8929_150.nt’
cclivA-3.7  Manual mode
The manual mode is for playing with the constraint system. It allows the user to
interactively assign constraints, to save the state of the constraint system, and to
print out waveforms. A snapshot of a manual mode session follows:
bin/ICtest etc/circuits/iscas85_all_gates/c17.v -r c17 \
--pw --CAlist MANUAL
…
Welcome to the ICtest’s interactive mode. You can type “help”.
ICtest> print 7
net: 7 : P=2
     |0
c00 ______
     |0
c01 __<>~~
     |0
c10 ~~<>__
     |0
c11 ~~<>~~
ICtest> tr
  There are 15 transitions in the circuit
ICtest> quit
The symbols used in the sample of textual output have the following meaning: “_”
is a stable zero, “~” is a stable one, “<“ is a set containing rising transition and sta-
ble value one. The symbol “<“ is also used for a set containing stable one and ris-
ing transition. Similarly for symbol “>”. The textual output is intended mainly for
debugging. The MIF graphical output provides exact detailed information about
transition sets.
A-3.8  Various options
The reconvergent region analysis is invoked by, e.g., --maxrcvg 85, which
would ignore all regions that have more gates than 85% of the total number of
gates in the circuit. Learning can be added by the --learn option. It requires
cclvreconvergent analysis. Partitioning is invoked by --part 1 which uses method
number 1 for partitioning. Waveforms can be printed after the constraint system is
built and a fixpoint calculated (--wf) or during the case analysis (--pcawaves).
Both of these options will also produce a graphical equivalent of the textual output
into the MIF file when --mif is specified. The HPCA case analysis can dump its
decision tree into a file periodically (--checkpoint) and be restored from a
checkpoint file (--recover). The --pw_time_resolution can be used to
limit the number of intervals of discrete time.
cclviAPPENDIX B
Conflict of N messages
Solution to this polynomial equation in tj is needed to calculate the speedup con-
sidering conflicts of up to N messages:
- 4 tc tm tjN - 4 tm s tjN - N tjN+2 + 4 N tm3 tjN-1 + tc tj2 tjN-1 + 4 tc tm2 tjN-1 + s tjN+1
+ 4 tm2 s tjN-1 - 6 N tm2 tjN + 5 N tm tjN+1 - N tmN+2 2N+1 + N2 tmN+2 2N+1 - N2 tj
tm
N+1
 2N = 0
cclviiAPPENDIX C
Decision Trees
We present here the images of the case analysis decision trees for 1000 decisions
on nets sorted by decreasing fanout.
FIGURE 174: Decision tree for c499
655
719
645
686
525
633
551
646
633
645
639
619
551
639
400
484
646
619
484
423
cclviiiFIGURE 175: Decision tree for c432
857
822
755
876
658
857
646
843
836
867
867
845
cclixFIGURE 176: Decision tree for c880
2254
2316
2294
2314
1768
2162
1985
2153
2225
2154
2242
2252
1963
2226
1964
2264
2222
2227
2243
2168
cclxFIGURE 177: Decision tree for c1355
4511
4753
4552
4661
4037
4403
4217
4501
4403
4425
4530
4443
4217
4530
3612
3912
4501
4443
3912
3715
cclxiFIGURE 178: Decision tree for c1908
FIGURE 179: Decision tree for c3540
8575
8550
8619
8596
8398
8288
8457
8432
8322
8222
8420
8402
8519
8452
8474
8447
8498
8442
8451
8401
13527
13870
14001
13348
13179
13486
13475
13267
13526
13836
13840
13632
13638
13966
13959
13760
13003
13311
13295
13090
cclxiiFIGURE 180: Decision tree for c2670
4673
5483
5776
6124
5663
5764
5594
5674
6005
6114
5894
6014
cclxiiiFIGURE 181: Decision tree for c5315
FIGURE 182: Decision tree for c17
15938
12940
16060
12691
13294
15727
13521
15384
13579
15898
13336
15547
8 15 13 14
15 10
12
15
13 14 14 13
9 14
14
13
11 14 12 11
cclxivFIGURE 183: Decision tree for c6288
95507
95583
95613
95641
95260
95500
95544
95582
95275
95539
95551
95612
95382
95555
95600
95640
cclxvFIGURE 184: Decision tree for c7552
16683
23576
23787
16409
23116
23489
23257
23376
23312
23702
23447
23582
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